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Monetary  Economics (BAE 6.1)(Compulsory paper). 

 

Module 1: Money 

 

 Meaning of Money  

Money is a concept which we all understand but which is difficult to define in exact terms. 

Money is anything serving as a medium of exchange. Most definitions of money take ‗functions 

of money‘ as their starting point. ‗Money is that which money does.‘ According to Prof. Walker, 

‗Money is as money does.‘ 

This means that the term money should be used to include anything which performs the 

functions of money, viz., medium of exchange, measure of value, unit of account, etc. Since 

general acceptability is the fundamental characteristic of money, therefore, money may be 

defined as ‗anything which is generally acceptable by the people in exchange of goods and 

services or in repayment of debts.‘ 

B. Functions of Money: 

In general terms, the main function of money in an economic system is ―to facilitate the 

exchange of goods and services and help in carrying out trade smoothly.‖ Its basic characteristic 

is general acceptability. Functions of money are reflected in the following well- known couplet: 

―Money is a matter of functions four A medium, a measure, a standard, a store.‖ 

Thus conventionally money performs the following four main functions, each of which 

overcomes one or the other difficulty of barter. Medium of exchange and measure of value are 

primary functions because they are of prime Importance whereas standard of deferred payment 

and store of value are called secondary functions because they are derived from primary 

functions. 

1. Money as the Medium of Exchange: 

Money came into use to remove the inconveniences of barter as money has separated the act of 

purchase from sale. Medium of exchange is the basic or primary function of money. People 

exchange goods and services through the medium of money. Money acts as a medium of 

exchange or as a medium of payments. Money by itself has no utility (except perhaps to the 

miser). It is only an intermediary. 



The use of money facilitates exchange, exchange promotes specialisation Increases productivity 

and efficiency A good monetary system is, therefore, of immense utility to human society. 

Money is also called a bearer of options or generalised purchasing power because it provides 

freedom of choice to buy things he wants most from those who offer best bargain. 

2. Money as a Unit of Account or Measure of Value: 

Money serves as a unit of account or a measure of value. Money is the measuring rod, i.e., it is 

the units in terms of which the values of other goods and services are measured in money terms 

and expressed accordingly Different goods produced in the country are measured in different 

units like cloth m metres, milk in litres and sugar in kilograms. 

Without a common unit, exchange of goods becomes very difficult Values of all goods and 

services can be expressed easily in a single unit called money Again without a measure of value, 

there can be no pricing process. Without a pricing process organised marketing and production is 

not possible. Thus, the use of money as a measure of value is the basis of specialised production. 

The measuring rod of money is also indispensable to all forms of economic planning. Consumers 

compare the values of alternative purchases m terms of money Producers also compare the 

values of alternative purchases m terms of money. Producers compare the relative costliness of 

the factors of production in terms of money and also plan their output on the basis of the money 

yield. It is, therefore, highly important that the value of money should be stable. 

3. Money as the Standard of Deferred Payments: 

Deferred payments are payments which are made some time in the future. Debts are usually 

expressed in terms of the money of account. Loans are taken and repaid in terms of money. 

The use of money as the standard of deterred or delayed payments immensely simplifies 

borrowing and lending operations because money generally maintains a constant value through 

time. Thus, money facilitates the formation of capital markets and the work of financial 

intermediaries like Stock Exchange, Investment Trust and Banks. Money is the link which 

connects the values of today with those of the future. 

4. Money as a Store of Value: 

Wealth can be stored in terms of money for future. It serves as a store value of goods in liquid 

form. By spending it, we can get any commodity in future. Keynes places great emphasis on this 

function of money. Holding money is equivalent to keeping a reserve of liquid assets because it 

can be easily converted into other things. 



People therefore normally wish to keep a part of their wealth in the form of money because 

savings in terms of goods is very difficult. This desire is known as liquidity preference. Clearly 

money is the best form of store of value. Wheat or any other product which will command a 

value cannot be stored for a long period. 

Another Function ‗Liquidity of Money‘ is added these days. Money is perfectly liquid. Liquidity 

means convertibility into cash. Thus, the ability to convert an asset into money quickly and 

without loss of value is called liquidity of asset. Modern economists are laying stress on liquidity 

of money. 

Since, by definition, money is the most generally accepted commodity, it is also the most liquid 

of all resources. Possession of money enables one to get hold of almost any commodity in any 

place and money never locks a buyer. It is this peculiarity which distinguishes money from all 

other commodities. A preference for liquidity is preference for money. 

Money, thus, acts as common medium of exchange, a common measure of value, as standard of 

deferred payments and a store of value. 

Some of the major leads under which money has been classified are as follows: (i) Full bodied 

Money (ii) Representative Full-bodied Money and (iii) Credit Money. 

Money can be classified on the basis of relationship between the value of money as money and 

the value of money as a commodity. 

Classification of Money : Full Bodied,  

Some of the major leads under which money has been classified are as follows: (i) Full bodied 

Money (ii) Representative Full-bodied Money and (iii) Credit Money. 

Money can be classified on the basis of relationship between the value of money as money and 

the value of money as a commodity. 

Broadly, money can be classified as: 

(i) Full Bodied money; 

(ii) Representative Full bodied money; and 

(iii) Credit money. 



(i) Full bodied Money: 

Any unit of money, whose face value and intrinsic value are equal, is known as full bodied 

money, i.e. Money Value = Commodity Value. For example, during the British period, one rupee 

coin was made of silver and its value as money was same as its value as a commodity. 

(ii) Representative Full-bodied Money: 

It refers to money which is usually made of paper. The value of representative full-bodied money 

is much higher than its value as a commodity. It is accepted as money as it can be conveniently 

used for carrying out transactions. 

Such a type of paper money is 100% backed by metallic reserve of gold or silver and is 

redeemable at the option of the holder. For example, in case of convertible paper receipts, a 

person can exchange the amount stipulated on the paper receipt for equal value of gold. 

Two Kinds of Representative Money: 

A. Convertible Paper Money: 

It refers to the currency notes which are freely convertible into full-bodied money (gold or silver) 

at any time at the option of the holder. However, 100% backing of gold or silver is not desired as 

all the notes in circulation are not simultaneously presented for conversion. 

B. Inconvertible Paper Money: 

It is that kind of paper money which cannot be convertible into full-bodied money at the option 

of the holder. However, it circulates and commands value as its issue is regulated by a 

responsible government. This money does not have any backing of standard coins or bullion. 

Indian one-rupee note is a good example of inconvertible paper money. 

(iii) Credit Money: 

Credit money refers to the money whose intrinsic value (as a commodity) is much lower than its 

face value, i.e. Money Value > Commodity Value. For example, face value of Rs 100 note is Rs 

100, but we would get a much lower value if we sell the note as a piece of paper. Credit cards, 

bank deposits are other examples of credit money. 

The various forms of credit money are: 

(a) Token coins: 



These refer to small coins of various denominations, which are issued to facilitate day-to-day 

requirements of the people. All Indian coins, like those of Rs 10, 5, 2 or 1, are token coins since 

their value as money is more than value of metal contained in them. 

 (b) Representative Token money: 

It is 100% backed and is fully redeemable in some commodity such as gold or silver. It is 

generally in the form of paper and market value of what is actually offered is less than value 

printed on paper notes. 

(c) Circulating promissory notes issued by central bank: 

These are currency notes issued by Reserve Bank in India. These include all currency notes of 

denominations like Rs 1,000, Rs 500, Rs 100, etc. Each promissory note contains the words, ―I 

promise to pay the bearer the sum of Rs…………. ―, and is signed by the Governor of India. The 

commodity value of a promissory note is much less than its money value. 

(d) Demand Deposits in bank: 

Deposits are claims of creditors (depositors) against bank. These deposits can be withdrawn from 

the bank or transferred from one person to another by issuing a cheque. Such deposits do not 

have backing in terms of any bullion (gold or silver). The commodity value of a cheque is much 

lower than its money value. Demand deposits are very convenient for making transactions of 

huge amounts as they remove the risk of carrying large amounts of cash. 

What Is Gresham's Law? 

Gresham's law is a monetary principle stating that "bad money drives out good." It is primarily 

used for consideration and application in currency markets. Gresham‘s law was originally based 

on the composition of minted coins and the value of the precious metals used in them. However, 

since the abandonment of metallic currency standards, the theory has been applied to the relative 

stability of different currencies' value in global markets. 

 Gresham‘s law says that legally overvalued currency will tend to drive legally 

undervalued currency out of circulation. 

 Gresham‘s law originated as an observation of the effects of metallic currency 

debasement, but also applies in today‘s world of paper and electronic moneys. 

 In the absence of effectively enforced legal tender laws, such as in hyperinflationary 

crises or international commodity and currency markets, Gresham‘s law operates in 

reverse. 

Understanding Good Money vs. Bad Money 

At the core of Gresham‘s law is the concept of good money (money which is undervalued or 

money that is more stable in value) versus bad money (money which is overvalued or loses value 

rapidly). The law holds that bad money drives out good money in circulation. Bad money is then 
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the currency that is considered to have equal or less intrinsic value compared to its face value. 

Meanwhile, good money is currency that is believed to have greater intrinsic value or more 

potential for greater value than its face value. One basic assumption for the concept is that both 

currencies are treated as generally acceptable media of exchange, are easily liquid, and available 

for use simultaneously. Logically, people will choose to transact business using bad money and 

hold balances of good money because good money has the potential to be worth more than its 

face value. 

Origins of Gresham's Law 

The minting of coins provides the most basic example of Gresham‘s law applied. In fact, the 

law‘s namesake, Sir Thomas Gresham, was referring to gold and silver coins in his relevant 

writing. Gresham lived from 1519 to 1579, working as a financier serving the queen and later 

founding the Royal Exchange of the City of London. Henry VIII had changed the composition of 

the English shilling, replacing a substantial portion of the silver with base metals. Gresham‘s 

consultations with the queen explained that people were aware of the change and began 

separating the English shilling coins based on their production dates to hoard the coins with more 

silver which, when melted down, were worth more than their face value. Gresham observed that 

the bad money was driving out the good money from circulation.  

This phenomenon had been previously noticed and written about in ancient Greece and medieval 

Europe. The observation was not given the formal name "Gresham's law" until the middle of the 

19th century, when Scottish economist Henry Dunning Macleod attributed the it to Gresham. 

How Gresham's Law Works 

Throughout history, mints have made coins from gold, silver, and other precious metals, which 

originally give the coins their value. Over time, issuers of coins sometimes reduced the amount 

of precious metals used to make coins and tried to pass them off as full value coins. Ordinarily, 

new coins with less precious metal content would have less market value and trade at a discount, 

or not at all, and the old coins would retain greater value. However, with government 

involvement such as legal tender laws, the new coins would typically be mandated to have the 

same face value as older coins. This means that the new coins would be legally overvalued, and 

the old coins legally undervalued. Governments, rulers, and other coin issuers would engage in 

this in order to obtain revenue in the form of seigniorage and pay their old debts (which they 

borrowed in old coins) back in the new coins (which have less intrinsic value) at par value. 

Because the value of the metal in old coins (good money) is higher than the new coins (bad 

money) at face value, people have a clear incentive to prefer the old coins with higher intrinsic 

precious metal content. As long as they are legally compelled to treat both types of coins as the 

same monetary unit, buyers will want to pass along their less precious coins as quickly as 

possible and hold on to the old coins. They can either melt the old coins down and sell the metal, 

or they may simply hoard the coins as a greater stored value. The bad money circulates through 

the economy, and the good money gets removed from circulation, to be stashed away or melted 

down for sale as raw metal. 

The end result of this process, known as debasing the currency, is a fall in the purchasing power 

of the currency units, or a rise in general prices: in other words, inflation. In order to fight 
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Gresham‘s law, governments often blame speculators and resort to tactics like currency controls, 

prohibitions on removing coins from circulation, or confiscation of privately owned precious 

metal supplies held for monetary use. 

In a modern example of this process, in 1982, the U.S. government changed the composition of 

the penny to contain 97.5% zinc. This change made pre-1982 pennies worth more than their 

post-1982 counterparts, while the face value remained the same. Over time, due to the 

debasement of the currency and resulting inflation, copper prices rose from an average 

of $0.6662 in 1982 to $3.0597 in 2006 when the U.S. imposed stiff new penalties for melting 

coins. This means that the face value of the penny lost 78% of it's purchasing power, and people 

were eagerly melting down old pennies, which were worth almost five times the value of the 

post-1982 pennies by that point. The legislation leads to a $10,000 fine and/or five years in 

prison if convicted of this offense. 

Legalities, Gresham's Law, and the Currency Market 

Gresham's law plays out in the modern day economy for the same reasons that it was observed in 

the first place: legal tender laws. In the absence of effectively enforced legal tender laws, 

Gresham's law tends to operate in reverse; good money drives bad money out of circulation 

because people can decline to accept the less valuable money as a means of payment in 

transactions. But when all currency units are legally mandated to be recognized at the same face 

value, the traditional version of Gresham's law operates. 

In modern times, the legal links between currencies and precious metals have become more 

tenuous and eventually been cut entirely. With the adoption of paper money as legal tender (and 

accounting entry money through fractional reserve banking), this means that the issuers of 

money are able to obtain seigniorage by printing or loaning money into existence at will as 

opposed to minting new coins. This ongoing debasement has led to a persistent trend of inflation 

as the norm in most economies, most of the time. In extreme cases, this process can even lead to 

hyperinflation, where then money is literally not worth the paper it is printed on. 

In cases of hyperinflation, foreign currencies often come to replace local, hyperinflated 

currencies; this is an example of Gresham's law operating in reverse. Once a currency loses value 

rapidly enough, people tend to stop using it in favor of more stable foreign currencies, sometimes 

even in the face of repressive legal penalties. For example, during the hyperinflation in 

Zimbabwe, inflation reached an annual rate estimated at 250 million percent in July 2008. 

Though still legally required to recognize the Zimbabwe dollar as legal currency, many people in 

the country began to abandon its use in transactions, eventually forcing the government to 

recognize de facto and subsequent de jure dollarization of the economy. In the chaos of an 

economic crisis with a near worthless currency, the government was unable to effectively 

enforce its legal tender laws. Good (more stable) money drove bad (hyperinflated) money out of 

circulation first in the black market, then in general use, and eventually with official government 

support.  

In this sense, Gresham‘s law can also be considered across global currency markets and 

international trade, since legal tender laws almost by definition only apply to domestic 

currencies. In global markets, strong currencies, such as the U.S. dollar or the euro, which hold 
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relatively more stable value over time (good money) tend to circulate as international media of 

exchange and are used as international pricing references for globally traded commodities. 

Weaker, less stable currencies (bad money) of less developed nations tend to circulate very little 

or not at all outside the boundaries and jurisdiction of their respective issuers to enforce their use 

as legal tender. With international competition in currencies, and no single global legal tender, 

good money circulates and bad money is kept out of general circulation by the operation of the 

market. 

ROLE OF MONEY IN CAPITALIST ECONOMY 

What to Produce: This is the first function of prices, it will help us decide what to produce. 

Resources in any economy are limited or scarce, so they must be allocated according to in 

relation to the total output. Hence prime mechanism will help dictate what goods to be produced. 

How much to produce: The next question that needs answering is the quantity of production 

required. The resources are limited, so the quantity will depend on the preferences and 

requirements of the society and the relative prices of the product. 

How to Produce: Then the decision must be taken about the method of production. Say for 

example you are producing cotton textiles. Should you employ a labor-intensive method or an 

automated method? This will depend on the availability and prices of the factors of production 

(labor, capital etc.) 

For whom to Produce: An economy cannot satisfy the needs and wants of every person. So price 

mechanism will decide how to distribute the total output among its citizens. 

Provisions for Economic Growth: An economy cannot use up all of its limited resources. It has 

to make provisions for the future, so the economy can grow. Otherwise, the economy, income 

levels, output etc will stagnate and may even decline. So the level of savings and investment 

must be decided. 

Role of Price Mechanism in Capitalist, Socialist and Mixed Economy 

Role of Price Mechanism in Socialist Economy 

In a socialist economy, the decisions of what, how and for whom to produce is not dependent on 

market forces or price mechanism, these decisions are taken by the Central Planning Authority. 



So while price mechanism does play a role in a socialist economy, it is a very minimal role. It is 

used to ensure the disposal of stock that has accumulated in the economy. Since the allocation of 

resources is planned by the authorities, price mechanism will have no say here. And there is no 

profit motive in socialism, so again price mechanism has no role in the area. 

Role of Price Mechanism in Mixed Economy 

Here price mechanism will pay an equal role along with the planning authority. Especially in the 

private sector of such an economy, the price mechanism along with the competing forces helps 

the economy with an allocation of resources and other such efficient decisions. 

The decision of what to produce in the private sector will depend on market forces, but in the 

public sector that decision will fall on the central planning authority. Prices will be fixed by the 

authority on profit-price policy or no-profit no-loss policy. How to produce goods will also 

depend both on price mechanism and government interaction. 

Plastic money and changes in the medium of exchange function of money: 

 

A slang phrase for credit cards, especially when such cards used to make purchases. The 

"plastic" portion of this term refers to the plastic construction of credit cards, as opposed to paper 

and metal of currency. The "money" portion is an erroneous reference to credit cards as a form of 

money, which they are not. Although credit cards do facilitate transactions, because they are a 

liability rather than an asset, they are not money and not part of the economy's money supply. 

Credit cards are often referred to as "plastic money" because they facilitate transactions and 

make it possible to purchase goods when currency and checkable deposits are not available. 

However, while credit cards are in fact made of plastic, they are not in fact money. Money is 

an asset. Credit cards are a liability. Credit cards are only a intermediate step when used to make 

purchase. The purchase is eventually completed when the credit card liability is paid off... with 

currency or a check... with money. 

Word about Debit Cards 

While credit cards fail to meet the standards for money, plastic or otherwise, what about their 

close cousins, debit cards? Debit cards, also termed ATM cards or check cards, look very much 

like credit cards. They have the same 2 1/8" x 3 3/8" size as credit cards. They are made of 

plastic like credit cards. They have embossed numbers like credit cards. Many have logos of 

credit card companies (Visa and MasterCard) like credit cards. And, most important, they are 

processed by store clerks just like credit cards. 
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But unlike credit cards, debit cards really do qualify as "plastic money." Debit cards, like paper 

checks, access funds from a checking account. A debit card is processed by decreasing an asset, 

the checking account balance, just like writing a check. A credit card is processed by increasing a 

liability, the credit card loan balance. 

So, while the term "plastic money" was erroneously coined to mean credit cards, the advent of 

debit cards has created a mechanism that really is "plastic money." 

 

Module  2:  Monetary  Standards. 

A monetary standard is a set of institutions and rules governing the supply of money in an 

economy. These rules and institutions collectively constrain the production of money. Through 

its constraints on money creation, the standard indirectly acts on prices. A monetary standard 

may also affect the rate of growth of real economic output, but that depends on expectations. 

Monetary institutions may also affect other economic institutions, which themselves influence 

economic growth. 

The banking and financial system interacts with the monetary standard and differences in the one 

may affect how the other operates. Though very important, the banking and financial system is 

not my main focus. 

Modern authors often talk of the "choice" of a monetary standard, but historically monetary 

standards evolved over time. Gold and silver evolved as the money of choice by an historical 

process first enunciated by the Austrian economist Carl Menger in 1892. 

Sovereigns often tried to choose a monetary standard, as by decreeing either gold or silver to be 

money. Sometimes their choices were effective and sometimes market forces upended their 

choices. That was especially likely to occur when a sovereign choose two standards 

(bimetallism), most often a gold and a silver standard. 

If the sovereign chose wisely, he adopted an exchange rate between the two metals reflecting 

their market prices. Inevitably, over time, the market exchange rate between the two metals 

changed due to demand and supply factors. Each metal had nonmonetary uses, and demand 

conditions tended to change over time. So, too, did supply conditions for the two metals. 

Once market and official exchange rates diverged, bimetallism became unstable. The metal 

undervalued in monetary use would tend to disappear into nonmonetary uses. The bimetallic 

standard evolved into a monometallic standard. 

There is an important lesson here. In monetary matters (as in others), a sovereign proposes and 

the market disposes. 

We now live in a fiat money world. That is, we have a fiat monetary standard, which has its own 

institutions and rules. The standard critique of such a standard is that it does not sufficiently 



constrain inflation. The value of a U.S. dollar today is a small fraction of what it was in 1913, the 

year the Federal Reserve System was enacted into law. Differences in the inflation performance 

of different standards are very important. But they may not be the most important issue. 

Consider the case for the gold standard made by one of its most prominent exponents. "The gold 

standard was the world standard of the age of capitalism, increasing welfare, liberty, and 

democracy, both political and economic. In the eyes of free traders its main eminence was 

precisely the fact that it was an international standard as required by international trade and the 

transactions of the international money and capital market." The linkage between the gold 

standard, free trade, free capital markets, and global prosperity is the strong argument for a gold 

standard. It has recently been reprised by Benn Steil and Manuel Hinds. 

Mises also made an essentially political argument for the gold standard, or what he termed sound 

money. "Ideologically it belongs in the same class with political constitutions and bills of rights. 

The demand for constitutional guarantees and for bills of rights was a reaction against arbitrary 

rule and the non-observance of old customs by kings." 

The argument is that the gold standard, free trade and free capital flows are interlinked. It 

exemplifies how the selection or evolution of a monetary standard also affects other economic 

institutions. Along with the rule of law, they were the source of strong economic growth in both 

the West, especially in the United Kingdom and the United States in the 19
th

 century. 

Features of Gold Standard: 

The basic features of the gold standard are: 

(i) The monetary unit is defined in terms of certain weight and fineness of gold. 

(ii) All gold coins are held as standard coins and considered unlimited legal tender. 

(iii) All other types of money (paper money or token money) are freely convertible into gold or 

equivalent of gold. 

(iv) There is unlimited coinage of gold at no cost. 

(v) There is free and unlimited melting of gold. 

(vi) Import and export of gold is freely allowed. 

(vii) The monetary authority is under permanent obligation to buy and sell gold at the fixed price 

without limit. 

Functions of Gold Standard: 

The Gold standard performs two important functions: 

1. To Regulate the Volume of Currency: 

Internally, gold standard forms the basis of the currency and acts as a regulator of the volume of 

currency in the country. This function is called the domestic aspect of the gold standard since it 

is concerned with stabilising the internal value of the currency. Under gold standard, currency 

notes are exchangeable on demand for gold of equivalent value. 



Thus, note issue is fully backed by gold reserves and the growth of fiduciary note issue (without 

gold backing) is checked. Moreover, since the amount of cash in the country is limited by the 

gold reserve held by the central bank and there must be a cash basis for credit creation, the 

capacity of the banks to create credit is also limited by the gold reserve. Thus under gold 

standard, total currency of the country is regulated by its gold reserves. 

2. To Maintain the Stability of Exchange Rate: 

Externally, gold standard aims at regulating and stabilising the exchange rate between the gold 

standard countries. This function is called the international aspect of the gold standard because it 

is concerned with stabilising the external value of the currency. Under gold standard, every 

member country fixes the value of its currency in terms of certain weight of gold given purity. 

Moreover, there is an undertaking given by each country‘s monetary authority to purchase or sell 

gold in unlimited quantity at the officially fixed price. Under these conditions, a stable relation 

exists between the money units of different gold standard countries and free movement of gold 

helps in maintaining the stability of exchange rates. 

Thus, under gold standard, a gold reserve is maintained for two purposes: 

(a) As backing for note issue; and 

(b) To cover a deficit in the balance of payments and thus to maintain the stability of exchange 

rate. 

While distinguishing between the two aspects or functions of gold standard, Crowther writes- 

―The cardinal point in the Domestic Gold Standard is clearly the proportion of volume enforced 

by the law between the gold reserves and the currency. The essence of the International Gold 

Standard is the convertibility of the currency into gold- that is the fixed proportion of value 

between a unit of gold and a unit of currency.‖ 

Automatic Working of Gold Standard: 

The most important feature of the gold standard is that it is an automatic standard. It can 

operate automatically without interference from the monetary authority. In other words, under 

international gold standard, the equilibrium in the balance of payments of the gold standard 

countries is automatically achieved through gold movements. 

The self-adjusting mechanism of gold standard can be explained by the theory of gold 

movements. According to this theory, the country with relatively high cost-price structure loses 

gold, while the country with relatively low cost-price structure gains gold. In other words, the 

country with deficit balance of payments (i.e., with excess of imports over exports) will 

experience gold outflow and the country with surplus balance of payments (i.e., excess of 

exports over imports) will experience gold inflow. 

Suppose two countries A and B are on gold standard. Further suppose that country A experiences 

a deficit balance of payments, while country B a surplus balance of payments. 



The disequilibrium between these two countries will be automatically corrected through 

the mechanism involving the following steps: 

1. Gold Movement: 

Gold will flow out of country A with adverse balance of payments and will flow in country B 

with favourable balance of payments. 

2. Changes in Money Supply: 

Given the gold reserve ratio in both the gold standard countries, the outflow of gold will lead to a 

contraction in the supply of money (i.e., of currency and credit) in country A. On the other hand, 

the inflow of gold will result in the expansion of money supply in country B. 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

3. Changes in Prices and Economic Activity: 

Contraction in money supply will lead to a fall in the prices and the profit margins in country A. 

This will, in turn, reduce investment, income, output and employment in that country. On the 

other hand, expansion of money supply will raise prices and profit margins and consequently 

investment, income, output and employment in country B. 

4. Changes in Imports and Exports: 

Fall in prices in country A will encourage foreigners‘ demand for its products. Moreover, 

decrease in incomes in country A will discourage demand for goods from other countries. Thus, 

exports will increase and imports will decrease in country A. Similarly, rise in prices in country 

B will lead to an expansion of imports in that country. 

5. Equilibrium in the Balance of Payments: 

Expansion of exports and contraction of imports will create conditions of favourable balance of 

payments in country A. On the other hand, Contraction of exports and expansion of imports will 

lead to an adverse balance of payments in country B. As a result, gold will start flowing from 

country B to country A and this will ultimately remove disequilibrium in the balance of 

payments in both the countries. 

Thus, the movements of gold as a consequence of a disequilibrium in balance of payments will 

automatically create conditions for the removal of the disequilibrium and ultimately lead to an 

equilibrium in the balance of payments in the gold-standard countries. 

Disequilibrium in balance of payments → (leading to) movements of gold (leading to) changes 

in money supply → (leading to) changes in prices and incomes → (leading to) changes in 

exports and imports → (leading to) equilibrium in the balance of payments. 

Rules of Gold Standard: 



For the smooth and automatic working of gold standard, certain conditions are to be fulfilled. 

These conditions are called ‗the rules of the gold standard game‘. According to Crowther. ―The 

gold standard is a jealous God. It will work provided it is given exclusive devotion.‖ 

1. Free Movements of Gold: 

There should be no restriction on the movement of gold among the gold standard countries. They 

can freely import and export gold. 

2. Elastic Money Supply: 

The Government of the gold standard countries must expand currency and credit when gold is 

coming in and contract currency and credit when gold is going out. This requires that whatever 

non-gold money (paper money or coins or demand deposits) may be in circulation, gold reserves 

in some fixed proportion must be kept. For example, if the gold reserve ratio is 50%, then for a 

reduction of $ 1 gold reserve, there must be a reduction of $ 2 of credit money. 

3. Flexible Price System: 

Price-cost system of gold standard countries should be flexible so that when money supply 

increases (or decreases) as a result of gold inflow (or gold outflow), the prices, wages, interest 

rates, etc., rise (or fall). 

4. Free Movement of Goods: 

There should also be free movement of goods and services among the gold standard countries. 

Under gold standard, differences in prices between countries are expressed through excess of 

exports or imports of one country over the other and the excess of exports or imports are adjusted 

through inflow or outflow of gold. Thus, restrictions on import or export of goods disturb the 

automatic working of the gold standard. 

5. No Speculative Capital Movements: 

There should not be large movements of capital between countries. Small short-term capital 

movements are necessary to fill the gap in the international payments and, thereby, to correct the 

disequilibrium in the balance of payments. 

For example, the monetary authority of a country, with adverse balance of payments, can raise 

interest rates, and thus, attract capital from other countries and, in turn, correct its adverse 

balance of payments position. But large panic movements of capital as a result of political, social 

and economic disturbances are dangerous for the smooth working of the gold standard. 

6. No International Indebtedness: 

Gold standard countries should make efforts to avoid international indebtedness. When external 

debt increases, the country should increase exports to pay back the interest and the principal. 

7. Proper Distribution of Gold: 

An important requirement for the successful working of the gold standard is pie availability of 

sufficient gold reserves and their proper distribution among the participating countries. 



Merits of Gold Standard: 

Various advantages of the gold standard are discussed as under: 

1. Simplicity: 

Gold standard is considered to be a very simple monetary standard. It avoids the complicacies of 

other standards and can be easily understood by the general public. 

2. Public Confidence: 

Gold standard promotes public confidence because- (a) gold is universally desired because of its 

intrinsic value, (b) all kinds of no-gold money, (paper money, token coins, etc.) are convertible 

into gold, and (c) total volume of currency in the country is directly related to the volume of gold 

and there is no danger of over-issue currency. 

3. Automatic Working: 

Under gold standard, the monetary system functions automatically and requires no interference 

of the government. Given the relationship between gold and quantity of money, changes in gold 

reserves automatically lead to corresponding changes in the supply of money. Thus, the 

disequilibrium conditions of adverse or favourable balance of payment on the international level 

or of inflation or deflation on the domestic level are automatically corrected. 

4. Price Stability: 

Gold standard ensures internal price stability. Under this monetary system, gold forms the 

currency base and the prices of gold do not fluctuate much because of the stability in the 

monetary gold stock of the world and also because the annual production of gold is only a small 

fraction of world‘s total existing stock of monetary gold. Thus, the price system which is 

founded on relatively stable gold base will be more or less stable than under any other monetary 

standard. 

5. Exchange Stability: 

Gold standard ensures stability in the rate of exchange between countries. Stability of exchange 

rate is necessary for the development of international trade and the smooth flow of capital 

movements among countries. Fluctuations in the exchange rate adversely affect the foreign trade. 

Demerits of Gold Standard: 

The gold standard suffers from the following defects: 

1. Not Always Simple: 

Gold standard in all its forms is not simple. The gold coin standard and, to some extent, gold 

bullion standard may be regarded as simple to understand. But, the gold exchange standard 

which relates the currency unit of a country to that of the other is by no means simple to be 

comprehended by a common man. 

2. Lack of Elasticity: 



Under the gold standard, the monetary system lacks elasticity. Under this standard, money 

supply depends upon the gold reserves and the gold reserves cannot be easily increased. So 

money supply is not flexible enough to be changed to meet the changing requirements of the 

country. 

3. Costly and Wasteful: 

Gold standard is a costly standard because the medium of exchange consists of expensive metal. 

It is also a wasteful standard because there is a great wear and tear of the precious metal when 

gold coins are actually in circulation. 

4. Fair-Weather Standard: 

The gold standard has been regarded as a fair-weather standard because it works properly in 

normal or peaceful time, but during the periods of war or economic crisis, it invariably fails. 

During abnormal periods, those who have gold try to hoard it and those who have paper currency 

cry for its conversion into gold. In order to protect the falling gold reserves, the monetary 

authority prefers to suspend the gold standard. 

5. Sacrifice of Internal Stability: 

The gold standard sacrifices domestic price stability in order to ensure international exchange 

rate stability. In fact, under gold standard, inflation and deflation respectively are the necessary 

companions to a favourable and an unfavourable balance of payments. 

Give the world‘s total monetary gold stock, an individual country‘s monetary gold stock, and 

consequently, the money supply and the internal price level, changes by the inflow or outflow of 

gold as a result of international trade. Thus the presence of external trade almost guarantees price 

instability under gold standard mechanism. 

6. Not Automatic: 

The automatic working of the gold standard requires the mutual cooperation of the participating 

countries. But, during the World War I, because of the lack of international cooperation, all types 

of countries, those receiving gold as well as those losing gold, found it necessary to abandon the 

gold standard to prevent disastrous inflation on the one hand and even more disastrous deflation 

and unemployment on the other. 

7. Deflationary: 

According to Mrs. Joan Robinson, gold standard generally suffers from an inherent bias towards 

deflation. Under this standard, the gold losing country is under the compulsion to contract money 

supply in proportion to the fall in gold reserves. 

But the gold gaining country, on the other hand, may not increase its money supply in proportion 

to the increase in gold reserves. Thus, the gold standard, which necessarily produces deflation in 

the gold losing country, may not generate inflation in gold receiving country. 

8. Economic Dependence: 



Under gold standard, the problems of one country are passed on to the other countries and it is 

difficult for an individual country to follow independent economic policy. 

9. Unsuitable for Developing Countries: 

Gold standard is particularly not suitable to the developing economies which have adopted a 

policy of planned economic development with an objective to secure self-sufficiency. 

Breakdown of Gold Standard: 

Before World War I, gold standard worked efficiently and remained widely accepted. It 

succeeded in ensuring exchange stability among the countries. But with the starting of the war in 

1914, gold standard was abandoned everywhere. 

Mainly because of two reasons: 

(a) To avoid adverse balance of payments and 

(b) To prevent gold exports falling into the hands of the enemy. 

After the war in 1918, efforts were made to revive gold standard and, by 1925, it was widely 

established again. But, the great depression of 1929-33 ultimately led to the breakdown of the 

gold standard which disappeared completely from the world by 1937. The gold standard failed 

because the rules of the gold standard game were not observed. 

Following were the main reasons of the decline of the gold standard: 

1. Violation of Rules of Gold Standard: 

The successful working of the gold standard requires the observance of the basic rules of 

the gold standard: 

(a) There should be free movement of gold between countries; 

(b) There should be automatic expansion or contraction of currency and credit with the inflow 

and outflow of gold; 

(c) The governments in different countries should help facilitate the gold movements by keeping 

their internal price system flexible in their respective economies. 

After World War I, the governments of gold standard countries did not want their people to 

experience the inflationary and deflationary tendencies which would result by following the gold 

standard. 

2. Restrictions on Free Trade: 

The successful working of gold standard requires free and uninterrupted trade of goods between 

the countries. But during interwar period, most of the gold standard countries abandoned the free 

trade policy under the impact of narrow nationalism and adopted restrictive policies regarding 

imports. This resulted in the reduction in international trade and thus the breakdown of the gold 

standard. 

3. Inelastic Internal Price System: 



The gold standard aimed at exchange stability at the expense of the internal price stability. But 

during the inter-war period, the monetary authorities sought to maintain both exchange stability 

as well as price stability. This was impossible because exchange stability is generally 

accompanied by internal price fluctuations. 

4. Unbalanced Distribution of Gold: 

A necessary condition for the success of gold standard is the availability of adequate gold stocks 

and their proper distribution among the member countries. But in the interwar period, countries 

like the U.S.A. and France accumulated too much gold, while countries of Eastern Europe and 

Germany had very low stocks of gold. This shortage of gold reserves led to the abandonment of 

the gold standard. 

5. External Indebtedness: 

Smooth working of gold standard requires that gold should be used for trade purposes and not for 

the movement of capital. But during the inter-war period, excessive international indebtedness 

led to the decline of gold standard. 

There were three main reasons for the excessive movement of capital between countries: 

(a) After World War I, the victor nations forced Germany to pay war reparation in gold, 

(b) There was movement of large amounts of short-term capital (often called as refugee capital) 

from one country to another in search of security, 

(c) There was plenty of borrowing by the underdeveloped countries from the advanced countries 

for investment purpose. 

6. Excessive Use of Gold Exchange Standard: 

The excessive use of gold exchange standard was also responsible for the break-down of gold 

standard. Many small countries which were on gold exchange standard kept their reserves in 

London and New York. But, rumors of war and abnormal conditions forced the depositing 

countries to withdraw their gold reserves. This led to the abandonment of the gold standard. 

7. Absence of International Monetary Centre: 

Movement of gold involves cost. Before 1914, such movement was not heeded because London 

was working as the international monetary centre and the countries having deposit accounts in 

the London banks adjusted their adverse balance of payments through book entries. 

But during inter-war period, London was fast losing its position as an international financial 

centre. In the absence of such a centre, every country had to keep large stocks of gold with them 

and large movements of gold had to take place. This was not proper and easily manageable. 

Thus, gold standard failed due to the absence of inter-national financial centre after World War I. 

8. Lack of Co-Operation: 



Economic co-operation among the participating countries is a necessary condition for the success 

of gold standard. But after World War I, there was complete absence of such cooperation among 

the gold standard countries, which led to the downfall of the gold standard. 

9. Political Instability: 

Political instability among the European countries also was responsible for the failure of gold 

standard. There were rumors of war, revolutions, political agitations, fear of transfer of funds to 

other countries. All these factors threatened the safe working of the gold standard and ultimately 

led to its abandonment. 

10. Great Depression: 

The world-wide depression of 1929-33 probably gave the final blow to the gold standard. Falling 

prices and wide-spread unemployment were the fundamental features of depression which forced 

the countries to impose high tariffs to restrict imports and thus international trade. The great 

depression was also responsible for the flight of capital. 

11. Rise of Economic Nationalism: 

After the World War I, a wave of economic nationalism swept him European countries. With an 

objective to secure self-sufficiency, each country followed protectionism and thus imposed 

restrictions on international trade. This was a direct interference in the working of the gold 

standard. 

Thus, both endogenous as well as exogenous factors were responsible for the breakdown of 

the gold standard: 

(a) Some factors referred to the internal weaknesses of the gold standard; 

(b) Others pointed out the failures of the monetary authorities to help the smooth working of the 

system; and 

(c) Still others indicated the adverse external circumstances under which the gold standard had to 

work. 

Under the conditions prevailing today, motivated by economic nationalism and dominated by 

selfish commercial systems, there is little hope of the revival of the gold standard in the near 

future. 

A. Metallic Standard: 

Under metallic standard, the monetary unit is determined in terms of some metal like gold, silver, 

etc. Standard coins are made out of the metal. Standard coins are full-bodied legal tender and 

their value is equal to their intrinsic metallic worth. The important thing to note is that to be on a 

metallic standard a country must keep – (a) its monetary unit at a constant value in terms of the 

selected metal, and (b) its various types of money convertible into the selected metal at constant 

values. 

1. Monometallism 



2. Bimetallism. 

1. Monometallism: 

Monometallism refers to the monetary system in which the monetary unit is made up or 

convertible to only one metal. Under monometallic standard, only one metal is used as standard 

money whose market value is fixed in terms of a given quantity and quality of the metal. 

Features of Monometallism: 

Essential features of monometallic standard are given below: 

(i) Standard coins are defined in terms of only one metal. 

(ii) These coins are accepted as unlimited legal tender in the discharge of day-to-day obligations. 

(iii) There is free coinage (i.e., manufacture of coins) of the metal. 

Types of Monometallism: 

Monometallism can be of two types: 

a. Silver Standard: 

Under silver standard, the monetary unit is defined in terms of silver. The standard coins are 

made of silver and are of a fixed weight and fineness in terms of silver. They are unlimited 

tender. There is no restriction on the import and export of silver. The silver standard remained in 

force in many countries for a long period. 

India remained on silver standard from 1835 to 1893. During this period, Rupee was the standard 

coin and its weight was fixed at 180 grains and fineness 11/12. The coinage of the Rupee was 

free and people can get their silver converted into coins at the mint. Similarly, silver coins could 

be melted into bullion. 

Silver standard lacks universal recognition as compared to gold standard. There is greater 

instability of both internal and external values of money under silver standard because silver 

price fluctuates more than that of gold. Thus, as far as the metal is concerned, gold is preferred to 

silver in most of the countries. 

b. Gold Standard: 

Gold standard is the most popular form of monometallic standard; the monetary unit is expressed 

in terms of gold. The standard coins possess a fixed weight and fineness of gold. The gold 

standard remained widely accepted in most of the countries of the world during the last quarter 

of the 19th century and the first quarter of the 20th century. 

The U.K. was the first country to adopt the gold standard in 1816. She was also the first to 

abandon this standard in 1931. Germany adopted the gold standard in 1873, France in 1878 and 

the U.S.A. in 1900. Gradually, gold standard disappeared from different countries and finally it 

was completely abandoned by the world by 1936. 

Gold standard is the most popular form of monometallic standard. Under gold standard, the 

monetary unit is expressed in terms of gold. The standard coins possess a fixed weight and 



fineness of gold. The gold standard remained widely accepted in most of the countries of the 

world during the last quarter of the 19th century and the first quarter of the 20th century. The 

U.K. was the first country to adopt the gold standard in 1816. 

She was also dying first to abandon this standard in 1931. Germany adopted the gold standard in 

1873, France in 1878 and the U.S.A. in 1900. Gradually, gold standard disappeared from 

different countries and finally it was completely abandoned by the world by 1936. 

Gold standard has been defined differently by different monetary economists. According to D.H. 

Robertson, ―Gold standard is a state of affairs in which a country keeps the value of its monetary 

unit and the value of a defined weight of gold at equality with one another.‖ According to 

Coulborn, ―The gold standard is an arrangement whereby the chief piece of money of a country 

is exchangeable with a fixed quantity of gold of a specific quality.‖ 

In the words of Kemmerer, ―a gold standard is a monetary system in which the unit of value, in 

which price and wages are customarily expressed, and in which the debts are usually contracted, 

consists of the value of a fixed quantity of gold in an essentially free gold market.‖ 

Merits of Monometallism: 

Monometallic standard has the following advantages: 

i. Simplicity: 

Since only one metal is used as a standard of value, monometallism is simple to operate and easy 

to understand. 

ii. Public Confidence: 

Since the standard money is made of a precious metal (gold or silver), it inspires public 

confidence. 

iii. Promotes Foreign Trade: 

Monometallism facilitates and promotes foreign trade. Gold or silver standard is easily 

acceptable as an international means of payment. 

iv. Avoids Gresham’s Law: 

Monometallism avoids the operation of Gresham‘s law. According to this law, when both good 

as well as bad money exist in the economy, bad money tends to drive out of circulation good 

money. 

v. Self-Operative: 

It makes the supply of money self-operative. If there is surplus money supply, the value of 

money will fall and the people will start converting coins into metal. This will wipe out the 

surplus money, thus creating a balance. 

Demerits of Monometallism: 

The following are the demerits of monometallism: 

i. Costly Standard: 



It is a costly standard and all countries, particularly the poor countries, cannot afford to adopt it. 

ii. Lacks Elasticity: 

Monometallism lacks elasticity. Money supply depends upon the metallic reserves. Thus, money 

supply cannot be changed in accordance with the requirements of the economy. 

iii. Retards Economic Growth: 

Economic growth requires expansion of money supply to meet the increasing needs of the 

economy. But, under monometallism, scarcity of metal may create scarcity of money supply 

which, in turn, may hinder economic growth. 

iv. Lacks Price Stability: 

Since the price of the metal cannot remain perfectly stable, the value of money (or the internal 

price level) under monometallism lacks stability. 

2. Bimetallism: 

Bimetallism is a monetary system which attempts to base the currency on two metals. According 

to Chandler, ―A bimetallic or double standard is one in which the monetary unit and all types of 

a nation‘s money are kept at constant value in terms of gold and also in terms of silver.‖ Under 

bimetallism two metallic standards operate simultaneously. 

Two types of standard coins from two different metals (say gold and silver) are minted. Both the 

types of standard coins become unlimited legal tender and a fixed ratio of exchange based on 

mixed ratio of exchange based on mint parity is prescribed for them. Provisions for unlimited 

purchase, sale and redeem-ability are extended to both metals. 

Features of Bimetallism: 

(i) A bimetallic standard is based on two metals; it is the simultaneous maintenance of both gold 

and silver standards. 

(ii) There is free and unlimited coinage of both metals. 

(iii) The mint ratio of the values of gold and silver at the mint is fixed by the government. 

(iv) Two types of standard coins (i.e., gold coins and silver coins) are in circulation at the same 

time. 

(v) Both the coins are full-bodied coins. In other words, the face value and the intrinsic value of 

both the coins are equal 

(vi) Both the coins are unlimited legal tenders. They are also convertible into each other. 

(vii) There is free import and export of both the metals. 

Merits of Bimetallism: 

The merits of bimetallism are discussed below: 

i. Convenient Full-Bodied Currency: 



Bimetallism provides convenient full-bodied coins for both large and small transactions. It 

provides portable gold money for large transactions and convenient silver money for smaller 

payments. This argument has, however, lost its force now when credit money has developed. 

ii. Price Stability: 

Under this monetary system, the shortage of one metal can be offset by increasing the output of 

the other metal. Consequently, stability in the prices of both the metals and hence, in the internal 

prices can be ensured. 

iii. Exchange Rate Stability: 

Bimetallism ensures stability of exchange rate. As long as gold and silver are stabilised in terms 

of each other, the currencies of all countries with fixed values in gold or in silver would 

exchange for each other at nearly constant rates. 

iv. Sufficient Money Supply: 

Under bimetallism, sufficient money supply is assured to meet the trade requirements of the 

economy. Since there is no question of both metals becoming scarce simultaneously, money 

supply is more elastic under this system. 

v. Maintenance of Bank Reserves: 

Under bimetallism, the maintenance of bank reserves becomes easy and economical. Under this 

system, both gold and silver coins are standard coins and unlimited tender. Therefore, it is easy 

for the banks to keep their cash reserves either in gold coins or in silver coins or in both. 

vi. Low Interest Rates: 

Since, under bimetallism, money is made of two metals, its supply is generally more than its 

demand. As a result, the interest rates decline. Banks can extend loans at cheaper rates. This 

would increase investment and hence production in the economy. 

vii. Stimulates Foreign Trade: 

Bimetallism stimulates international trade in two ways, – (a) A country on bimetallism can have 

trade relations with both gold standard and silver standard countries, (b) There are no restrictions 

on imports and exports due to the free inflow of both types of coins. 

Demerits of Bimetallism: 

Bimetallism has the following demerits: 

i. Operation of Gresham’s Law: 

Bimetallism in a single country is a temporary and not workable monetary standard due to the 

operation of Gresham‘s law. According to this law, when there is a disparity between the mint 

parity rate and the market rate of exchange of the two metals, bad money or the over-valued 

metal at the mint (whose mint price exceeds market price) tends to drive out of circulation good 

money or under-valued metal at the mint (whose market price exceeds mint price). 



Thus, ultimately, single metal money (monometallism) will remain in practice. Thus, national 

bimetallism is only a temporary phenomenon. Only international bimetallism can prove 

permanent and practicable. 

ii. Inequality between Mint and Market Rates: 

Bimetallism can operate successfully only if the equality between the market rate and the mint 

rate can be maintained. But, in practice, it is difficult to maintain equality between the two rates, 

particularly when one metal is oversupplied than the other. 

iii. No Price Stability: 

The argument that bimetallism ensures internal price stability and there will be an automatic 

adjustment between supply and demand for money is illusionary. There can be a possibility of 

both the metals to become scarce. 

iv. Payment Difficulties: 

Bimetallism leads to difficult situation in the settlement of transactions when one party insists on 

payment in terms of a particular type of coins. 

v. Encourages Speculative Activity: 

It encourages speculative activity in the two metals when their prices fluctuate in the market. 

vi. No Stimulus to Foreign Trade: 

International trade is stimulated if all the countries adopt bimetallism. But, this is a rare 

possibility in the present circumstances. 

vii. Costly Monetary Standard: 

Bimetallism is a costly monetary standard and all nations, particularly the poor nations, cannot 

afford to adopt it. 

Gresham’s Law: 

Gresham‘s law in its simple form states that when good and bad money are together in 

circulation as legal tender, bad money tends to drive good money out of circulation. This implies 

that less valuable money tends to replace more valuable money in circulation. 

This law was enunciated by Sir Thomas Gresham who was the financial adviser to Queen 

Elizabeth I in the 16th century in England. Gresham was, however, not the first to develop this 

law, but it became associated with his name after he explained a problem faced by the Queen. 

With a view to reform the currency system, the Queen tried to replace bad coins of the previous 

regime by issuing new full-weighted coins. 

But to her surprise, as soon as new coins were circulated, they disappeared and the old debased 

coins continued to remain in circulation. She sought the advice of Sir Thomas Gresham, who 

provided his explanation in the form of the law which states- ―Bad money tends to drive out of 

circulation good money.‖ 



The theoretical explanation of this law is in terms of the divergence of the market rate of 

exchange of the two currencies from mint rate. If the mint rate (i.e., the official rate of exchange 

between two types of money) differs from the market rate of exchange between the two types of 

money, then the over-valued money at the mint will tend to drive the under-valued money out of 

circulation. 

Suppose under bimetallism, one gold coin exchanges for 10 silver coins, i.e., the official rate of 

exchange or the mint rate is 1:10. Now, if the market rate is 1:12, then gold is under-valued and 

silver is over-valued at the mint rate (i.e. the market rate of gold exceeds the mint rate and the 

market rate of silver is less, than its mint rate). In this case, gold will become good money and 

silver a bad money. The bad money (silver) will drive out good money (gold) from circulation. 

Operation of the Law: 

When both good and bad money together are in circulation as legal tender, good money 

disappears in three ways: 

i. Good Money is Hoarded: 

When both good and bad money circulate simultaneously, people have the tendency to hoard 

good money and use bad money for making payment. 

ii. Good Money is Melted: 

Since both good coins and bad coins are in circulation and have the same value, people prefer to 

melt good coins to convert them into ornaments or other items of art. 

iii. Good Money is Exported: 

In payments to the foreign countries, gold coins are accepted by weight and not by counting. 

Thus, it would be profitable to pay to the foreigners in terms of new full-weight coins rather than 

old and light-weight coins. 

Gresham’s Law in General Form: 

Gresham‘s law, in its original form, applies only to debased coins of monometallic system (i.e., 

gold standard). 

But, the law can, however, be extended to all forms of monetary standards: 

1. Under Monometallism: 

Under monometallism (for example gold standard), the old and worn out coins are regarded as 

bad coins and full-weight coins are considered as good coins. According to Gresham‘s law, the 

old and worn out coins drive new and full- weight coins out of circulations. 

2. Under Bimetallism: 

Under bimetallism (generally a system of gold and silver coins), coins of overvalued metals are 

considered bad money and coins of under-valued metal as good money. Thus, according to 

Gresham‘s law, the over-valued coins will drive under-valued coins out of circulation. 

3. Under Paper Standard: 



Under paper standard, if both standard coins of superior metal and inconvertible paper notes are 

in circulation, the metallic coins will be good money and paper notes will be bad money. Thus, 

paper notes will drive out standard coins from circulation. 

Thus, Gresham‘s law is a general law which can be applicable in different forms of monetary 

standards. Marshall presented a generalized version of the law – ―Gresham‘s law is that an 

inferior currency, if not limited in amount, will drive out the superior currency.‖ 

Limitations of the Law: 

Gresham‘s law will operate if the following necessary conditions are satisfied. 

In the absence of these conditions the law will fail to apply: 

i. Usefulness of Good Money: 

An important condition for Gresham‘s law is that the intrinsically more valuable money (i.e., 

good money) must also be more valuable in other uses than it is as money in circulation. The 

failure of this condition to apply explains why the coin currency today remains in circulation as 

fairly as paper currency despite its higher intrinsic value. 

ii. Fixed Parity Ratio: 

The applicability of the law requires that the intrinsically more valuable money must be 

relatively fixed by law in its parity with money. The law will not hold where one money 

becomes intrinsically more valuable than another money (at the old parity) if the parity changes. 

iii. Sufficient Money Supply: 

The law will operate only if both good money and bad money are in circulation and the total 

money supply is more than the actual monetary requirements of the economy. 

iv. Sufficient Supply of Bad Money: 

The applicability of the law requires that there should be sufficient bad money in circulation to 

meet the transactions requirement of the people. If there is scarcity of bad money, both good and 

bad money will remain in circulation and the law will not operate. 

v. Contents of Pure Metal: 

The law will not operate if the contents of pure metal in coins are less than that in the old ones. 

vi. Acceptability of Bad Money: 

The law will operate if people are prepared to accept bad money in transactions. 

vii. Distinction between Good Money and Bad Money: 

The law assumes that people can distinguish between bad money and good money. 

viii. Development of Banking Habit: 

The law applies in the absence of banking habits. Development of banking habits among the 

people tends to discourage hoarding and thus restricts the operation of Gresham‘s law. 

ix. Convertibility: 

The law also does not operate if the country is on inconvertible paper standard. 



B. Paper Standard: 

Paper standard refers to a monetary standard in which inconvertible paper money circulates as 

unlimited legal tender. Under paper money standard, although the standard money is made of 

paper, both currency and coins serve as standard money for purpose of payment. No gold 

reserves are required either to back domestic paper currency or to facilitate foreign payments. 

The paper standard is known as managed standard because the quantity of money in circulation 

is controlled and managed by the monetary authority with a view to maintain stability in prices 

and incomes within the country. It is also called fiat standard because paper money is 

inconvertible in gold and still regarded as full legal tender. After the general breakdown of gold 

standard in 1931, almost all the countries of the world shifted to the paper standard. 

Features of Paper Standard: 

The paper standard has the following features: 

(i) Paper money (paper notes and token coins) circulates as standard money and accepted as 

unlimited legal tender in the discharge of obligations. 

(ii) The unit of money is not defined in terms of commodity. 

(iii) The commodity value (or intrinsic value) of the circulating money is particularly nil. 

(iv) Paper money is not convertible in any commodity or gold. 

(v) The purchasing power of the monetary unit is not kept at par with any commodity (say gold). 

(vi) Paper standard is national in character. There is no link between the different paper currency 

systems. 

(vii) The foreign rate of exchange is determined on the basis of the parity of purchasing powers 

of the currencies of different countries. 

Merits of Paper Standard: 

Various merits of paper standard are described below: 

1. Economical: 

Since under paper standard no gold coins are in circulation and no gold reserves are required to 

back paper notes, it is the most economical form of monetary standard. Even the poor countries 

can adopt it without any difficulty. 

2. Proper Use of Gold: 

Wastage of gold is avoided and this precious metal becomes available for industrial, art and 

ornamental purpose. 

3. Elastic Money Supply: 

Since paper money is not linked with any metal, the government or the monetary authority can 

easily change the money supply to meet the industrial and trade requirements of the economy. 

4. Ensures Full Employment and Economic Growth: 



Under paper standard, the government of a country is free to determine its monetary policy. It 

regulates its money in such a way that ensures fall employment of the productive resources and 

promotes economic growth. 

5. Avoids Deflation: 

Under paper standard, a country avoids deflationary fall in prices and incomes which is the direct 

consequence of gold export. Such type of situation arises under gold standard when a 

participating country experiences adverse balance of payments. This results in the outflow of 

gold and contraction of money supply. 

6. Useful during Emergency: 

Paper currency is very useful in times of war when large funds are needed to finance war. It is 

also best suited to the less developed countries like India. To these economies, it makes available 

large amounts of financial resources through deficit financing for carrying out developmental 

schemes. 

7. Internal Price Stability: 

Under this system, the monetary authority of a country can establish stability in the domestic 

price level by regulating money supply in accordance with the changing requirements of the 

economy. 

8. Regulation of Exchange Rate: 

Paper standard provides more effective and automatic regulation of exchange rate, whereas, 

under gold standard, the exchange rate is absolutely fixed. Whenever, exchange rate fluctuates as 

a result of disequilibrium between demand and supply forces, the paper standard works on 

imports and exports and restores equilibrium. It allows the forces of demand and supply to 

operate freely to establish equilibrium. 

Demerits of Paper Standard: 

The paper standard suffers from the following defects: 

1. Exchange Instability: 

Since the currency has no link with any metal under paper currency, there are wide fluctuations 

in the foreign exchange rates. This adversely affects the country‘s international trade. 

Exchanging instability arises whenever external prices move more than domestic prices. 

2. Internal Price Instability: 

Even the commonly claimed advantage of paper standard, i.e., domestic price stability, may not 

be achieved in reality. In fact, the countries now on paper standard experience such violent 

fluctuations in internal prices as they experienced under gold standard before. 

3. Dangers of Inflation: 

Paper standard has a definite bias towards inflation because there is always a possibility of over- 

issue of currency. The government under paper standard generally has a tendency to use 



managed currency to cover up its budget deficit. This results in inflationary rise in prices with all 

its evil effects. 

4. Dangers of Mismanagement: 

Paper currency system can serve the country only if it is properly and efficiently managed. Even 

the minor mistake in the management of paper currency can bring such disastrous result that 

cannot be conceived of in any other form of monetary standard. If the government issues little 

more or little less currency than what is required for maintaining price stability, it may lead to 

cumulative inflation or cumulative deflation. 

5. Limited Freedom: 

In the present world of economic dependence, it is almost impossible for a particular country to 

isolate itself and remain unaffected from the international economic fluctuations simply by 

adopting paper standard. 

6. Absence of Automatic Working: 

The paper standard does not function automatically. To make it work properly, the government 

has to interfere from time to time. 

Principles of Note Issue: 

At present, all the countries of the world have adopted paper standard. 

In fact this standard has proved a boon to the modern monetary system. The central bank of a 

country, which plays an important role in the paper standard, is assigned the job of note issue. 

A good note issue system should possess the following qualities: 

(a) It should inspire public confidence, and, for this, it must be based on sufficient reserves of 

gold and silver. 

(b) It should be elastic in the sense that money supply can be increased or decreased in 

accordance with the needs of the country. 

(c) It should be automatic and secure. 

To ensure a good note issue system, two principles of note issue have been advocated: 

(1) Currency principle and 

(2) Banking principle. 

1. Currency Principle: 

The currency principle is advocated by the ‗currency school‘ comprising Robert Torrens, Lord 

Overstone, G. W. Norman and William Ward. Currency principle is based on the assumption that 

a sound system of note issue should command the greatest public confidence. This requires that 

the note issue should be backed by 100 per cent gold or silver reserves. Or in other words, paper 

currency should be fully convertible into gold or silver. 

Thus, according to the currency principle, the supply of paper currency is subjected to the 

availability of metallic reserves and varies directly with the variations in the metallic reserves. 



Merits: 

The currency principle has the following advantages: 

(i) Since, according to this principle, the paper currency is fully convertible into gold and silver, 

it inspires maximum confidence of the public. 

(ii) There is no danger of note issue of the paper currency leading to the inflationary pressures, 

(iii) It makes the paper currency system automatic and leaves nothing to the will of the monetary 

authority. 

Demerits: 

The currency principle has the following drawbacks: 

(i) The currency principle makes the monetary system inelastic because it does not allow the 

monetary authority to expand the money supply according to the needs of the country. 

(ii) It requires full backing of gold reserves for note issue. Thus, it makes the monetary system 

expensive and uneconomical. 

(iii) This principle is not practical for all countries because gold and silver are unevenly 

distributed among countries. 

2. Banking Principle: 

The banking principle is advocated by the ‗banking school‘, the important members of which are 

Thomas Tooke, John Fullarton James, Wilson and J.W. Gilbart. The banking principle is based 

on the assumption that the common man is not much interested in getting his currency notes 

converted into gold or silver. 

Therefore 100 per cent metallic reserves may not be necessary against note issue. It is sufficient 

to keep only a certain percentage of total paper currency in the form of gold or silver reserves. 

The banking principle of note issue is derived from the practice of the commercial banks to keep 

only a certain proportion of cash reserves against their total deposits. 

Merits: 

The following are the merits of banking principle: 

(i) The banking principle renders note issue system elastic. The monetary authority can change 

the supply of currency according to the needs of the economy. 

(ii) Since the banking principle does not require 100 percent metallic backing against the note 

issue, it is the most economic principle and thus can be followed by both rich and poor countries. 

Demerits: 

The banking principle has the following demerits: 

(i) The banking principle is inflationary in nature, because it involves the danger of over-issue of 

paper currency. 

(ii) The monetary system based on the banking principle does not command public confidence 

because the system is not fully backed by metallic reserves. 



Conclusion: 

The main conclusion regarding the two principle of note issue is: 

(i) Both the currency principle and the banking principle fail to satisfy all the, requirements of a 

good note issue system. The currency principle ensures security and public confidence, but it 

lacks elasticity, economy and practicability. On the contrary, the banking principle provides 

elasticity and economy to the note issue system, but it suffers from the drawbacks of over-issue 

and loss of public confidence. 

(ii) Despite the incompleteness of both the principles, the banking principle, rather than the 

currency principle, has been preferred and widely accepted in the modern times mainly because 

of its emphasis on the qualities of elasticity, economy and practicability of the note issue system. 

The quality of convertibility, which is basic to the currency principle, is no longer considered as 

necessary requirement for a good note issue system. 

Methods of Note Issue: 

Different countries have adopted various methods of note-issue in different periods. 

Important methods of note-issue are discussed below: 

1. Simple Deposit System: 

Under the simple deposit system, the paper currency notes are fully backed by the reserves of 

gold or silver or both. This system is based on the currency principle of note issue. This method 

involves no danger of over-issue of currency and commands maximum degree of public 

confidence. But, this system has never been practised because it is very costly and has no 

elasticity of money supply. 

2. Fixed Fiduciary System: 

Under the fixed fiduciary system, the central bank is authorised to issue only a fixed amount of 

currency notes against government securities. All notes issued in excess of this limit should be 

fully backed by gold and silver reserves. Fiduciary issue means the issue of currency notes 

without the backing of gold and silver. This system was first introduced in England under the 

Bank Charter Act of 1844 and still prevails there. India followed this system between 1862 to 

1920. 

Merits: 

Fixed fiduciary system has the following advantages: 

(i) It ensure convertibility of currency notes. 

(ii) It inspires public confidence since the government guarantees the convertibility of notes. 

(iii) There is no danger of over-issue of paper notes because barring a certain portion, the entire 

note issue is backed by gold reserves. 

Demerits: 

The main disadvantages of the fixed fiduciary system are: 



(i) It makes the monetary system less elastic. In times of economic crises, money supply cannot 

be increased without keeping additional gold in reserve. 

(ii) It is a costly system which requires sufficient gold reserves. Poor countries cannot afford to 

adopt it. 

(iii) It is inconvenient method because whenever gold reserves fall, the central bank has to 

reduce the supply of currency which greatly disturbs the functioning of the economy. 

3. Proportional Reserves System: 

Under the proportional reserve system, certain proportion of currency notes (40%) are backed by 

gold and silver reserves and the remaining part of the note issue by approved securities. India 

adopted this method on the recommendation of Wilton Young Commission. 

According to the Reserve Bank of India Act 1933, not less than 40 per cent of the total assets of 

the Issue Department should consist of gold bullion, gold coins and foreign securities, with the 

additional provision that gold coins and gold bullion were not at any time to be less than Rs. 40 

crores. The proportional reserve system was later replaced by the minimum reserve system by 

the Reserve Bank of India (Amendment) Act, 1956. 

Merits: 

The proportional reserve system has the following advantages: 

(i) It guarantees convertibility of paper currency. 

(ii) It ensures elasticity in the monetary system; the monetary authority can issue paper currency 

much more than that warranted by reserves. 

(iii) It is economical and can be easily adopted by the poor countries. 

Demerits: 

The proportional reserves system suffers from the following defects: 

(i) Under this system, it is easy to expand currency but very difficult to reduce it. The reduction 

of currency has deflationary effects in the economy. 

(ii) There is wastage of gold because large amount of gold lies in the reserve and cannot be put to 

productive use. 

(iii) The convertibility of paper notes is not real. In practice, high denomination notes are 

converted into low denomination notes and not into coins. 

4. Minimum Fiduciary System: 

Under the minimum fiduciary system, the minimum reserves of gold against note issue that the 

authority is required to maintain are fixed by law. Against these minimum reserves, the monetary 

authority can issue as much paper currency as is considered necessary for the economy. There is 

no upper limit fixed for the issue of currency. 

Minimum fiduciary system is based upon two considerations: 



(a) The central bank feels that there should not be any restriction on the note issue, especially 

when the demand for currency is fast increasing, 

(b) In the modern age, when bank deposits assume greater significance as an important 

constituent of money supply, the convertibility of notes into gold need not be bothered about. 

The minimum fiduciary system, if ably managed, can prove very useful for developing countries. 

It can make available enormous resources for financing developmental schemes. Similarly, 

during inflation, the monetary authority can control the money supply. This system has been in 

force in India since 1957. The Reserve Bank of India is required to keep minimum reserves of 

Rs. 200 crores of which not less than Rs. 115 crores must be kept in the form of gold. 

Merits: 

The minimum reserve system has the following advantages: 

(i) The system is economical because the entire note issue need not be backed by metallic 

reserves. Only a minimum reserve is to be maintained. 

(ii) It renders elasticity to the monetary system. After maintaining the minimum reserves, the 

monetary authority can issue any amount of currency that it feels necessary. 

Demerits: 

The minimum reserve system has the following drawbacks: 

(i) Since, under this system, no additional reserves are required for increasing the supply of 

currency, there is always a tendency towards the over-issue of currency, and hence an inherent 

danger of inflationary pressures. 

(ii) Since the system provides no convertibility of currency notes into gold, it lacks public 

confidence. 

5. Maximum Reserve System: 

Under this system, the government fixes the maximum limit upto which the monetary authority 

can issue notes without the backing of metallic reserves. The monetary authority cannot issue 

notes beyond this limit. The maximum limit is not rigid and may be revised from time to time 

according to the changing needs of the economy. 

This system was followed by France and England upto 1928 and 1939 respectively. Under this 

system, the Central bank is given the power to determine the maximum limit and thus an element 

of elasticity is introduced in the system of note issue. The system, however involves the dangers 

of over-issue and loss of public confidence when the maximum limit is raised and additional 

currency is circulated without the backing of metallic reserves. 

Conclusion: 

The following conclusions emerge from the discussion of various methods of note issue: 

(i) The analysis of relative merits and demerits of various methods of note issue makes it difficult 

to identify any one method as an ideal method. 



(ii) A good method of note issue must possess the qualities of economy, elasticity and public 

confidence without being inflationary in effect. 

(iii) Convertibility of currency notes into some precious metal is no longer considered an 

important requirement because in modern times currency notes are accepted on their own merit. 

(iv) Keeping in view these considerations, minimum fiduciary system can prove to be a better 

method, if managed ably and sincerely. 

 

Supply of money: 

What is Money Supply? 

The money supply is the entire stock of currency and other liquid instruments circulating in a 

country's economy as of a particular time. The money supply can include cash, coins, and 

balances held in checking and savings accounts, and other near money substitutes. Economists 

analyze the money supply as a key variable to understanding the macroeconomy and guiding 

macroeconomic policy. 

 Money Supply is the total quantity of money in circulation at a point in time. 

 Changes in the money supply are closely watched because of the relationship between 

money and macro economic variables such as inflation. 

 The money supply can be measured in a various ways using narrower or broader 

definitions of which classes of financial assets are considered to be money. 

Understanding Money Supply 

Economists analyze the money supply and develop policies revolving around it 

through controlling interest rates and increasing or decreasing the amount of money flowing in 

the economy. Public and private sector analysis is performed because of the money supply's 

possible impacts on price level, inflation, and the business cycle. In the United States, the 

Federal Reserve policy is the most important deciding factor in the money supply. The money 

supply is also known as the money stock. 

Effect of Money Supply on the Economy 

An increase in the supply of money typically lowers interest rates, which in turn, generates 

more investment and puts more money in the hands of consumers, thereby stimulating spending. 

Businesses respond by ordering more raw materials and increasing production. The increased 

business activity raises the demand for labor. The opposite can occur if the money supply falls or 

when its growth rate declines. 

Change in the money supply has long been considered to be a key factor in driving 

macroeconomic performance and business cycles. Macroeconomic schools of thought that focus 

heavily on the role of money supply include Irving Fisher's Quantity Theory of 

Money, Monetarism, and Austrian Business Cycle Theory. 

Historically, measuring the money supply has shown that relationships exist between it 

and inflation and price levels. However, since 2000, these relationships have become unstable, 

reducing their reliability as a guide for monetary policy. Although money supply measures are 
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still widely used, they are one of a wide array of economic data that economists and the Federal 

Reserve collects and reviews 

Velocity of Circulation refers to the average number of times a single unit of money changes 

hands in an economy during a given period of time. It can also be referred to as the velocity of 

money or velocity of circulation of money. It is the frequency with which the total money supply 

in the economy turns over in a given period of time. 

If the velocity of money is increasing, then the velocity of circulation is an indicator that 

transactions between individuals are occurring more frequently. A higher velocity is a sign that 

the same amount of money is being 

Velocity of Circulation and Money Demand 

Whenever the interest rate on financial assets is high, the desire to hold money falls as people try 

to exchange it for other goods or financial assets. As a result, the velocity of circulation rises. 

Hence, when the money demand is low, the velocity will be high. Conversely, when the 

opportunity cost/alternate cost is low, money demand is high and the velocity of circulation is 

low. 

 Factors Affecting the Velocity of Circulation 

 Money Supply – Money supply and the velocity of money are inversely proportional. If 

the money supply in an economy falls short, then the velocity of money will rise, and 

vice versa. 

 Frequency of Transactions – As the number of transactions increases, so does the velocity 

of circulation. 

 Regularity of Income – Regularity of income enables people to spend their money more 

freely, leading to a rise in the velocity of circulation. 

 Payment System – It is also affected by the frequency with which labor is paid (weekly, 

monthly, bi-monthly) and how fast the bills for various goods and services are settled. 

 There are several other factors involved, including the value of money, the volume of 

trade, credit facilities available in the economy, business conditions, etc. 

 The velocity of circulation is a beneficial and constructive tool in ascertaining inflation 

levels in an economy and also in helping economists understand the overall strength of an 

economy. 

 

Monetarism and Keynesian Economics 

There is a conflict of belief between Monetarists and Keynesian economists regarding the 

concept. Monetarists believe in the stability of the velocity of circulation and argue that there is a 

direct relationship between money supply and price levels, and between the rate of growth of 

money supply and rate of inflation. On the other hand, Keynesian economists believe that the 

velocity of circulation is an unstable concept that can change rapidly, leading to changes in the 

money supply. 
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In monetary economics, the demand for money is the desired holding of financial assets in the 

form of money: that is, cash or bank deposits rather than investments. It can refer to the demand 

for money narrowly defined as M1 (directly spendable holdings), or for money in the broader 

sense of M2 or M3. 

Money in the sense of M1 is dominated as a store of value (even a temporary one) by interest-

bearing assets. However, M1 is necessary to carry out transactions; in other words, it 

provides liquidity. This creates a trade-off between the liquidity advantage of holding money for 

near-future expenditure and the interest advantage of temporarily holding other assets. The 

demand for M1 is a result of this trade-off regarding the form in which a person's funds to be 

spent should be held. In macroeconomics motivations for holding one's wealth in the form of M1 

can roughly be divided into the transaction motive and the precautionary motive. The demand for 

those parts of the broader money concept M2 that bear a non-trivial interest rate is based on 

the asset demand. These can be further subdivided into more microeconomically founded 

motivations for holding money. 

Generally, the nominal demand for money increases with the level of nominal output (price level 

times real output) and decreases with the nominal interest rate. The real demand for money is 

defined as the nominal amount of money demanded divided by the price level. For a 

given money supply the locus of income-interest rate pairs at which money demand equals 

money supply is known as the LM curve. 

The magnitude of the volatility of money demand has crucial implications for the optimal way in 

which a central bank should carry out monetary policy and its choice of a nominal anchor. 

Conditions under which the LM curve is flat, so that increases in the money supply have no 

stimulatory effect (a liquidity trap), play an important role in Keynesian theory. This situation 

occurs when the demand for money is infinitely elastic with respect to the interest rate. 

The value of money is determined by the demand for it, just like the value of goods and services. 

There are three ways to measure the value of the dollar. The first is how much the dollar will buy 

in foreign currencies. That‘s what the exchange rate measures. Forex traders on the foreign 

exchange market determine exchange rates. They take into account supply and demand, and then 

factor in their expectations for the future.  

For this reason, the value of money fluctuates throughout the trading day. The second method is 

the value of Treasury notes. They can be converted easily into dollars through the secondary 

market for Treasurys. 

Fisher’s Quantity Theory of Money: 

Fisher’s Quantity Theory of Money: Equation, Example, Assumptions and Criticisms 

In this article we will discuss about:- 1. Fisher‘s Equation of Exchange 2. Assumptions of 

Fisher‘s Quantity Theory 3. Conclusions 4. Criticisms 5. Merits 6. Implications 7. Examples. 

Fisher’s Equation of Exchange: 

The transactions version of the quantity theory of money was provided by the American 

economist Irving Fisher in his book- The Purchasing Power of Money (1911). According to 
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Fisher, ―Other things remaining unchanged, as the quantity of money in circulation increases, the 

price level also increases in direct proportion and the value of money decreases and vice versa‖. 

Fisher’s quantity theory is best explained with the help of his famous equation of exchange: 

MV = PT or P = MV/T 

Like other commodities, the value of money or the price level is also determined by the demand 

and supply of money. 

i. Supply of Money: 

The supply of money consists of the quantity of money in existence (M) multiplied by the 

number of times this money changes hands, i.e., the velocity of money (V). In Fisher‘s equation, 

V is the transactions velocity of money which means the average number of times a unit of 

money turns over or changes hands to effectuate transactions during a period of time. 

Thus, MV refers to the total volume of money in circulation during a period of time. Since 

money is only to be used for transaction purposes, total supply of money also forms the total 

value of money expenditures in all transactions in the economy during a period of time. 

ii. Demand for Money: 

Money is demanded not for its own sake (i.e., for hoarding it), but for transaction purposes. The 

demand for money is equal to the total market value of all goods and services transacted. It is 

obtained by multiplying total amount of things (T) by average price level (P). 

Thus, Fisher‘s equation of exchange represents equality between the supply of money or the total 

value of money expenditures in all transactions and the demand for money or the total value of 

all items transacted. 

Supply of money = Demand for Money 

Or 

Total value of money expenditures in all transactions = Total value of all items transacted 

MV = PT 

or 

P = MV/T 

Where, 

M is the quantity of money 

V is the transaction velocity 

P is the price level. 

T is the total goods and services transacted. 

The equation of exchange is an identity equation, i.e., MV is identically equal to PT (or MV = 

PT). It means that in the ex-post or factual sense, the equation must always be true. The equation 

states the fact that the actual total value of all money expenditures (MV) always equals the actual 

total value of all items sold (PT). 



What is spent for purchases (MV) and what is received for sale (PT) are always equal; what 

someone spends must be received by someone. In this sense, the equation of exchange is not a 

theory but rather a truism. 

Irving Fisher used the equation of exchange to develop the classical quantity theory of money, 

i.e., a causal relationship between the money supply and the price level. On the assumptions that, 

in the long run, under full-employment conditions, total output (T) does not change and the 

transactions velocity of money (V) is stable, Fisher was able to demonstrate a causal relationship 

between money supply and price level. 

In this way, Fisher concludes, ―… the level of price varies directly with the quantity of money in 

circulation provided the velocity of circulation of that money and the volume of trade which it is 

obliged to perform are not changed‖. Thus, the classical quantity theory of money states that V 

and T being unchanged, changes in money cause direct and proportional changes in the price 

level. 

Irving Fisher further extended the equation of exchange so as to include demand (bank) deposits 

(M‘) and their velocity, (V‘) in the total supply of money. 

Thus, the equation of exchange becomes: 

 

Thus, according to Fisher, the level of general prices (P) depends exclusively on five definite 

factors: 

(a) The volume of money in circulation (M); 

(b) Its velocity of circulation (V) ; 

 (c) The volume of bank deposits (M‘); 

(d) Its velocity of circulation (V‘); and 

(e) The volume of trade (T). 

The transactions approach to the quantity theory of money maintains that, other things remaining 

the same, i.e., if V, M‘, V‘, and T remain unchanged, there exists a direct and proportional 

relation between M and P; if the quantity of money is doubled, the price level will also be 

doubled and the value of money halved; if the quantity of money is halved, the price level will 

also be halved and the value of money doubled. 

 

Example: 

Fisher‘s quantity theory of money can be explained with the help of an example. Suppose M = 

Rs. 1000. M‘ = Rs. 500, V = 3, V‘ = 2, T = 4000 goods. 

 



Thus, when money supply in doubled, i.e., increases from Rs. 4000 to 8000, the price level is 

doubled. i.e., from Re. 1 per good to Rs. 2 per good and the value of money is halved, i.e., from 

1 to 1/2. 

 

Thus, when money supply is halved, i.e., decreases from Rs. 4000 to 2000, the price level is 

halved, i.e., from 1 to 1/2, and the value of money is doubled, i.e., from 1 to 2. 

The effects of a change in money supply on the price level and the value of money are 

graphically shown in Figure 1-A and B respectively: 

(i) In Figure 1-A, when the money supply is doubled from OM to OM1, the price level is also 

doubled from OP to OP1. When the money supply is halved from OM to OM2, the price level is 

halved from OP to OP2. Price curve, P = f(M), is a 45° line showing a direct proportional 

relationship between the money supply and the price level. 

(ii) In Figure 1-B, when the money supply is doubled from OM to OM1; the value of money is 

halved from O1/P to O1/P1 and when the money supply is halved from OM to OM2, the value of 

money is doubled from O1/P to O1/P2. The value of money curve, 1/P = f (M) is a rectangular 

hyperbola curve showing an inverse proportional relationship between the money supply and the 

value of money. 

Assumptions of Fisher’s Quantity Theory: 

Fisher’s transactions approach to the quantity theory of money is based on the following 

assumptions: 

1. Constant Velocity of Money: 

According to Fisher, the velocity of money (V) is constant and is not influenced by the changes 

in the quantity of money. The velocity of money depends upon exogenous factors like 

population, trade activities, habits of the people, interest rate, etc. These factors are relatively 

stable and change very slowly over time. Thus, V tends to remain constant so that any change in 

supply of money (M) will have no effect on the velocity of money (V). 

2. Constant Volume of Trade or Transactions: 

Total volume of trade or transactions (T) is also assumed to be constant and is not affected by 

changes in the quantity of money. T is viewed as independently determined by factors like 

natural resources, technological development, population, etc., which are outside the equation 

and change slowly over time. Thus, any change in the supply of money (M) will have no effect 

on T. Constancy of T also means full employment of resources in the economy. 

3. Price Level is a Passive Factor: 

According to Fisher the price level (P) is a passive factor which means that the price level is 

affected by other factors of equation, but it does not affect them. P is the effect and not the cause 



in Fisher‘s equation. An increase in M and V will raise the price level. Similarly, an increase in T 

will reduce the price level. 

4. Money is a Medium of Exchange: 

The quantity theory of money assumed money only as a medium of exchange. Money facilitates 

the transactions. It is not hoarded or held for speculative purposes. 

5. Constant Relation between M and M’: 

Fisher assumes a proportional relationship between currency money (M) and bank money (M‘). 

Bank money depends upon the credit creation by the commercial banks which, in turn, are a 

function of the currency money (M). Thus, the ratio of M‘ to M remains constant and the 

inclusion of M‘ in the equation does not disturb the quantitative relation between quantity of 

money (M) and the price level (P). 

6. Long Period: 

The theory is based on the assumption of long period. Over a long period of time, V and T are 

considered constant. 

Thus, when M‘, V, V‘ and T in the equation MV + M‘Y‘ = PT are constant over time and P is a 

passive factor, it becomes clear, that a change in the money supply (M) will lead to a direct and 

proportionate change in the price level (P). 

Broad Conclusions of Fisher’s Quantity Theory: 

(i) The general price level in a country is determined by the supply of and the demand for 

money. 

(ii) Given the demand for money, changes in money supply lead to proportional changes in the 

price level. 

(iii) Since money is only a medium of exchange, changes in the money supply change absolute 

(nominal), and not relative (real), prices and thus leave the real variables such as employment 

and output unaltered. Money is neutral. 

(iv) Under the equilibrium conditions of full employment, the role of monetary (or fiscal) policy 

is limited. 

(v) During the temporary disequilibrium period of adjustment, an appropriate monetary policy 

can stabilise the economy. 

(vi) The monetary authorities, by changing the supply of money, can influence and control the 

price level and the level of economic activity of the country. 

Criticisms of Quantity Theory of Money: 

The quantity theory of money as developed by Fisher has been criticised on the following 

grounds: 

1. Interdependence of Variables: 



The various variables in transactions equation are not independent as assumed by the 

quantity theorists: 

(i) M Influences V – As money supply increases, the prices will increase. Fearing further rise in 

price in future, people increase their purchases of goods and services. Thus, velocity of money 

(V) increases with the increase in the money supply (M). 

(ii) M Influences V‘ – When money supply (M) increases, the velocity of credit money (V‘) also 

increases. As prices increase because of an increase in money supply, the use of credit money 

also increases. This increases the velocity of credit money (V‘). 

(iii) P Influences T – Fisher assumes price level (P) as a passive factor having no effect on trade 

(T). But, in reality, rising prices increase profits and thus promote business and trade. 

(iv) P Influences M – According to the quantity theory of money, changes in money supply (M) 

is the cause and changes in the price level (P) is the effect. But, critics maintain that a change in 

the price level occurs independently and this later on influences money supply. 

(v) T Influences V – If there is an increase in the volume of trade (T), it will definitely increase 

the velocity of money (V). 

(vi) T Influences M – During prosperity growing volume of trade (T) may lead to an increase in 

the money supply (M), without altering the prices. 

(vii) M and T are not Independent – According to Keynes, output remains constant only under 

the condition of full employment. But, in reality less-than-full employment prevails and an 

increase in the money supply increases output (T) and employment. 

2. Unrealistic Assumption of Long Period: 

The quantity theory of money has been criticised on the ground that it provides a long-term 

analysis of value of money. It throws no light on the short-run problems. Keynes has aptly 

remarked that ―in the long-run we are all dead‖. Actual problems are short-run problems. Thus, 

quantity theory has no practical value. 

3. Unrealistic Assumption of full Employment: 

Keynes‘ fundamental criticism of the quantity theory of money was based upon its unrealistic 

assumption of fall employment. Full employment is a rare phenomenon in the actual world. In a 

modern capitalist economy, less than full employment and not full employment is a normal 

feature. According to Keynes, as long as there is unemployment, every increase in money supply 

leads to a proportionate increase in output, thus leaving the price level unaffected. 

4. Static Theory: 

The quantity theory assumes that the values of V, V‘, M‘ and T remain constant. But, in reality, 

these variables do not remain constant. The assumption of constancy of these factors makes the 

theory a static theory and renders it inapplicable in the dynamic world. 

5. Simple Truism: 



The equation of exchange (MV = PT) is a mere truism and proves nothing. It is simply a factual 

statement which reveals that the amount of money paid in exchange for goods and services (MV) 

is equal to the market value of goods and services received (PT), or, in other words, the total 

money expenditure made by the buyers of commodities is equal to the total money receipts of the 

sellers of the commodities. The equation does not tell anything about the causal relationship 

between money and prices; it does not indicate which the cause is and which is the effect. 

6. Technically Inconsistent: 

Prof. Halm considers the equation of exchange as technically inconsistent. M in the equation is a 

stock concept; it refers to the stock of money at a point of time. V, on the other hand, is a flow 

concept, it refers to velocity of circulation of money over a period of time, M and V are non-

comparable factors and cannot be multiplied together. Hence the left-hand side of the equation 

MV = PT is inconsistent. 

7. Fails to Explain Trade Cycles: 

The quantity theory does not explain the cyclical fluctuations in prices. It does not tell why 

during depression the prices fall even with the increase in the quantity of money and during the 

boom period the prices continue to rise at a faster rate in spite of the adoption of tight money and 

credit policy. 

The proper explanation for the decline.in prices during depression is the fall in the velocity of 

money and for the rise in prices during boom period is the increase in the velocity of money. 

Thus, the quantity theory of money fails to explain the trade cycles. Crowther has remarked, 

―The quantity theory is at best, an imperfect guide to the causes of the cycle.‖ 

8. Ignores Other Determinants of Price Level: 

The quantity theory maintains that price level is determined by the factors included in the 

equation of exchange, i.e. by M, V and T, and unrealistically establishes a direct and 

proportionate relationship between the quantity of money and the price level. It ignores the 

importance of many other determinates of prices, such as income, expenditure, investment, 

saving, consumption, population, etc. 

9. Fails to Integrate Monetary Theory with Price Theory: 

The classical quantity theory falsely separates the theory of value from the theory of money. 

Money is considered neutral and changes in money supply are believed to affect the absolute 

prices and not relative prices. Keynes criticises this view and maintains that money plays an 

active role and both the theory of money and the theory of value are essential parts of the general 

theory of output, employment and money. He integrated the two theories through the rate of 

interest. 

10. Money as a Store of Value Ignored: 



The quantity theory of money considers money only as a medium of exchange and completely 

ignores its importance as a store of value. Keynes recognised the stores of value function of 

money and laid emphasis on the demand for money for speculative purpose as against the 

classical emphasis on the transactions and precautionary demand for money. 

11. No Discussion of Velocity of Money: 

The quantity theory of money does not discuss the concept of velocity of circulation of money, 

nor does it throw light on the factors influencing it. It regards the velocity of money to be 

constant and thus ignores the variation in the velocity of money which are bound to occur in the 

long period. 

12. One-Sided Theory: 

Fisher‘s transactions approach is one- sided. It takes into consideration only the supply of money 

and its effects and assumes the demand for money to be constant. It ignores the role of demand 

for money in causing changes in the value of money. 

13. No Direct and Proportionate Relation between M and P: 

Keynes criticised the classical quantity theory of money on the ground that there is no direct and 

proportionate relationship between the quantity of money (M) and the price level (P). A change 

in the quantity of money influences prices indirectly through its effects on the rate of interest, 

investment and output. 

The effect on prices is also not predictable and proportionate. It all depends upon the nature of 

the liquidity preference function, the investment function and the consumption function. The 

quantity theory does not explain the process of causation between M and P. 

14. A Redundant Theory: 

The critics regard the quantity theory as redundant and unnecessary. In fact, there is no need of a 

separate theory of money. Like all other commodities, the value of money is also determined by 

the forces of demand and supply of money. Thus, the general theory of value which explains the 

value determination of a commodity can also be extended to explain the value of money. 

15. Crowther’s Criticism: 

Prof. Crowther has criticised the quantity theory of money on the ground that it explains only 

‗how it works‘ of the fluctuations in the value of money and does not explain ‗why it works‘ of 

these fluctuations. As he says, ―The quantity theory can explain the ‗how it works‘ of 

fluctuations in the value of money… but it cannot explain the ‗why it works‘, except in the long 

period‖. 

Merits of Quantity Theory of Money: 

Despite many drawbacks, the quantity theory of money has its merits: 

1. Correct in Broader Sense: 



It is true that in its strict mathematical sense (i.e., a change in money supply causes a direct and 

proportionate change in prices), the quantity theory may be wrong and has been rejected both 

theoretically and empirically. But, in the broader sense, the theory provides an important clue to 

the fluctuations in prices. Nobody can deny the fact that most of the changes in the prices of the 

commodities are due to changes in the quantity of money. 

2. Validity of the Theory: 

Till 1930s, the quantity theory of money was used by the economists and policy makers to 

explain the changes in the general price level and to form the basis of monetary policy. A 

number of historical instances like hyper- inflation in Germany in 1923-24 and in China in 1947-

48 have proved the validity of the theory. In these cases large issues of money pushed up prices. 

3. Basis of Monetary Policy: 

The theory forms the basis of the monetary policy. Various instruments of credit control, like the 

bank rate and open market operations, presume that large supply of money leads to higher prices. 

Cheap money policy is advocated during depression to raise prices. 

4. Revival of Quantity Theory: 

In the recent times, the monetarists have revived the classical quantity theory of money. Milton 

Friedman, the leading monetarist, is of the view that the quantity theory was not given full 

chance to fight the great depression 1929-33; there should have been the expansion of credit or 

money or both. 

He believes that the present inflationary rise in prices in most of the countries of the world is 

because of expansion of money supply much more than the expansion in real income. The proper 

monetary policy is to allow the money supply to grow in line with the growth in the country‘s 

output. 

Implications of Quantity Theory of Money: 

Various theoretical and policy implications of the quantity theory of money are given 

below: 

1. Proportionality of Money and Prices: 

The quantity theory of money leads to the conclusion that the general level of prices varies 

directly and proportionately with the stock of money, i.e., for every percentage increase in the 

money stock, there will be an equal percentage increase in the price level. This is possible in an 

economy – (a) whose internal mechanism is capable of generating a full-employment level of 

output, and (b) in which individuals maintain a fixed ratio between their money holdings and 

money value of their transactions. 

2. Neutrality of Money: 

The quantity theory of money justifies the classical belief that money is neutral‘ or ‗money is a 

veil‘ or ‗money does not matter‘. It implies that changes in the money supply are neutral in the 



sense that they affect the absolute prices and not the relative prices. Since, consumer spending 

and business spending decisions depend upon relative prices; changes in the money supply do 

not affect real variables such as employment and output. Thus, money is neutral. 

3. Dichotomisation of the Price Process: 

The quantity theory also justifies the dichotomisation of the price process by the classical 

economists into its real and monetary aspects. The relative (or real) prices are determined in the 

commodity markets and the absolute (or nominal) prices in the money market. Since money is 

neutral and changes in money supply affect only the monetary and not the real phenomena, the 

classical economists developed the theory of employment and output entirely in real terms and 

separated it from their monetary theory of absolute prices. 

4. Monetary Theory of Prices: 

The quantity theory of money upholds the view that the general level of prices is mainly a 

monetary phenomenon. The non-monetary factors, like taxes, prices of imported goods, 

industrial structure, etc., do not have lasting influence on the price level. These factors may raise 

the prices in the short run, but this price rise will reduce actual money balances below their 

desired level. This will lead to fall in money spending and a consequent fall in the price level 

until the original price is restored. 

5. Role of Monetary Policy: 

In a self-adjusting free-market economy in which changes in money supply do not affect the real 

macro variables of employment and output, there is little room left for a monetary policy. But the 

classical economists recognised the existence of frictional unemployment which represents 

temporary disequilibrium situation. 

Such a situation arises when wages and prices are rigid downward. To me such a situation of 

unemployment, the classical economists advocated a stabilising monetary policy of increasing 

money supply. An increase in the money supply increases total spending and the general price 

level. 

Wage will rise less rapidly (or relative wages will fall) in the labour surplus areas, thereby 

reducing unemployment Thus, through a judicious use of monetary policy, the time lag between 

disequilibrium and adjustment can shortened; or, in the case of frictional unemployment, the 

duration of unemployment can be reduce. Thus, the classical economists assigned a modest 

stabilising role to monetary policy to deal with the disequilibrium situation. 

The Cambridge equation formally represents the Cambridge cash-balance theory, an 

alternative approach to the classical quantity theory of money. Both quantity theories, Cambridge 

and classical, attempt to express a relationship among the amount of goods produced, the price 

level, amounts of money, and how money moves. The Cambridge equation focuses on money 

demand instead of money supply. The theories also differ in explaining the movement of money: 

In the classical version, associated with Irving Fisher, money moves at a fixed rate and serves 
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only as a medium of exchange while in the Cambridge approach money acts as a store of 

value and its movement depends on the desirability of holding cash. 

Economists associated with Cambridge University, including Alfred Marshall, A.C. Pigou, 

and John Maynard Keynes (before he developed his own, eponymous school of thought) 

contributed to a quantity theory of money that paid more attention to money demand than the 

supply-oriented classical version. The Cambridge economists argued that a certain portion of the 

money supply will not be used for transactions; instead, it will be held for the convenience and 

security of having cash on hand. This portion of cash is commonly represented as k, a portion of 

nominal income (the product of the price level and real income), ). The Cambridge economists 

also thought wealth would play a role, but wealth is often omitted from the equation for 

simplicity. The Cambridge equation is thus: 

 

Assuming that the economy is at equilibrium (),  is exogenous, and k is fixed in the short run, 

the Cambridge equation is equivalent to the equation of exchange with velocity equal to the 

inverse of k: 

 

History and significance 

The Cambridge equation first appeared in print in 1917 in Pigou's "Value of 

Money".
[1]

Keynes contributed to the theory with his 1923 Tract on Monetary Reform. 

The Cambridge version of the quantity theory led to both Keynes's attack on the quantity 

theory and the Monetarist revival of the theory.
[2]

 Marshall recognized that k would be 

determined in part by an individual's desire to hold liquid cash. In his General Theory of 

Employment, Interest and Money, Keynes expanded on this concept to develop the idea 

of liquidity preference,
 
a central Keynesian concept. 

Meaning of Commercial Banks: 

A commercial bank is a financial institution which performs the functions of accepting deposits 

from the general public and giving loans for investment with the aim of earning profit. 

In fact, commercial banks, as their name suggests, axe profit-seeking institutions, i.e., they do 

banking business to earn profit. 

They generally finance trade and commerce with short-term loans. They charge high rate of 

interest from the borrowers but pay much less rate of Interest to their depositors with the result 

that the difference between the two rates of interest becomes the main source of profit of the 

banks. Most of the Indian joint stock Banks are Commercial Banks such as Punjab National 

Bank, Allahabad Bank, Canara Bank, Andhra Bank, Bank of Baroda, etc. 

Functions of Commercial Banks (D05, 06, 07,08C, 09,09C, A05, 06, 08, and 09): 
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The two most distinctive features of a commercial bank are borrowing and lending, i.e., 

acceptance of deposits and lending of money to projects to earn Interest (profit). In short, banks 

borrow to lend. The rate of interest offered by the banks to depositors is called the borrowing rate 

while the rate at which banks lend out is called lending rate. 

The difference between the rates is called ‗spread‘ which is appropriated by the banks. Mind, all 

financial institutions are not commercial banks because only those which perform dual functions 

of (i) accepting deposits and (ii) giving loans are termed as commercial banks. For example post 

offices are not bank because they do not give loans. Functions of commercial banks are classified 

in to two main categories—(A) Primary functions and (B) Secondary functions. 

Let us know about each of them: 

(A) Primary Functions: 

1. It accepts deposits: 

A commercial bank accepts deposits in the form of current, savings and fixed deposits. It collects 

the surplus balances of the Individuals, firms and finances the temporary needs of commercial 

transactions. The first task is, therefore, the collection of the savings of the public. The bank does 

this by accepting deposits from its customers. Deposits are the lifeline of banks. 

Deposits are of three types as under: 

(i) Current account deposits: 

Such deposits are payable on demand and are, therefore, called demand deposits. These can be 

withdrawn by the depositors any number of times depending upon the balance in the account. 

The bank does not pay any Interest on these deposits but provides cheque facilities. These 

accounts are generally maintained by businessmen and Industrialists who receive and make 

business payments of large amounts through cheques. 

(ii) Fixed deposits (Time deposits): 

Fixed deposits have a fixed period of maturity and are referred to as time deposits. These are 

deposits for a fixed term, i.e., period of time ranging from a few days to a few years. These are 

neither payable on demand nor they enjoy cheque facilities. 

They can be withdrawn only after the maturity of the specified fixed period. They carry higher 

rate of interest. They are not treated as a part of money supply Recurring deposit in which a 

regular deposit of an agreed sum is made is also a variant of fixed deposits. 

(iii) Savings account deposits: 



These are deposits whose main objective is to save. Savings account is most suitable for 

individual households. They combine the features of both current account and fixed deposits. 

They are payable on demand and also withdraw able by cheque. But bank gives this facility with 

some restrictions, e.g., a bank may allow four or five cheques in a month. Interest paid on 

savings account deposits in lesser than that of fixed deposit. 

Difference between demand deposits and time (term) deposits: 

Two traditional forms of deposits are demand deposit and term (or time) deposit: 

(i) Deposits which can be withdrawn on demand by depositors are called demand deposits, e.g., 

current account deposits are called demand deposits because they are payable on demand but 

saving account deposits do not qualify because of certain conditions on withdrawal. No interest 

is paid on them. Term deposits, also called time deposits, are deposits which are payable only 

after the expiry of the specified period. 

 (ii) Demand deposits do not carry interest whereas time deposits carry a fixed rate of interest. 

(iii) Demand deposits are highly liquid whereas time deposits are less liquid, 

(iv) Demand deposits are chequable deposits whereas time deposits are not. 

2. It gives loans and advances: 

The second major function of a commercial bank is to give loans and advances particularly to 

businessmen and entrepreneurs and thereby earn interest. This is, in fact, the main source of 

income of the bank. A bank keeps a certain portion of the deposits with itself as reserve and 

gives (lends) the balance to the borrowers as loans and advances in the form of cash credit, 

demand loans, short-run loans, overdraft as explained under. 

(i) Cash Credit: 

An eligible borrower is first sanctioned a credit limit and within that limit he is allowed to 

withdraw a certain amount on a given security. The withdrawing power depends upon the 

borrower‘s current assets, the stock statement of which is submitted by him to the bank as the 

basis of security. Interest is charged by the bank on the drawn or utilised portion of credit (loan). 

(ii) Demand Loans: 

A loan which can be recalled on demand is called demand loan. There is no stated maturity. The 

entire loan amount is paid in lump sum by crediting it to the loan account of the borrower. Those 



like security brokers whose credit needs fluctuate generally, take such loans on personal security 

and financial assets. 

(iii) Short-term Loans: 

Short-term loans are given against some security as personal loans to finance working capital or 

as priority sector advances. The entire amount is repaid either in one instalment or in a number of 

instalments over the period of loan. 

Investment: 

Commercial banks invest their surplus fund in 3 types of securities: 

(i) Government securities, (ii) Other approved securities and (iii) Other securities. Banks earn 

interest on these securities. 

(B) Secondary Functions: 

Apart from the above-mentioned two primary (major) functions, commercial banks perform the 

following secondary functions also. 

3. Discounting bills of exchange or bundles: 

A bill of exchange represents a promise to pay a fixed amount of money at a specific point of 

time in future. It can also be encashed earlier through discounting process of a commercial bank. 

Alternatively, a bill of exchange is a document acknowledging an amount of money owed in 

consideration of goods received. It is a paper asset signed by the debtor and the creditor for a 

fixed amount payable on a fixed date. It works like this. 

Suppose, A buys goods from B, he may not pay B immediately but instead give B a bill of 

exchange stating the amount of money owed and the time when A will settle the debt. Suppose, 

B wants the money immediately, he will present the bill of exchange (Hundi) to the bank for 

discounting. The bank will deduct the commission and pay to B the present value of the bill. 

When the bill matures after specified period, the bank will get payment from A. 

4. Overdraft facility: 

An overdraft is an advance given by allowing a customer keeping current account to overdraw 

his current account up to an agreed limit. It is a facility to a depositor for overdrawing the 

amount than the balance amount in his account. 

In other words, depositors of current account make arrangement with the banks that in case a 

cheque has been drawn by them which are not covered by the deposit, then the bank should grant 



overdraft and honour the cheque. The security for overdraft is generally financial assets like 

shares, debentures, life insurance policies of the account holder, etc. 

Difference between Overdraft facility and Loan: 

(i) Overdraft is made without security in current account but loans are given against security. 

(ii) In the case of loan, the borrower has to pay interest on full amount sanctioned but in the case 

of overdraft, the borrower is given the facility of borrowing only as much as he requires. 

(iii) Whereas the borrower of loan pays Interest on amount outstanding against him but customer 

of overdraft pays interest on the daily balance. 

5. Agency functions of the bank: 

The bank acts as an agent of its customers and gets commission for performing agency 

functions as under: 

(i) Transfer of funds: 

It provides facility for cheap and easy remittance of funds from place-to-place through demand 

drafts, mail transfers, telegraphic transfers, etc. 

(ii) Collection of funds: 

It collects funds through cheques, bills, bundles and demand drafts on behalf of its customers. 

(iii) Payments of various items: 

It makes payment of taxes. Insurance premium, bills, etc. as per the directions of its customers. 

(iv) Purchase and sale of shares and securities: 

It buys sells and keeps in safe custody securities and shares on behalf of its customers. 

(v) Collection of dividends, interest on shares and debentures is made on behalf of its customers. 

(iv) Acts as Trustee and Executor of property of its customers on advice of its customers. 

(vii) Letters of References: 

It gives information about economic position of its customers to traders and provides similar 

information about other traders to its customers. 

6. Performing general utility services: 

The banks provide many general utility services, some of which are as under: 



(i) Traveller‘s cheques .The banks issue traveler‘s cheques and gift cheques. 

(ii) Locker facility. The customers can keep their ornaments and important documents in lockers 

for safe custody. 

(iii) Underwriting securities issued by government, public or private bodies. 

(iv) Purchase and sale of foreign exchange (currency). 

Credit (Money) Creation by Commercial Banks (A10; D10, 10C, 11, 11C): 

RBI produces money while commercial banks increase the supply of money by creating credit 

which is also treated as money creation. Commercial banks create credit in the form of secondary 

deposits. 

Mind, total deposits of a bank is of two types: 

(i) Primary deposits (initial cash deposits by the public) and (ii) Secondary deposits (deposits that 

arise due to loans given by the banks which are assumed to be redeposited in the bank.) Money 

creation by commercial banks is determined by two factors namely (i) Primary deposits i.e. 

initial cash deposits and (ii) Legal Reserve Ratio (LRR), i.e., minimum ratio of deposits which is 

legally compulsory for the commercial banks to keep as cash in liquid form. Broadly when a 

bank receives cash deposits from the public, it keeps a fraction of deposits as cash reserve (LRR) 

and uses the remaining amount for giving loans. In the process of lending money, banks are able 

to create credit through secondary deposits many times more than initial deposits (primary 

deposits). 

How? It is explained below. 

Process of money (credit) creation: 

Suppose a man, say X, deposits Rs 2,000 with a bank and the LRR is 10%, which means the 

bank keeps only the minimum required Rs 200 as cash reserve (LRR). The bank can use the 

remaining amount Rs 1800 (= 2000 – 200) for giving loan to someone. (Mind, loan is never 

given in cash but it is redeposited in the bank as demand deposit in favour of borrower.) The 

bank lends Rs 1800 to, say, Y who is actually not given loan but only demand deposit account is 

opened in his name and the amount is credited to his account. 

This is the first round of credit creation in the form of secondary deposit (Rs 1800), which equals 

90% of primary (initial) deposit. Again 10% of Y‘s deposit (i.e., Rs 180) is kept by the bank as 

cash reserve (LRR) and the balance Rs 1620 (=1800 – 180) is advanced to, say, Z. The bank gets 



new demand deposit of Rs 1620. This is second round of credit creation which is 90% of first 

round of increase of Rs 1800. The third round of credit creation will be 90% of second round of 

1620. This is not the end of story. 

The process of credit creation goes on continuously till derivative deposit (secondary deposit) 

becomes zero. In the end, volume of total credit created in this way becomes multiple of initial 

(primary) deposit. The quantitative outcome is called money multiplier. If the bank succeeds in 

creating total credit of, says Rs 18000, it means bank has created 9 times of primary (initial) 

deposit of Rs 2000. This is what is meant by credit creation. 

In short, money (or credit) creation by commercial banks is determined by (i) amount of initial 

(primary) deposits and (ii) LRR. The multiple is called credit creation or money multiplier. 

Symbolically: 

Total Credit creation = Initial deposits x 1/LPR. 

Money Multiplier: 

It means the multiple by which total deposit increases due to initial (primary) deposit. Money 

multiplier (or credit multiplier) is the inverse of Legal Reserve Ratio (LRR). If LRR is 10%, i.e., 

10/100or 0.1, then money multiplier = 1/0.1 = 10. 

Smaller the LRR, larger would be the size of money multiplier credited to his account. He is 

simply given the cheque book to draw cheques when he needs money. Again, 20% of Sohan‘s 

deposit which is considered a safe limit is kept for him by the bank and the balance Rs 640 (= 

80% of 800) is advanced to, say, Mohan. Thus, the process of credit creation goes on 

continuously and in the end volume of total credit created in this way becomes multiple of initial 

cash deposit. 

The bank is able to lend money and charge interest without parting with cash because the bank 

loan simply creates a deposit (or credit) for the borrower. If the bank succeeds in creating credit 

of, say, Rs 15,000, it means that the bank has created credit 15 times of the primary deposit of Rs 

1,000. This is what is meant by credit creation. 

Similarly, the bank creates credit when it buys securities and pays the seller with its own cheque. 

The cheque is deposited in some bank and a deposit (credit) is created for the seller of securities. 

This is also called credit creation. As a result of credit creation, money supply in the economy 



becomes higher. It is because of this credit creation power of commercial banks (or banking 

system) that they are called factories of credit or manufacturer of money. 

Types of Commercial Banks: 

The following chart depicts main types of commercial banks in India. 

 

Scheduled Banks and Non-scheduled Banks: 

Commercial banks are classified in two broad categories—scheduled banks and non-scheduled 

banks. 

Scheduled banks are those banks which are included in Second Schedule of Reserve Bank of 

India. A scheduled bank must have a paid-up capital and reserves of at least Rs 5 lakh. RBI 

provides special facilities including credit to scheduled banks. Some of important scheduled 

banks are State Bank of India and its subsidiary banks, nationalised banks, foreign banks, etc. 

Non-scheduled Banks: 

The banks which are not included in Second Schedule of RBI are known as non-scheduled 

banks. A non-scheduled bank has a paid-up capital and reserves of less than Rs 5 lakh. Clearly, 

such banks are small banks and their field of operation is also limited. 

A passing reference to some other types of commercial banks will be informative. 

Industrial Banks provide finance to industrial concerns by subscribing (buying) shares and 

debentures of companies and also give long-term loans to acquire machinery, plants, etc. Foreign 

Exchange Banks are commercial banks which are branches of foreign banks and facilitate 

international financial transactions through buying and selling of foreign bills. 

Agricultural Banks finance agriculture and provide long-term loans for buying tractors and 

installing tube-wells. Saving Banks mobilise small savings of the people in savings account, e.g., 

Post office saving bank. Cooperative Banks are organised by the people for their own collective 

benefits. They advance loans to their members at fair rate of interest. 

Significance of Commercial Banks: 

Commercial banks play such an important role in the economic development of a country that 

modern industrial economy cannot exist without them. They constitute nerve centre of 

production, trade and industry of a country. In the words of Wick-sell, ―Bank is the heart and 

central point of modern exchange economy.‖ 



The following points highlight the significance of commercial banks: 

(i) They promote savings and accelerate the rate of capital formation. 

(ii) They are source of finance and credit for trade and industry. 

(iii) They promote balanced regional development by opening branches in backward areas. 

(iv) Bank credit enables entrepreneurs to innovate and invest which accelerates the process of 

economic development. 

(v) They help in promoting large-scale production and growth of priority sectors such as 

agriculture, small-scale industry, retail trade and export. 

(vi) They create credit in the sense that they are able to give more loans and advances than the 

cash position of the depositor‘s permits. 

(vii)They help commerce and industry to expand their field of operation. 

(viii) Thus, they make optimum utilisation of resources possible. 

Function of Commercial Bank: 

The functions of commercial banks are classified into two main division. 

(a) Primary functions – 

 Accepts deposit – The bank takes deposits in the form of saving, current, and fixed 

deposits. The surplus balances collected from the firm and individuals are lent to the 

temporary required of commercial transactions. 

 Provides Loan and Advances – Another critical function of this bank is to offer loans 

and advances to the entrepreneurs and businesspeople and collect interest. For every 

bank, it is the primary source of making profits. In this process, a bank retains a small 

number of deposits as a reserve and offers (lends) the remaining amount to the borrowers 

in demand loans, overdraft, cash credit, and short-run loans etc. 

 Credit Cash- When a customer is provided with credit or loan, they are not provided 

with liquid cash. First, a bank account is opened for the customer and then the money is 

transferred to the account. This process allows a bank to create money. 

(b) Secondary functions – 

 Discounting bills of exchange – It is a written agreement acknowledging the amount of 

money to be paid against the goods purchased at a given point of time in future. The 

amount can also be cleared before the quoted time through a discounting method of a 

commercial bank. 

https://byjus.com/commerce/difference-between-businessman-and-entrepreneur/


 Overdraft Facility – It is an advance given to a customer by keeping the current account 

to overdraw up to the given limit. 

 Purchasing and Selling of the Securities – The bank offers you with the facility of 

selling and buying the securities. 

 Locker Facilities – Bank provides lockers facility to the customers to keep their valuable 

belonging or documents safely. Banks charge a minimum of an annual fee for this 

service. 

 Paying and Gather the Credit – It uses different instruments like a promissory note, 

cheques, and bill of exchange. 

Credit Creation 

Credit creation separates a bank from other financial institutions. In simple terms, credit creation is 

the expansion of deposits. And, banks can expand their demand deposits as a multiple of their cash 

reserves because demand deposits serve as the principal medium of exchange. In this article, we will 

talk about credit creation. 

The two most important aspects of credit creation are: 

1. Liquidity – The bank must pay cash to its depositors when they exercise their right to demand 

cash against their deposits. 

2. Profitability – Banks are profit-driven enterprises. Therefore, a bank must grant loans in a 

manner which earns higher interest than what it pays on its deposits. 

The bank‘s credit creation process is based on the assumption that during any time interval, only a 

fraction of its customers genuinely need cash. Also, the bank assumes that all its customers would 

not turn up demanding cash against their deposits at one point in time. 

Basic Concepts of Credit Creation 

 Bank as a business institution – Bank is a business institution which tries to maximize profits 

through loans and advances from the deposits. 

 Bank Deposits – Bank deposits form the basis for credit creation and are of two types: 

o Primary Deposits – A bank accepts cash from the customer and opens a deposit in his 

name. This is a primary deposit. This does not mean credit creation. These deposits simply 

convert currency money into deposit money. However, these deposits form the basis for 

the creation of credit. 

o Secondary or Derivative Deposits – A bank grants loans and advances and instead of 

giving cash to the borrower, opens a deposit account in his name. This is the secondary or 

derivative deposit. Every loan crates a deposit. The creation of a derivative deposit means 

the creation of credit. 

 Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) – Banks know that all depositors will not withdraw all deposits at 

the same time. Therefore, they keep a fraction of the total deposits for meeting the cash 

demand of the depositors and lend the remaining excess deposits. CRR is the percentage of 
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total deposits which the banks must hold in cash reserves for meeting the depositors‘ demand 

for cash. 

 Excess Reserves – The reserves over and above the cash reserves are the excess reserves. 

These reserves are used for loans and credit creation. 

 Credit Multiplier – Given a certain amount of cash, a bank can create multiple times credit. In 

the process of multiple credit creation, the total amount of derivative deposits that a bank 

creates is a multiple of the initial cash reserves. 

Credit creation by a single bank 

There are two ways of analyzing the credit creation process: 

a. Credit creation by a single bank 

b. Credit creation by the banking system as a whole 

In a single bank system, one bank operates all the cash deposits and cheques. The process of 

creating credit is explained with the hypothetical example below: 

 

Let‘s assume that the bank requires to maintain a CRR of 20 percent. 

 If a person (person A) deposits 1,000 rupees with the bank, then the bank keeps only 200 

rupees in the cash reserve and lends the remaining 800 to another person (person B). They 

open a credit account in the borrower‘s name for the same. 

 Similarly, the bank keeps 20 percent of Rs. 800 (i.e. Rs. 160) and advances the remaining Rs. 

640 to person C. 

 Further, the bank keeps 20 percent of Rs. 640 (i.e. Rs. 128) and advances the remaining Rs. 

512 to person D. 

This process continues until the initial primary deposit of Rs. 1,000 and the initial additional 

reserves of Rs. 800 lead to additional or derivative deposits of Rs. 4,000 (800+640+512+….). 

Adding the initial deposits, we get total deposits of Rs. 5,000. In this case, the credit multiplier is 5 

(reciprocal of the CRR) and the credit creation is five times the initial excess reserves of Rs. 800. 

Multiple Credit Creation by the Banking System 

The banking system has many banks in it and it cannot grant loans in excess of the cash it creates. 

When a bank creates a derivative deposit, it loses cash to other banks. 

The loss of deposit of one bank is the gain of deposit for some other bank. This transfer of cash 

within the banking system creates primary deposits and increases the possibility for further creation 

of derivative deposits. Here is an illustration to explain this process better: 

https://www.toppr.com/guides/general-awareness/banking/types-of-banking/


 

As explained above, the initial deposit of Rs. 1,000 with bank A leads to a creation of total deposits 

of Rs. 5,000. 

Limitations of Credit Creation 

While banks would prefer an unlimited capacity for creating credit to increase profits, there are 

many limitations. These limitations make the process of creating credit non-profitable. Therefore, a 

bank continues to create additional credit as long as: 

 There is a negligible chance of the loans turning into bad debts 

 The interest rate that banks charge on loans and advances is greater than the interest that the 

bank gives to depositors for the money deposited in the bank. 

Hence, we can say that the limitations of credit creation operate through shifts in the balance 

between liquidity and profitability. The factors that affect the creation of credit are: 

 The capacity of banks to create credit. 

 The willingness of the banks to create credit 

 Also, the demand for credit in the market. 

Capacity to create credit is a matter of: 

 The availability of cash deposits with banks 

 The factors which determine their cash deposit ratio 

As regards the demand for credit: 

 The demand must exist in the market 

 Creditworthy borrowers (to avoid bad debts) 

 The amount of loan granted should not exceed the paying capacity of the borrower 

Leakages 

 If the banks are unwilling to utilize their surplus funds for granting loans, then the economy is 

headed towards recession 

 If the public withdraws cash and holds it with themselves, then it reduces the bank‘s power to 

create credit 

 Some of the essentials of a sound banking system are as follows: 

 As pointed out by Crowther, ―The secret of successful banking is to distribute resources 

between the various forms of assets in such a way as to get a sound balance between 



liquidity and profitability, so that their is cash (on hand or quickly realizable) to meet 

every claim, and at the same time enough income for the bank to pay it way and earn 

profits for its shareholders.‖ But modern bankers also consider a few other essentials 

which are discussed below. 

1. Liquidity: 

One of the essentials of a sound banking system is to have a higher degree of liquidity. The bank 

holds a small proportion of its assets in cash. Therefore, its other assets must possess the criterion 

of liquidity so that they may be turned into such easily. A commercial bank is under an 

obligation to pay its depositors cash on demand. This is only possible if the bank possesses such 

securities which can be easily liquidated. Central banks have made it obligatory on the 

commercial banks to keep a certain proportion of their assets in cash to ensure liquidity. 

2. Safety: 

Another essential of a sound banking system is that it must be safe. Since the bank keeps the 

deposits of the people, it must ensure the safety of their money. So it should make safe loans and 

investments and avoid unnecessary risks. If the debtors of the banks do not repay the loans in 

time and it loses on its investments, the bank shall become insolvent. As a result, its depositors 

lose money and suffer hardships. Thus the bank must ensure the safety of its deposits. 

3. Stability: 

A sound banking system must be stable. It should operate rationally. There should neither be 

undue contraction nor expansion of credit. If the bank restricts the creation of credit when trade 

and industry need it the most, it will harm the interests of the business community. On the other 

hand, if it expands credit when the economic conditions do not permit, it will lead to boom and 

inflation. So the banking system should follow a stable lending policy. The central bank of the 

country can help in achieving stability in the banking operations of the commercial banks by a 

judicious credit control policy. 

4. Elasticity: 

But the stability of banking operations should not be interpreted as rigidity. Rather, the banking 

system should have sufficient elasticity in its lending operations. It should be in a position to 

expand and contract the supply of loanable funds with ease in accordance with the directives of 

the central bank of the country. 

5. Profitability: 



A sound banking system should be able to earn sufficient profits. Profits are essential for it to be 

viable. It has to pay the corporation tax like any other company, pay interest to its depositors, 

dividend to shareholders, salaries to the staff and meet other expenses. So unless the bank earns, 

it cannot operate soundly. For this purpose, it must adopted judicious loan and investment 

policies. 

6. Reserve Management: 

Sound banking system must follow the principle of efficient reserve management. A bank 

keeps some amount of money in reserve for meeting the demand of its customers in case of 

emergency. Though the money kept in reserve is idle money, yet the bank cannot afford the 

risk o 7. Expansion: 

A sound banking system must be spread throughout the country. It should not be concentrated 

only in big towns and cities but in rural areas and backward regions. It is only by widespread 

expansion of the banking system that the deposits can be mobilised and credit facilities can be 

made available to trade, industry, agriculture, etc. This is especially the case in a developing 

country where the banking system must provide these facilities through its expansion in all areas. 

This is essential for capital formation and economic growth. 

A Bank’s Balance Sheet 

A balance sheet is an accounting tool that lists assets and liabilities. An asset is something of 

value that is owned and can be used to produce something. For example, the cash you own can 

be used to pay your tuition. A home provides shelter and can be rented out to generate 

income. A liability is a debt or something you owe. Many people borrow money to buy homes. 

In this case, the home is the asset, but the mortgage (i.e. the loan obtained to purchase the home) 

is the liability. The net worth is the asset value minus how much is owed (the liability). A 

bank‘s balance sheet operates in much the same way. A bank‘s net worth is also referred to 

as bank capital. A bank has assets such as cash held in its vaults and monies that the bank holds 

at the Federal Reserve bank (called ―reserves‖), loans that are made to customers, and bonds. 

Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical and simplified balance sheet for the Safe and Secure Bank. 

Because of the two-column format of the balance sheet, with the T-shape formed by the vertical 

line down the middle and the horizontal line under ―Assets‖ and ―Liabilities,‖ it is sometimes 

called a T-account. 

The ―T‖ in a T-account separates the assets of a firm, on the left, from its liabilities, on the right. 

All firms use T-accounts, though most are much more complex. For a bank, the assets are the 

financial instruments that either the bank is holding (its reserves) or those instruments where 

other parties owe money to the bank—like loans made by the bank and U.S. government 

securities, such as U.S. Treasury bonds purchased by the bank. Liabilities are what the bank 

owes to others. Specifically, the bank owes any deposits made in the bank to those who have 



made them. The net worth, or equity, of the bank is the total assets minus total liabilities. Net 

worth is included on the liabilities side to have the T account balance to zero. For a healthy 

business, net worth will be positive. For a bankrupt firm, net worth will be negative. In either 

case, on a bank‘s T-account, assets will always equal liabilities plus net worth. 

When bank customers deposit money into a checking account, savings account, or a certificate of 

deposit, the bank views these deposits as liabilities. After all, the bank owes these deposits to its 

customers, and are obligated to return the funds when the customers wish to withdraw their 

money. In the example shown in Figure 1, the Safe and Secure Bank holds $10 million in 

deposits. 

Loans are the first category of bank assets shown in Figure 1. Say that a family takes out a 30-

year mortgage loan to purchase a house, which means that the borrower will repay the loan over 

the next 30 years. This loan is clearly an asset from the bank‘s perspective, because the borrower 

has a legal obligation to make payments to the bank over time. But in practical terms, how can 

the value of the mortgage loan that is being paid over 30 years be measured in the present? One 

way of measuring the value of something—whether a loan or anything else—is by estimating 

what another party in the market is willing to pay for it. Many banks issue home loans, and 

charge various handling and processing fees for doing so, but then sell the loans to other banks or 

financial institutions who collect the loan payments. The market where loans are made to 

borrowers is called the primary loan market, while the market in which these loans are bought 

and sold by financial institutions is the secondary loan market. 

One key factor that affects what financial institutions are willing to pay for a loan, when they buy 

it in the secondary loan market, is the perceived riskiness of the loan: that is, given the 

characteristics of the borrower, such as income level and whether the local economy is 

performing strongly, what proportion of loans of this type will be repaid? The greater the risk 

that a loan will not be repaid, the less that any financial institution will pay to acquire the 

loan. Another key factor is to compare the interest rate charged on the original loan with the 

current interest rate in the economy. If the original loan made at some point in the past requires 

the borrower to pay a low interest rate, but current interest rates are relatively high, then a 

financial institution will pay less to acquire the loan. In contrast, if the original loan requires the 

borrower to pay a high interest rate, while current interest rates are relatively low, then a 

financial institution will pay more to acquire the loan. For the Safe and Secure Bank in this 

example, the total value of its loans if they were sold to other financial institutions in the 

secondary market is $5 million. 

The second category of bank asset is Treasury securities, which are a common mechanism for 

borrowing used by the federal government. Treasury securities include short term bills, 

intermediate term notes and long term bonds. A bank takes some of the money it has received in 

deposits and uses the money to buy bonds—typically bonds issued by the U.S. government. 

Government bonds are low-risk because the government is virtually certain to pay off the bond, 

albeit at a low rate of interest. These bonds are an asset for banks in the same way that loans are 

an asset: The bank will receive a stream of payments in the future. In our example, the Safe and 

Secure Bank holds bonds worth a total value of $4 million. 



The final entry under assets is reserves, which is money that the bank keeps on hand, and that is 

not loaned out or invested in bonds—and thus does not lead to interest payments. The Federal 

Reserve requires that banks keep a certain percentage of depositors‘ money on ―reserve,‖ which 

means either in the banks‘ own vaults or as deposits kept at the Federal Reserve Bank. This is 

called a reserve requirement. (Later, when you learn more about monetary policy, you will see 

that the level of these required reserves is one policy tool that governments have to influence 

bank behavior.) Additionally, banks may also want to keep a certain amount of reserves on hand 

in excess of what is required. The Safe and Secure Bank is holding $2 million in reserves. 

The net worth of a bank is defined as its total assets minus its total liabilities. For the Safe and 

Secure Bank shown in Figure 1, net worth is equal to $1 million; that is, $11 million in assets 

minus $10 million in liabilities. For a financially healthy bank, the net worth will be positive. If a 

bank has negative net worth and depositors tried to withdraw their money, the bank would not be 

able to give all depositors their money. 

Core banking is a banking service provided by a group of networked bank branches where 

customers may access their bank account and perform basic transactions from any of the member 

branch offices. 

Core banking is often associated with retail banking and many banks treat the retail customers as 

their core banking customers. Businesses are usually managed via the corporate banking division 

of the institution. Core banking covers basic depositing and lending of money. 

Core banking functions will include transaction accounts, loans, mortgages and payments. Banks 

make these services available across multiple channels like automated teller machines, Internet 

banking, mobile banking and branches.
[1]

 

Banking software and network technology allows a bank to centralise its record keeping and 

allow access from any location. 

Core banking became possible with the advent of computer and telecommunication technology 

that allowed information to be shared between bank branches quickly and efficiently. 

Before the 1970s it used to take at least a day for a transaction to reflect in the real account 

because each branch had their local servers, and the data from the server in each branch was sent 

in a batch to the servers in the data center only at the end of the day (EOD). 

Over the following 30 years most banks moved to core banking applications to support their 

operations creating a Centralized Online Real-time Exchange (or Environment) (CORE
[2]

). This 

meant that all the bank's branches could access applications from centralized data centers. 

Deposits made were reflected immediately on the bank's servers, and the customer could 

withdraw the deposited money from any of the bank's branches. 

Advancements in Internet and information technology reduced manual work in banks and 

increasing efficiency. Computer software is developed to perform core operations of banking 

like recording of transactions, passbook maintenance, interest calculations on loans and deposits, 

customer records, balance of payments and withdrawal. This software is installed at different 

branches of bank and then interconnected by means of computer networks based 

on telephones, satellite and the Internet. 
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Gartner defines a core banking system as a back-end system which processes daily banking 

transactions, and posts updates to accounts and other financial records.
[1]

 Core banking systems 

typically include deposit, loan and credit-processing capabilities, with interfaces to general 

ledger systems and reporting tools. Core banking applications are often one of the largest single 

expense for banks and legacy software are a major issue in terms of allocating resources. 

Spending on these systems is based on a combination of service-oriented architecture and 

supporting technologies. 

Many banks implement custom applications for core banking. Others implement or customize 

commercial independent software vendor packages.
[3]

 Systems integrators implement these core 

banking packages at banks. 

Open source Technology in core banking solution or software can help banks to maintain their 

productivity and profitability at the same time.
[4]

 

Providers: 

While larger financial institutions may implement their own custom core, community 

banks and credit unions tend to outsource their core systems to system providers. While there is 

no consensus or a public register on the actual Core Banking Providers, various market research 

companies like Gartner or Forrester Research release annual deal surveys mentioning platform 

deals.
[5]

 
[6]

 

Today, the core banking software solutions are even more relevant, especially given the need for 

an urgent transformation of the existing legacy core systems itself. Large banks and financial 

institutions are increasingly realizing that they need to be hyper-agile in focussing on customer 

delight strategies but unfortunately, remain slow to respond or adapt to emerging technologies 

due to their existing legacy core systems that are not trained do the heavy lifting. One of the key 

approaches in such a scenario is the need for a decoupling that supports this constant change or 

innovation and can also reduce the risk of failure that could be fatal and very costly. 

There are few providers that help leverage the existing legacy systems itself, by hollowing out 

customer engagement functions from the core system and managing it as a horizontal cross-

enterprise layer. This layer provides banks with enhanced product innovation capabilities, 

sophisticated customer data management, partner ecosystem, and revenue management and 

pricing. With this approach, banks can quickly adopt new technologies, add more functionality 

and capabilities, offer customized products and enhance the customer experience. The goal is to 

transition from a product-based to an agile, customer-first organization.
[7]

 

 

Concept of Internet Corporation "A Internet corporation is a temporary network of independent 

company‘s suppliers, customers by information technology to share skills, costs, and access to 

one another's markets. This corporate model is fluid and flexible- a group of collaborators that 

quickly unite to exploit a specific opportunity. Once the opportunity is met, the venture will, 

more often than not, disband. In the concept's purest form, each company that links up with 

others to create a Internet corporation contributes only what it regards as its core competencies. 

Technology plays a central role in the development of the Internet corporation. Teams of people 

in different companies work together, concurrently rather than sequentially, via computer 
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networks in real time." 16 The Internet corporation to be a 'must have' road map for every 

corporation that will soon find itself, its members and most importantly, its customers, living, 

working and shopping in a Internet world.17 Why there is a need to build a Internet 

Corporation:18 16 Research article A concept for supporting the formation of Internet 

corporations through negotiation by Boris Kotting published in (WET ICE ‗99) , pp 40 17 Book, 

The Internet Corporation: Structuring and Revitalizing the Corporation for the 21st Century 

byWilliam, H.Davidow, pp 23 18 Book The Complete idods guide: Ecommerce Do we really 

need to build Internet Company? Let‘s turn the question around and state it as ―Do we really 

need to invest money to reduce our cost?‖ Believe it or not the answer is often ―no‖. There will 

be thousands of business next year that will spend more on e-commerce than they will ever 

receive back in profit. Many of these companies would be better off financially if they invested 

their money and focused their operations on tasks that provide the greatest return on investment. 

However there are hundreds of thousands of companies that can redirect staff towards value 

added tasks, such as sales through the greater use of automation. They can also reach new 

customers in other locales or more effectively communicate with their existing customer by 

using the virtual. Role of information and communication systems in Internet corporations is 

highly significant. The demands made on information technology for supporting company 

networks are characterized by attempts at integration. Electronic interoperation is supported by 

three pillars- Automation of information flow and the elimination of media break ,the 

interchange of unstructured data, the linking of several local area networks into wide area 

networks. There are five basic dimensions that organizations can virtually organize and each 

dimension is a continuum from physical to virtual.  Location  Organizational interfaces or 

boundaries  Organizational processes  Organizational structures  Products / services Benefit 

of virtuality: 19 The benefits of Internet organizations include the following: Reduced 

operational costs. Reduced costs of providing information. A global presence (accessible 

anywhere). Always open for business (accessible anytime; Projects can be staffed with people 

based on competency regardless of their physical location; People can connect with each other 

regardless of time, space, or Organizational boundaries; Localized skills shortages can be 

overcome. Force Driving the Internet Corporation: 20 The first and foremost is Economics. The 

need for greater productivity per employee, the reduction in capital available to corporations, and 

the arrival of hungry new competitors. Big companies used to live off their fat in the lean times. 

Lean is in, lean is good. Second force is Ecology i.e. Statutory need to reduce the numbers of 

commuters into our city cores, to reduce automobile pollution and to reduce the demand for ever 

more transportation capacity. Internet offices, along with telecommuting, van pooling, transit 

vouchers, are 19 Book The Complete idods guide: Ecommerce 20 Book The Complete idods 

guide: Ecommerce all attempts to deal with the environmental impact of millions of people 

swamping our cities. The last but not the least is Technology. New technologies have focused on 

management, marketing, sales, and white collar technology. Technology enables the Internet 

corporation. Role of information and communication systems in Internet corporations is highly 

significant. The demands made on information technology for supporting company networks are 



characterized by attempts at integration. Electronic interoperation is supported by three pillars 

Automation of information flow and the elimination of media break ,the interchange of 

unstructured data, the linking of several local area networks into wide area networks. 2.2 

Concept of Internet Banking The concept of virtualization play a vital role to transform banking 

industry from paper banking to paperless banking which will majorly benefit the customers of 

banking industry. Internet Banking works as a milestone to achieve the customer satisfaction 

towards the services provided by commercial banks. Internet Banking is a type of banking which 

allowed customers to access their financial and banking services via internet world wide web. 

It‘s called a Internet Banking because a Internet bank has no boundaries of brick and mortar and 

exists only on the internet. With cybercafés and kiosks springing up in different cities, access to 

the Internet Banking is going to be easy. Internet Banking is a development of computer banking 

format that is rapidly growing in popularity. It is not restricted to a specific computer, as there is 

no need for the customer to have any financial software program installed on the computer in 

order to conduct banking over the internet. Instead of establishing a direct link between the 

customer‘s own pc and the bank via a modem, the World Wide Web is used as a distribution and 

communication channel to the bank. This implies that Internet Banking may be cost-efficient and 

a convenient banking format for many customers. It can be expected to generate its main benefits 

from retail services such as short-term lending, deposits, cash management including card 

payments, pre-scheduled payments for electricity, insurance, housing, etc. In those cases, 

traditional manual operations within the bank are being replaced by online ones performed by the 

customers themselves. Dr. Edward P. Shea define in there article Rethinking CRA in a 

technological age 21 that ―Internet Banking is a term that suggests the ultimate state of 

technological equilibrium in banking. That is the point at which banking as an industry 

transcends mere physical presence and home-office size as a measure of capability—the art and 

science of being everywhere at the same time. As banks get bigger and more virtual, their 

markets will get more diffuse, harder to pin down, and less well identified with neighborhoods or 

communities.‖ 21 Edward P. Shea, ―Rethinking CRA in a technological age,‖ CRA Bulletin, 

Vol. 5, No. 3, 1995 Professor V. Shankar and his associates define in their article Customer 

satisfaction and loyalty in online and offline environments.22 that ―Indian Banking Industry 

today is in the midst of an IT revolution. Nearly, all the nationalized banks in India are going for 

information technology based solutions. The application of IT in Banks has reduced the scope of 

traditional or conventional banking with manual operations. Nowadays banks have moved from 

disbursed to a centralized environment, which shows the impact of IT on banks. Banks are using 

new tools and techniques to find out their customers need and offer them tailor made products 

and services. The impact of automation in banking sector is difficult to measure.‖ The article 

titled as Core Banking Solution for Banks-The Indian Experience by A K Mohanty23 highlights 

that the usefulness of Core Banking Solutions (CBS) as a single channels enabler for banks as 

providers for all their products such as ATM, debit cards, Telebanking, Internet Banking etc., as 

well as other important functions. In spite of this some banks have failed to implement CBS for 



fear of the complexities and cost involved. 22 V. Shankar, A. K. Smith, A. Rangaswamy: 

Customer satisfaction and loyalty in online. 

Achievements of Nationalized Banks in India! Various achievements of banks in the post-

nationalisation period are discussed below: 

(A) Development of Banking Industry: 

1. Lead Bank Scheme: 

The lead bank scheme was introduced by the Reserve Bank of India towards the end of 1969 

with the objective of enabling the commercial banks to assume the role of leadership for the 

development of banking and credit facilities throughout the country on the basis of area 

approach. 

Under this scheme, all the districts in the country have been allotted to the State Bank Group, 

nationalised banks and private Indian banks. A lead bank is assigned the role of a catalytic agent 

of economic development through the expansion of bank branches and diversification of credit 

facilities in the district allotted to it. 

It is made responsible for surveying the resources and potential for banking development in the 

district. 

The main objectives of a lead bank are: 

(a) To open branches in all the important localities of the lead district; 

(b) To extend maximum credit facilities for development in the district; 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

(c) To mobilise the savings of the people in the district and 

(d) To co-ordinate the activities of co-operative banks, commercial banks and other financial 

institutions in the district. 

More specifically, the functions of lead bank are: 

(i) To survey the sources and potential for banking development in the district; 

 (ii) To survey number of industrial and commercial units and other establishments which do not 

have banking accounts; 

(iii) To examine the facilities for marketing of agricultural produce and industrial production, 

storage and warehousing space and the linking of credit with marketing in the district; 

(iv) To survey the facilities for stocking of fertilizers and other agricultural inputs and for the 

repair and servicing of equipment; 

(v) To recruit and train staff for offering advice to small borrowers and farmers and for the 

follow-up and inspection of end use of loans 

(vi) To assist other primary lending agencies; and 



(vii) To maintain contacts and liaison with government and semi- government agencies. 

2. Branch Expansion: 

There has been a spectacular expansion of bank branches after nationalisation of major 

commercial banks in 1969. The lead bank scheme has played an important role in the bank 

expansion programme. 

The number of branches of all scheduled commercial banks, which increased from 4151 to 8262 

(i.e., about 100% increase) during the 18 years of pre-nationalisation-period (1951-1969), has 

further gone up from 8262 to 53840 (i.e., 552% increase) during the 18 years of post-

nationalisation period (1969-87). 

The banking coverage in the country as a whole has also considerably improved from one office 

for 87 thousand people in 1951 to one office for 65 thousand people in 1969 and one office for 

15 thousand people in 2006. The number of bank branches in 2014 was 121535. 

3. Coverage of Rural Areas: 

: 

The main thrust of branch expansion policy in the post-nationalisation period has been on 

increasing the banking facilities in the rural areas. There has been a significant increase in the 

rural branches of banks since 1969. The number of branches in rural areas having population 

upto 10,000 has increased from 1832 in June 1969 to 46976 in June 2014. 

The percentage of bank branches in rural areas to the total branches has risen from 22.2% in June 

1969 to 37.2% in June 2011. Of the additional branches opened between June 1969 to June 2006 

(i.e., 61354), 50% were in rural areas. 

4. Reduction of Regional Imbalances: 

Another highlight of the branch expansion policy since the nationalisation of banks has been to 

extend banking facilities in the deficit and unbanked areas and to reduce the regional imbalances. 

Systematic efforts are being made to increase banking facilities in the rural and semi- urban areas 

of the deficit districts of the country. 

The licensing policy during the Seventh Plan period (1985- 90) aims at achieving a converge of 

17000 population per bank in rural and semi-urban areas of each development block. The policy 

also aims at providing a bank office within 10 kms from each village. 

5. Expansion of Bank Deposits: 

Since nationalisation of banks, there has been a significant increase in the deposits of 

commercial banks. During the 18 years of pre-nationalisation period, the deposits in the 

scheduled banks increased from Rs. 908 crore in 1951 to Rs. 4646 crore in 1969 (i.e., about 5 

times increase). Against this, during the 18 years of post- nationalisation period, the deposits 



increased from Rs. 4646 crore in the 1969 to Rs 107345 crore in 1987 (i.e., about 26 times 

increase). The deposits rose to Rs. 8336175 in 2014. 

6. Change in Composition of Deposits: 

The relative proportions of demand and time deposits have also changed markedly after the 

nationalisation of banks. The proportion of time deposits has increased continuously from 50% 

in 1951 to 75% in 1969 and further to 90% in December 2014. This is a clear indication of a shift 

in favour of fixed deposits of the commercial banks. 

7. Credit Expansion: 

The expansion of bank credit has also been more spectacular in the post-bank nationalisation 

period. Over the period of 18 years before bank nationalisation, total advances of scheduled 

banks increased from Rs. 547 crore in 1951 to Rs. 3599 crore in 1969 (i.e. about 7 times 

increase). Against this, during the 18 years after bank nationalisation, the advances of scheduled 

banks increased from Rs. 3599 crore in 1969 to Rs. 63753 crore (i.e., 17 times increase). The 

advances increased to Rs. 6346702 crore in 2014. 

8. Investment in Government Securities: 

The nationalised banks were also expected to provide finance for economic plans of the country 

through the purchase of government securities. There has been a significant increase in the 

investment of the banks in government and other approved securities which increased from Rs. 

1727 crore in March 1970 to Rs. 2437760 crore in 2014. 

9. Financial Inclusion: 

Financial inclusion has been embodied as an objective of economic policy in India since 

independence. However, since 2006, it has been an explicit policy endeavour of the Reserve 

Bank. Various initiatives have been undertaken by both the Reserve Bank and the Government 

of India to ensure universal financial access especially post-2005. 

Greater financial inclusion will include: 

(i) Making banking outlets available or closer to the villagers. 

(ii) Creating product-specific awareness to ensure greater usage of these products. 

 (iii) Creating greater awareness about banking service among women and among rural 

households with relatively incomes. 

(iv) Formulation of products linked to economic status of the borrowers thereby providing 

opportunities for using banking products and services. 

In 2010, the scheduled commercial banks adopted financial inclusion plans containing self-set 

targets for financial inclusion for a span of three years. 

In 2013, after the three year period, the progress with regard to financial inclusion can 

be listed as follows: 



(i) Almost all unbanked villages with a population of more than 2,000 have been covered by 

banking outlet. 

(ii) The villagers with the population of more than 2,000 are being provided with a banking 

outlet through branch business correspondents and other modes. 

(iii) Greater attention is now being given to unbanked villages with a population of less than 

2,000. 

10. Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana: 

Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana, launched on August 28, 2014, is a massive financial inclusion 

scheme with a record 1.5 crore bank accounts opened on the inaugural day. The scheme aimed at 

ending the financial untouchability for the poor by providing them bank accounts and debit 

cards. The scheme was expected to cover 7.5 crore people by January 26, 2015, who will be 

provided zero-balance accounts with ‗RuPay‘ debit cards, life insurance cover of Rs. 1 lakh. 

Later, the account holders will be provided an overdraft facility up to Rs.5000. 

11. Women’s Bank – Bharatiya Mahila Bank Limited: 

With a view to promote gender equality and economic empowerment of women, the Government 

of India took a decision to set-up an all-women bank, Bharatiya Mahila Bank Limited (BMB), in 

2013 to address the gender-related aspects of financial access to all sections of women, 

empowerment of women and financial inclusion. 

To achieve economic empowerment, women need equal access to economic institutions and 

control of assets. Opening of BMB is the first major step in this direction. 

The government has infused an initial capital of Rs. 1,000 crore in BMB. The bank has been 

incorporated and The Reserve Bank has already issued a banking license to the bank. BMB has 

become functional after its inauguration on November 19, 2013. The target customers will be 

individual women, self-help groups, business establishments owned by women. The bank will 

emphasise on funding for skill development to help in economic activity. The access to finance 

and banking not only helps to empower women but also broaden the social base of development. 

(B) Financing of Priority Sectors: 

1. Lesser Importance to Big Industries: 

The sectoral deployment of credit has undergone a great qualitative change after the 

nationalisation of banks. In the pre-nationalisation days, large and medium industries and 

wholesale trade account for about 78% of the total bank credit, while agriculture accounted for 

only 2.2% of the total bank credit. 

The share of large and medium industries and wholesale trade in the total bank credit has 

declined to about 36% in 2009. Correspondingly, the share of agriculture, small industries and 

other priority sectors, food procurement agencies, exports, has increased. 

2. Advances to Priority Sectors: 



One of the main objectives of nationalisation of banks was to extend credit facilities to the 

borrowers in the so for neglected sectors of the economy. To achieve this objective, the banks 

formulated various schemes to provide credit to the small borrowers in the priority sectors like 

agriculture, small scale industry, road and water transport, retail trade, and small business. 

Considering the necessity of meeting specific credit requirements of the weaker sections, 

consumption credit has been included in the priority sectors. Similarly, small housing loans to 

scheduled castes/tribes and weaker sections have also been considered as priority sector loans. 

Distinctive features of the advances made available to the priority sectors after 

bank nationalisation are given below (see Table 3): 

(i) The number of borrowed accounts of the priority sector with the public sector banks has 

increased from 2.60 lakh to 483.39 lakh between June 1969 to March 2011. 

(ii) The total credit provided by the public sector banks to priority sectors has increased from Rs. 

441 crore in June 1969 to Rs. 1602907 crore in 2014. As a result, the share of priority sectors in 

the total credit has increased from 14.6% in June 1969 to 39% in 2014. 

(iii) Agricultural credit increased from Rs. 162 crore (i.e., 5.4% of the bank credit) in June 1969 

to Rs. 702541 crore (i.e., 29.8% of the total bank credit) in 2014. 

(iv) Direct finance to agriculture which was only Rs. 40 crore (i.e., 1.3% of the total bank credit) 

in June 1969, has gone up to Rs. 525652 crore (i.e., 17.3% of the total bank credit) in 2014. 

(v) Bank credit to small scale industries has also increased significantly from Rs. 251 crore (i.e., 

8.3% of the total bank credit) in June 1969 to Rs. 593410 crore (i.e. 14.4% of the total bank 

credit) in March 2014. 

(vi) Bank credit to other priority sectors like, road and water transport operators, retail trade, 

small business, professional and self-employed persons, education, consumption loans, housing 

loans etc. has also increased from Rs. 28 crore (i.e., 0.9% of the total bank credit) in June 1969 to 

Rs. 290596 crore (i.e., 7% of the bank credit) in March 2014. 

 

3. Agricultural Finance: 

After nationalisation, the commercial banks have been giving special attention to the financial 

needs of agriculturists and of rural areas. 

This is clear from the various measures taken by the public sector banks: 

(i) Larger and growing proportion of credit is being extended to the agriculturists. The proportion 

of agricultural credit to the total bank credit has grown from 5.4% in 1969 to 17.1% in 2014. 

(ii) The strategy of agricultural finance by the banks has been- (a) to take note of various in 

balances in the agricultural development and to take measures to correct them; (b) to give a big 

push to agricultural development in terms of investment, management and policy; and (c) to 

develop untrapped potential in the neglected regions. 



(iii) The banks provide direct financial assistance to the agriculturists in the forms of- (a) short-

term crop loans; (b) term loans for purchasing animals and farms machinery, constructing wells 

and tube-wells, levelling or developing land, etc., (c) loans for allied activities such as dairying, 

poultry farming, piggery, bee keeping, fisheries, etc. 

(iv) The commercial banks provide indirect financial assistance to the agriculturists in the 

following forms- (a) they finance cooperative societies to enable them to expand their production 

credit to the farmers; (b) they provide indirect finance for the distribution of various agricultural 

inputs; (c) they extend credit to firms or agencies engaged in the supply of agricultural 

machinery on hire-purchase basis or otherwise; and (d) they subscribe to the debentures of the 

central land development banks and also grant them loans. 

(v) The commercial banks have started many innovative schemes to ensure larger flow of credit 

to the needy farmers and its effective utilisation. Some such schemes are- (a) agricultural 

development branches of the State Bank of India; (b) village adoption schemes; (c) gram vikas 

kendras of Bank of Baroda (d) rural financing centres of Dena Bank; (e) project- lending with 

refinance facility from ARDC (now NABARD) (f) linkage of lending with development 

activities. 

(vi) Since 1975, the State Bank of India and nationalised banks are sponsoring regional rural 

banks to extend cheap credit to small farmers, rural artisans and others. 

(vii) To help the small but potentially viable farmers, the commercial banks have set up Farmer‘s 

Service Societies in SFDA areas (Small Farmers Development Agency areas) for providing such 

farmers credit facilities, ensuring the supply of inputs, and helping in the marketing of produce. 

(viii) The commercial banks have been increasingly adopting area approach in agricultural 

lending by selecting groups of villages in different areas and meeting total credit needs of 

fanners in those villages. 

(ix) Kisan Credit Card Scheme was introduced in 1998-99 to facilitate the flow of timely and 

adequate short term credit to the farmers. 

4. Bank Credit for Small Scale Industries: 

Small scale industries sector has also been recognised by the government as an important 

productive sector of the economy which deserves special financial assistance by the commercial 

banks. Keeping this in mind, various facilities and concessions have been made available to this 

sector from the banks, particularly after their nationalisation in 1969. 

The following are the important bank credit facilities given in the small scale industries: 

(i) Small scale industries sector has been treated as a priority sector for bank loans. 

(ii) Short period and term loans are provided to the small scale industries at concessional rates of 

interest. 



(iii) Banks have been instructed not to insist on margins and guarantees from the borrowers from 

small scale sector. 

(iv) Banks have also been directed that the periods of repayment should be related to the surplus 

generating capacity of the unit, and should not be fixed on an adhoc basis. 

(v) Special cells have been set up in the banks to provide guidance to the borrowers from small 

seals sector. 

(vi) Advances to the small scale industries are protected by a guarantee from Deposit Insurance 

and Credit Guarantee Corporation under its credit guarantee scheme. 

(vii) Commercial banks also provide financial assistance for setting up of industrial estates. 

(viii) Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) provides the following facilities to the 

commercial banks with a view to assist them in financing small scale industries: 

(a) If refinances loans and advances extended by the commercial banks to small scale industries 

units. 

(b) It launched the National Equity Fund Scheme in 1988 for providing support in the form of 

equity to tiny and small scale industrial units. This scheme is administered through nationalised 

banks, 

(c) Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) was set up as wholly owned subsidiary 

of IDBI in 1989 as the principal institution for promotion, financing and development of 

industries in the small scale sector. It took over all the IDBI functions and schemes relating to the 

small scale industries. 

(ix) Bank credit to small industrial units increased from Rs. 251 crore in June 1969 (8.3% of the 

total bank credit) to Rs. 593410 crore in March 2014 (14.4% of the total bank credit). 

5. Banks and Export Promotion: 

In a developing economy like India, there is a great need to promote exports in order to earn 

sufficient foreign exchange to be able to meet the country‘s large and growing foreign exchange 

obligations. In view of this, the government has taken a number of measures to enable the 

commercial banks to provide sufficient and easy finance to the exporters. 

(i) Exports have been officially recognised as a priority sector for the allocation of bank credit. 

Thus the commercial banks extend financial assistance to the exporters on priority basis and 

relatively liberalised terms. As on March 2011, aggregate export credit of banks was Rs. 42486 

crore. 

(ii) Banks give finance to exporters at two stages, i.e., at the pre-shipment stage and the post-

shipment stage. The financing is done at concessional rate of interest. The purpose of charging 

low interest rate on export advances is to reduce the cost of the product and make it competitive 

in the international market. 



(iii) To induce banks to increase their credit for exports, the RBI has been providing increasingly 

liberal finance to them for such credit and at low concessional interest rates. 

(iv) In its credit policy, the RBI has been fixing credit ceilings from time to time and requiring 

the commercial banks to observe specified incremental net non-food credit-deposit ratio. But, 

exports have been kept onside the framework of this stipulated credit-deposit ratio. 

6. Housing Finance: 

Housing finance is another priority sector and the public sector banks play a crucial role in this 

area. The major issue in respect of housing finance is how to bridge the gap between the demand 

for housing finance and its supply from all sources put together. 

In this regard, following measures have been taken: 

(i) At the national level, National Housing Bank (NHB) has been set up in 1988 as an apex 

institution to promote and develop specialised housing finance institutions at regional and local 

levels. 

(ii) Other national level institutions providing housing finance are: 

(a) Housing and Urban Development Corporation Ltd. (HUDCO). 

(b) Housing Development Finance Corporation of India Ltd. (HDFC). 

(iii) A broad policy of minimum allocation for housing finance by commercial banks has been 

adopted and the scheduled commercial banks were advised to allocate 1.5% of their incremental 

deposits. 

(iv) 20% of bank credit should be by way of direct lending of which at least half should be in the 

rural and semi-urban areas. 

(v) 30% of bank credit should be extended in indirect way in the form of term finance. 

(vi) The balance of 50% of bank credit for housing should be made use of subscription to the 

guaranteed bonds and debentures of the National Housing Bank (NHB) and Housing and Urban 

Development Corporation Ltd., (HUDCO). 

(vii) The ceiling of Rs. 10 lakh per borrower for direct lending has been fixed. 

(viii) As at the end of March 1991, 9 banks had set up housing finance companies or subsidiaries 

or participated in equities of housing finance companies set up by other institutions. 

(ix) The outstanding amount of housing loans by the public sector banks has increased from Rs. 

323 crore in March 1992 to Rs. 235484 crore in March 2014. 

7. Credit to Weaker Sections: 

In order to increase the flow of bank credit to the smaller and poorer borrowers the government 

has broadened the concept of weaker sections of the society. Now the weaker sections include 

small and marginal farmers, landless labourers, tenant farmers and share croppers, artisans, 

village and cottage industries, beneficiaries of Integrated Rural Development Programme, 

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, and beneficiaries of differential rate of interest 



scheme. By March 2010, these weaker sections have been provided the bank credit of Rs. 

212215 crore which accounted for 10.2% of the total credit of public sector banks. 

8. Differential Rate of Interest Scheme: 

With a view to provide bank credit to the weaker sections of the society at a concessional rate, 

the government introduced the differential rate of interest scheme from April 1972. Under this 

scheme, the public sector banks have been providing loans at 4% rate of interest to the weaker 

sections of the society who do not have any tangible security to offer, but who can improve their 

economic condition with the financial support from the banks. 

The scheme has shown notable progress. As on March 31, 2010, the outstanding differential rate 

of interest credit was of Rs. 752 crore. 

9. Kisan Credit Card Scheme: 

Kisan Credit Card scheme was introduced in 1998-99 to provide better access to short-term 

institutional credit (i.e., from commercial banks and Regional Rural Banks) to farmers. 

The salient features of the scheme are given below: 

(i) Farmers eligible for production credit of Rs. 5000 or more are eligible for issue of Kisan 

Credit Card. 

(ii) Eligible farmers are to be provided with a Kisan Card and passbook or Card-cum-passbook. 

(iii) There is a provision of revolving cash credit facility involving any number of drawals and 

repayments within the limit. 

(iv) Entire production credit needs for full year plus ancillary activities related to crop production 

are to be considered while fixing limit. 

(v) Limit will be fixed on the basis of operational land holding, crop pattern and scale of finance. 

(vi) Sub-limits may be fixed at the discretion of banks. 

(vii) Card will be valid for 3 years subject to annual review. 

(viii) Each drawal has to be repaid within 12 months. 

(ix) Conversion/reschedulement of loans are also permissible in case of damage to crops due to 

natural calamities. 

(x) As incentive for good performance, credit limit can be increased. 

(xi) Security, margin, rate of interest will be as per RBI norms. 

(xii) Operations may be through issuing branch or at the discretion of bank, through other 

designated branches. 

(xiii) Withdrawals will be through slips/cheques accompanied by card and passbook. 

The scheme has gained popularity and its implementation has been taken up by 27 commercial 

banks, 334 Central Co-operative Banks, and 187 Regional Rural Banks upto December 2000. 

The number of cards increased from 6.1 lakh at the end of March 1999 to 878.30 lakh at the end 

of Nov., 2009. 



The banking system has issued 1078.36 lakh Kisan Credit Cards (KCCs) involving total 

sanctioned credit limit of Rs. 52705 crore as on October 31, 2011. The share of commercial 

banks stood at 45.6% of the total number, followed by cooperative banks at 39.4% and Regional 

Rural Banks at 15.1%. 

10. Mudra Bank: 

Pradhan Mantri Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency (MUDRA) Yojana was 

launched on April 8, 2015, with the objective of ‗funding the unfunded‘. The MUDRA Yojana or 

bank, which has a corpus of Rs. 20,000 crore, can lend between Rs. 10, 000 to Rs.10 lakh to 

small entrepreneurs. The scheme has been set up for development and refinance activities 

relating to micro units. It will provide refinance to banks and other institutions at 7%. 

There are about 5.77 crore small business units. Initial 3 schemes have been named ‗Shishu‘, 

‗Kishor‘ and ‗Tarun‘ to signify the stage of growth and funding needs. ‗Shishu‘ would cover 

loans up to Rs. 50,000 while ‗Kishor‘ above Rs. 50,000 and up to Rs. 5 lakh. ‗Tarun‘ category 

will cover loans of above Rs. 5 lakh to Rs. 10 lakh. 

Critical Appraisal: 

Undoubtedly, the commercial banks in India have made phenomenal progress after 

nationalisation. But, the critics not only point out various inadequacies and limitations of public 

sector banks, but also express fears about the dangers of nationalisation. 

Various defects of commercial banking system in India, particularly, after nationalisation 

of banks are discussed below: 

1. Criticism by Estimates Committee: 

The Estimates Committee of Lok Sabha (1975) headed by Mr. R.K. Sinha has expressed 

dissatisfaction over the working of nationalisation banks. The Committee is of the view that 

nationalised banks have largely failed in achieving the main objectives of bank nationalisation, 

particularly, granting of loans to the priority sectors and removing regional disparities through 

developing banking facilities in backward areas. 

The banks have no machinery to see that ―the finance from the public institutions are in fact, 

going to productive uses in the large public interest.‖ 

2. Insufficient Help to Priority Sectors: 

In spite of much increase in the loans advanced to the priority sectors, the total help is not 

sufficient for the large size of these sectors. The rate of increase in the advances to the priority 

sectors which was rapid in the initial years of post-nationalisation period has slowed down in the 

later years. The advances to the priority sectors as a proportion to total bank credit increased 

from 14.6% in June 1969 to 22.2% in June 1971. 

But between June 1984 and June 1990, the proportion increased only from 39% to 42%. The 

main reason for this slow progress was that, on the one hand the bank officials were not imbued 



with the new objectives of banking and, on the other hand, they were more worried about the 

unsatisfactory recovery performance. 

3. Inadequate Facilities in Rural Areas: 

No doubt, much progress has been made in expanding bank branches in respect of bank 

expansion, deposit mobilisation and credit expansion in rural areas. But, it is not adequate to 

meet the financial needs of the population living in the rural areas. 

The magnitude of the problem is clear from the fact that at present only about 5% villages are 

covered by the commercial banks directly or indirectly. The stipulated deposit-credit ratio of 

60% has not been achieved in the rural areas. 

4. Regional Imbalances: 

Though the overall expansion in the bank branches has taken place in the country, their 

expansion is not equitably distributed among the different states. According to the Reserve 

Bank‘s reports, about half of the banking institutions concentrate in the two regions, i.e., 

southern and western region comprising five states, namely, Maharashtra, Gujarat, Kerala, Tamil 

Nadu and Karnataka. On the other hand, the states like Assam, Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur, 

Nagaland, Orissa, Tripura, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal still continue to remain bank-deficient 

states. 

5. Insufficient Deposit Mobilisation: 

Despite good progress on the deposit mobilisation front, much remains to the done. Deposit 

mobilisation by the public sector banks has been about 16 to 17% per annum since 

nationalisation. 

On the other hand, it has been found that the foreign banks and the smaller private banks have 

received much greater increases in deposits. The fact is that with the increase the total savings in 

the country, there still exists a larger scope for expansion of deposits. 

6. Problem of Liberal Credit Policy: 

Although liberal credit policy is necessary for providing financial support to the weaker sections 

of the rural community, but such a policy may prove harmful for stability of the banking system. 

The experience of the nationalised banks has shown that these banks are now facing the 

problems of heavy overdue loans and economically unviable branches. 

7. Sound Principles Ignored: 

Normally, the growth of credit should go hand in hand with growth of deposit mobilisation. But 

in the initial years of nationalisation, the credit expansion of banks was about 24% as compared 

to the deposit expansion of about 17%. This was an unwise and risky trend. Later on, however, 

the credit expansion has been proportionate to the expansion in deposits. 

8. Low Profitability: 



A major defect of banking after nationalisation is that the nationalised banks are either operating 

under losses or experiencing falling dividends. The profits of the commercial banks, which were 

quite high during fifties and sixties, have declined considerably in the post-nationalisation 

period. 

Low profitability is caused by two types of factors- (a) the factors which push up costs, such as, 

inefficiency, bureaucratic attitude, increasing expenditure on bank staff, expansion of branches, 

absence of effective cost control measures, etc.; and (b) the factors which reduce bank earning 

such as, advances to the priority sectors at concessional rates, large overdue because of non-

return of loans, increase in statuary liquidity ratio and cash-reserve ratio, etc. 

9. Low Efficiency: 

Nationalisation has created bureaucratic attitude in the functioning of banking system. Lack of 

responsibility and initiative, red-tapism, inordinate delays are common features of nationalised 

banks. As a consequence, the efficiency of these banks has reduced. 

10. Political Pressure: 

Political interference also disturbs the smooth working of the nationalised banks. Political 

pressure in the granting of loans to particular parties, the selection of personnel, opening of 

branches, etc, creates difficulties for these banks. 

Reforms in the Banking Sector  

In the context of economic liberalisation and growing trend towards globalisation (external 

liberalisation), various banking sector reforms have been introduced in India to improve the 

operation efficiency and upgrade the health and financial soundness of banks so that Indian 

banks can meet internationally accepted standards of performance. 

Reforms in the banking sector were introduced on the basis of the recommendations of 

different committees: 

(i) The first Narasimhan Committee (1991), 

 (ii) The Verma Committee (1996), 

(iii) The Khan Committee (1997), and 

(iv) The Second Narasimhan Committee (1998). 

The First Phase of Reforms: 

The banking sector reforms are directed toward improving the policy framework, financial 

health and the institutional framework: 



(a) Change in Policy Framework: 

Improvement in policy framework has been undertaken by reducing the Cash Reserve Ratio 

(CRR) to the initial standard and phasing out Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR), deregulation of 

interest rates, widening the scope of lending to priority sectors and by linking the lending rates to 

the size of advances. 

(b) Improving Financial Health: 

Attempts to improve the financial soundness of the banking sector have been made by 

prescribing prudential norms. Moreover, steps have been taken to re-duct the proportion of Non-

Performing Assets (NPAs). 

(c) Improvements of Institutional Framework: 

Such improvements have been achieved in three ways: 

(i) Recapitalisation, 

 (ii) Creating a competitive environment, and 

(iii) Strengthening the supervisory system. 

Second Phase Reforms: 

The first phase of the bank sector reforms is completed. The second generation reforms which 

are underway concentrate on strengthening the very foundation of the banking system in three 

ways: by reforming the structure of the bank industry, technological upgradation, and humaning 

resource development. 

Prudential Regulation: 

There are two types of banking regulations—economic and prudential. In the pre-reform era 

(before July 1991) the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) regulated banks by imposing constraints on 

interest rates, tightening entry norms and directed lending to ensure judicious end use of bank 

credit. 

However, such economic regulation of banks hampered their productivity and efficiency. Hence, 

the RBI switched over to prudential regulation which calls for imposing minimum limit on the 

capital level(s) of banks. 



The objective is to maintain the wealth of banks in particular and to ensure the soundness of the 

financial system in general. It allows much greater scope for the free play of market forces than 

what is permitted by economic regulations alone. 

On the basis of recommendations of the Committee on Banking Sector Reforms, April 1998 (the 

second Narasimhan Committee) the RBI issued prudential norms. The major objective of setting 

such norms was to ensure financial safety, soundness and solvency of banks. These norms are 

directed toward ensuring that banks carry on their operations as prudent entities, are free from 

undue risk-taking, and do not violate banking regulations in pursuit of profit. 

The main focus of reforms was in three areas: 

(i) NPAs, 

 (ii) Capital adequacy, and 

(iii) Diversification of operations, 

(i) Non-Performing Assets (NPAs): 

One serious problem faced by the public sector banks in the 1990s was a high proportion of 

NPAs. An NPA is an asset from which income is overdue for more than six months. According 

to the second Narasimhan Committee report (1998), “No other single indicator reflects the 

quality of assets and their impact on banks’ viability than the NPA figures in relation to 

advances.” 

The gross NPAs of scheduled commercial banks (SCBs) increased over the period March 31, 

1998 to March 31,2002 from Rs 50,815 crores to Rs 70,904 crores. Gross NPA of public sector 

banks (PSBs) were also correspondingly higher. However, the share of PSBs in total NPAs 

declined from 90% to 80% during the period (1998-2002). 

Furthermore, there was a decline in the ratio of gross NPAs and net NPAs, measured as 

percentage of advances as well as assets. These ratios represent the quality of banks assets and 

are thus taken as measures of soundness of the banking system. Gross and net NPAs as a 

proportion of gross advances and total assets of SCBs declined substantially during this period. 

However, the ratio of gross and net NPAs as a proportion of gross advances and of total assets 

increased substantially for new private sector banks from 2001-02 due to the merger of strong 

banks with weak banks. 



But the root cause of increase in NPAs is the increasing proportion of bad debt. In case of some 

banks, net NPAs even exceeded their net worth. This means that such banks had negative net 

worth. 

RBI Guidelines: 

The RBI offered three options to banks to restructure bad debts: 

(i) Debt Recovery Tribunals (DRTs); 

(ii) Settlement Advisory Committees (SACs); and 

 (iii) Recapitalisation from the Government. 

Guidelines on SACs were revised in July 2002 to provide a uniform, simplified, non-

discriminatory and non-discretionary mechanism for the recovery of the stock of NPAs of all 

banks. 

Altogether, seven DRTs have been set up for speedy recovery of loans. Finally with a view to 

enhancing the effectiveness of DRTs, the Central government amended the Recovery of Debts 

due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act in Jan, 2002. 

(ii) Capital Adequacy Ratio: 

Banking sector reforms were initiated by implementing prudential norms consisting of Capital 

Adequacy Ratio (CAR). The core of such reforms has been the broadening of prudential norms 

to the internationally accepted standards. 

In 1988 the Basle Committee for international banking supervision made an attempt worldwide 

to reduce the number of bank failures by tying a bank‘s CAR to the riskiness of the loans it 

makes. For instance, there is less chance of a loan to a government going bad than a loan to, say, 

an internet business. So, the bank will not have to hold as much capital in reserve against the first 

loan as against the second. 

Throughout the world, commercial banks are under the legal obligation to maintain minimum 

capital funds for the sake of safety. The reason is that a bank‘s capital base is vitally important 

for its long-term variability. It also acts as a shock absorber in the medium term since it gives the 

power to absorb shocks and thus avoid the risk of bankruptcy. 



A bank‘s capital funds must be equivalent to the prescribed ratio on the aggregate of the risk 

weighted assets and other exposures. CAR is a measure of the amount of a bank‘s capital 

expressed as a percentage of its risk weighted credit exposures. It is related to risk weight 

assigned to asset acquired by banks in the normal process of conducting business. It is also 

related to the proportion of capital to be maintained on such aggregate risk weighted assets. 

CAR is calculated on the basis of risk weightage on assets in the books of accounts of banks. 

Any type of business transaction carried out by a bank involves a certain specific type of risk. 

So, for the sake of safety, a portion of capital has to be set aside to make provision for this risk. 

This portion acts as a hedge against uncertainty, i.e., a ‗secret reserve‘ to absorb any possible 

future loss. 

Higher Capital Adequacy will improve the efficiency of banks in two ways: 

(i) By forcing banks to reduce operating costs, and 

(ii) By improving long-term viability through risk reduction. 

Capital adequacy enables banks to mobilise more capital at reasonable cost. 

The two important new parameters which are crucial for the growth of banks are asset quality 

and risk weightage. 

On the basis of the Basle Committee proposals (1988), two tiers of capital have been 

prescribed for Indian SCBs: 

Tier I—capital which can absorb losses without forcing a bank to stop trading, and 

Tier II—capital which can absorb losses only in the event of a winding up. 

Following the recommendations of the first Narasimhan Committee (1991) the RBI directed the 

banks to maintain a minimum capital of 8% as the risk-weighted assets; the second Narasimhan 

Committee (1998) suggested raising the ratio further. In March 2002, the capital to risk-weighted 

asset ratio (CRAR) was raised to 9%. It was subsequently raised to 10% with a view to 

tightening of the capital adequacy norm further. 

At the end of March 2002, all SCBs (except five) had CRARs in excess of the stipulated 9%. The 

capital of PSBs has increased through government capital infusion, equity issues to public, and 

retained earnings. 



(iii) Diversification in Bank Operations: 

During the period of economic liberalisation PSBs have diversified their activities considerably. 

They have moved in new areas such as mutual funds, merchant banking, venture capital funding 

and other para-banking activities such as leasing (lease financing), hire-purchase, factoring and 

so on. 

The main objective has been to make profits by deriving maximum economies of scale and 

scope, enlarging customer base and providing various types of banking services under one 

umbrella (both directly as also through subsidiaries). Many banks such as the SBI have become a 

one-stop financial services centre. 

Role of Central Bank in Economic Development: 

The central bank in a developing country aims at the promotion and maintenance of a rising level 

of production, employment and real income in the country. The central banks in the majority of 

underdeveloped countries have been given wide powers to promote the growth of such 

economies. They, therefore, perform the following functions towards this end. 

Creation and Expansion of Financial Institutions: 

One of the aims of a central bank in an underdeveloped country is to improve its currency and 

credit system. More banks and financial institutions are required to be set up to provide larger 

credit facilities and to divert voluntary savings into productive channels. Financial institutions 

are localised in big cities in underdeveloped countries and provide credit facilities to estates, 

plantations, big industrial and commercial houses. 

In order to remedy this, the central bank should extend branch banking to rural areas to make 

credit available to peasants, small businessmen and traders. In underdeveloped countries, the 

commercial banks provide only short-term loans. Credit facilities in rural areas are mostly non-

existent. The only source is the village moneylender who charges exorbitant interest rates. 

The hold of the village moneylender in rural areas can be slackened if new institutional 

arrangements are made by the central bank in providing short-term, medium term and long-term 

credit at lower interest rates to the cultivators. A network of co-operative credit societies with 

apex banks financed by the central bank can help solve the problem. 

Similarly, it can help the establishment of lead banks and through them regional rural banks for 

providing credit facilities to marginal farmers, landless agricultural workers and other weaker 



sections. With the vast resources at its command, the central bank can also help in establishing 

industrial banks and financial corporations in order to finance large and small industries. 

Proper Adjustment between Demand for and Supply of Money: 

The central bank plays an important role in bringing about a proper adjustment between demand 

for and supply of money. An imbalance between the two is reflected in the price level. A 

shortage of money supply will inhibit growth while an excess of it will lead to inflation. As the 

economy develops, the demand for money is likely to go up due to gradual monetization of the 

non-monetized sector and the increase in agricultural and industrial production and prices. 

The demand for money for transactions and speculative motives will also rise. So the increase in 

money supply will have to be more than proportionate to the increase in the demand for money 

in order to avoid inflation. There is, however, the likelihood of increased money supply being 

used for speculative purposes, thereby inhibiting growth and causing inflation. 

The central bank controls the uses of money and credit by an appropriate monetary policy. Thus 

in an underdeveloped economy, the central bank should control the supply of money in such a 

way that the price level is prevented from rising without affecting investment and production 

adversely. 

A Suitable Interest Rate Policy: 

In an underdeveloped country the interest rate structure stands at a very high level. There are also 

vast disparities between long-term and short-term interest rates and between interest rates in 

different sectors of the economy. The existence of high interest rates acts as an obstacle to the 

growth of both private and public investment, in an underdeveloped economy. 

A low interest rate is, therefore, essential for encouraging private investment in agriculture and 

industry. Since in underdeveloped country businessmen have little savings out of undistributed 

profits, they have to borrow from the banks or from the capital market for purposes of 

investment and they would borrow only if the interest rate is low. A low interest rate policy is 

also essential for encouraging public investment. A low interest rate policy is a cheap money 

policy. It makes public borrowing cheap, keeps the cost of servicing public debt low and thus 

helps in financing economic development. 

In order to discourage the flow of resources into speculative borrowing and investment, the 

central bank should follow a policy of discriminatory interest rates, charging high rates for non-



essential and unproductive loans and low rates for productive loans. But this does not imply that 

savings are interest-elastic in an underdeveloped economy. 

Since the level of income is low in such economies, a high rate of interest is not likely to raise 

the propensity to save. In the context of economic growth, as the economy develops, a 

progressive rise in the price level is inevitable. The value of money falls and the propensity to 

save declines further. Money conditions become tight and there is a tendency for the rate of 

interest to rise automatically. This would result in inflation. In such a situation any effort to 

control inflation by raising the rate of interest would be disastrous. A stable price level is, 

therefore, essential for the success of a low interest rate policy which can be maintained by 

following a judicious monetary policy by the central bank. 

Debt Management: 

Debt management is one of the important functions of the central bank in an underdeveloped 

country. It should aim at proper timing and issuing of government bonds, stabilizing their prices 

and minimizing the cost of servicing public debt. It is the central bank which undertakes the 

selling and buying of government bonds and making timely changes in the structure and 

composition of public debt. 

In order to strengthen and stabilize the market for government bonds, the policy of low interest 

rates is essential. For, a low rate of interest raises the price of government bonds, thereby making 

them more attractive to the public and giving an impetus to the public borrowing programmes of 

the government. The maintenance of structure of low interest rates is also called for minimizing 

the cost of servicing the national debt. 

Further, it encourages funding of debt by private firms. However, the success of debt 

management would depend upon the existence of well-developed money and capital markets in 

which wide range of securities exist both for short and long periods. It is the central bank which 

can help in the development of these markets. 

Credit Control: 

Central Bank should also aim at controlling credit in order to influence the patterns of investment 

and production in a developing economy. Its main objective is to control inflationary pressures 

arising in the process of development. This requires the use of both quantitative and qualitative 

methods of credit control. 



Open market operations are not successful in controlling inflation in underdeveloped countries 

because the bill market is small and undeveloped. Commercial banks keep an elastic cash-

deposit ratio because the central bank‘s control over them is not complete. They are also 

reluctant to invest in government securities due to their relatively low interest rates. 

Moreover, instead of investing in government securities, they prefer to keep their reserves in 

liquid form such as gold, foreign exchange and cash. Commercial banks are also not in the habit 

of rediscounting or borrowing from the central bank. 

The bank rate policy is also not so effective in controlling credit in LDCs due to: (a) the lack of 

bills of discount; (b) the narrow size of the bill market; (c) a large non-monetised sector where 

barter transactions take place; (d) the existence of a large unorganised money market; (e) the 

existence of indigenous banks which do not discount bills with the central banks; and (f) the 

habit of commercial banks to keep large cash reserves. 

The use of variable reserve ratio as method of credit control is more effective than open market 

operations and bank rate policy in LDCs. Since the market for securities is very small, open 

market operations are not successful. But a rise or fall in the reserve ratio by the central bank 

reduces or increases the cash available with the commercial banks without affecting adversely 

the prices of securities. 

Again, the commercial banks keep large cash reserves which cannot be reduced by a raise in the 

bank rate or sale of securities by the central bank. But raising the cash-reserve ratio reduces 

liquidity with the banks. However, the use of variable reserve ratio has certain limitations in 

LDCs. 

First, the non-banking financial intermediaries do not keep deposits with the central bank so they 

are not affected by it. Second, banks which do not maintain excess liquidity are not affected than 

those who maintain it. 

The qualitative credit control measures are, however, more effective than the quantitative 

measures in influencing the allocation of credit, and thereby the pattern of investment. In 

underdeveloped countries, there is a strong tendency to invest in gold, jewellery, inventories, real 

estate, etc., instead of in alternative productive channels available in agriculture, mining, 

plantations and industry. 



The selective credit controls are more appropriate for controlling and limiting credit facilitates 

for such unproductive purposes. They are beneficial in controlling speculative activities in food-

grains and raw materials. They prove more useful in controlling ‗sectional inflations‘ in the 

economy. 

They curtail the demand for imports by making it obligatory on importers to deposit in advance 

an amount equal to the value of foreign currency. This has also the effect of reducing the 

reserves of the banks in so far as their deposits are transferred to the central banks in the process. 

The selective credit control measures may take the form of changing the margin requirements 

against certain types of collateral, the regulation of consumer credit and the rationing of credit. 

Solving the Balance of Payments Problem: 

The central bank should also aim at preventing and solving the balance of payments problem in a 

developing economy. Such economies face serious balance of payments difficulties to fulfil the 

targets of development plans. An imbalance is created between imports and exports which 

continue to widen with development. 

The central bank manages and controls the foreign exchange of the country and also acts as the 

technical adviser to the government on foreign exchange policy. It is the function of the central 

bank to avoid fluctuations in the foreign exchange rates and to maintain stability. It does so 

through exchange controls and variations in the bank rate. For instance, if the value of the 

national currency continues to fall, it may raise the bank rate and thus encourage the inflow of 

foreign currencies. 

Conclusion: 

Thus the central bank plays an important role in achieving economic growth of a developing 

country through the various measures discussed above. It should promote economic growth with 

stability, help in attaining full employment of resources, in overcoming balance of payments 

disequilibrium, and in stabilising exchange rates. 

The main function of a central bank is to act as governor of the machinery of credit in order to 

secure stability of prices. 

It regulates the volume of credit and currency, pumping in more money when market is dry of 

cash, and pumping out money when there is excess of credit. 



In India RBI have two departments, namely. Issue department and Banking department. 

We discuss below its main functions: 

1. Issue of Currency: 

The central bank is given the sole monopoly of issuing currency in order to secure control over 

volume of currency and credit. These notes circulate throughout the country as legal tender 

money. It has to keep a reserve in the form of gold and foreign securities as per statutory rules 

against the notes issued by it. 

It may be noted that RBI issues all currency notes in India except one rupee note. Again, it is 

under the directions of RBI that one rupee notes and small coins are issued by government mints. 

Remember, the central government of a country is usually authorised to borrow money from the 

central bank. 

When the central government expenditure exceeds government revenue and the government is 

unable to reduce its expenditure, then it borrows from the RBI. This is done by selling security 

bills to RBI which creates new currency notes for the purpose. This is called monetisation of 

budget deficit or deficit financing. The government spends new currency and puts it into 

circulation to meet its expenditure. 

2. Banker to Government: 

: Central bank functions as a banker to the government—both central and state governments. It 

carries out all banking business of the government. Government keeps their cash balances in the 

current account with the central bank. Similarly, central bank accepts receipts and makes 

payment on behalf of the governments. 

Also, central bank carries out exchange, remittance and other banking operations on behalf of the 

government. Central bank gives loans and advances to governments for temporary periods, as 

and when necessary and it also manages the public debt of the country. Remember, the central 

government can borrow any amount of money from RBI by selling its rupees securities to the 

latter. 

3. Banker’s Bank and Supervisor: 

There are usually hundreds of banks in a country. There should be some agency to regulate and 

supervise their proper functioning. This duty is discharged by the central bank. 

Central bank acts as banker’s bank in three capacities: 



 (i) It is the custodian of their cash reserves. Banks of the country are required to keep a certain 

percentage of their deposits with the central bank; and in this way the central bank is the ultimate 

holder of the cash reserves of commercial banks, (ii) Central bank is lender of last resort. 

Whenever banks are short of funds, they can take loans from the central bank and get their trade 

bills discounted. The central bank is a source of great strength to the banking system, (iii) It acts 

as a bank of central clearance, settlements and transfers. Its moral persuasion is usually very 

effective so far as commercial banks are concerned. 

4. Controller of Credit and Money Supply: 

Central bank controls credit and money supply through its monetary policy which consists of two 

parts—currency and credit. Central bank has monopoly of issuing notes (except one-rupee notes, 

one-rupee coins and the small coins issued by the government) and thereby can control the 

volume of currency. 

The main objective of credit control function of central bank is price stability along with full 

employment (level of output). It controls credit and money supply by adopting quantitative and 

qualitative measures as discussed in Section 8.25. Following three quantitative measures of 

credit control by RBI are recalled for ready reference. 

Instruments of money policy: 

(i) Bank Rate (02009, 10C): 

This is the rate of interest at which the central bank lends to commercial banks. It is, in a way, 

cost of borrowing. Cheap credit promotes investment whereas dear money discourages it. In a 

situation of excess demand and inflationary pressure, central bank increases the bank rate. High 

bank rate forces the commercial banks to raise, in turn, the rate of interest which makes credit 

dear. As a result, demand for loans and other purposes falls. 

Thus, increase in bank rate by the central bank adversely affects credit creation by commercial 

banks. A decrease in bank rate will have the opposite effect. At present (Feb., 2013), bank rate 

(also called repo rate, i.e. the rate at which banks borrow from RBI) is 7.75% and Reverse Repo 

Rate (rate at which banks park their surplus funds with RBI) is 7.0%. 

(ii) Open Market Operations: 

These refer to buying and selling of government securities by central bank to public and banks. 

This is done to influence money supply in the country. Mind, sale of government securities to 

commercial banks means flow of money into the central bank which reduces cash reserves. 



Consequently, credit availability of commercial banks is curtailed / controlled. When central 

bank buys securities, it increases cash reserves of the banks and their ability to give credit. 

 (iii) Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR): 

Commercial banks are required under the law to keep a certain percentage of their total deposits 

with the central bank in the form of cash reserves. This is called CRR. It is a powerful instrument 

to control credit and lending capacity of the banks. Presently (Feb., 2013), CRR is 4.0%. 

To curtail the credit giving capacity of the banks, central bank raises the CRR but when it wants 

to enhance the credit giving powers of the bank, it reduces the CRR. Similarly, there is another 

measure called Legal Reserve Ratio (A2012)—LRR which has two components—CRR and 

SLR. According to Statutory Liquidity Ratio or SLR, every bank is required to keep a fixed 

percentage (ratio) of its assets in cash called liquidity ratio. SLR is raised to reduce the ability of 

the banks to give credit. But SLR is reduced when the situation in the economy demands 

expansion of credit. 

5. Exchange Control: 

Another duty of a central bank is to see that the external value of currency is maintained. For 

instance, in India, the Reserve Bank of India takes steps to ensure external value of a rupee. It 

adopts suitable measures to attain this object. The exchange control system is one such measure. 

Under exchange control system, every citizen of India has to deposit with the Reserve Bank of 

India all foreign currency or exchange that he receives. And whatever foreign exchange he might 

need has to be secured from the Reserve Bank by making an application in the prescribed form. 

6. Lender of Last Resort: 

When commercial banks have exhausted all resources to supplement their funds at times of 

liquidity crisis, they approach central bank as a last resort. As lender of last resort, central bank 

guarantees solvency and provides financial accommodation to commercial banks (i) by 

rediscounting their eligible securities and bills of exchange and (ii) by providing loans against 

their securities. This saves banks from possible failure and banking system from a possible 

breakdown. On the other hand, central bank, by providing temporary financial accommodation, 

saves the financial structure of the country from collapse. 

7. Custodian of Foreign Exchange or Balances: 

It has been mentioned above that a central bank is the custodian of foreign exchange reserves and 

nation‘s gold. It keeps a close watch on external value of its currency and undertakes exchange 



management control. All the foreign currency received by the citizens has to be deposited with 

the central bank; and if citizens want to make payment in foreign currency, they have to apply to 

the central bank. Central bank also keeps gold and bullion reserves. 

8. Clearing House Function: 

Banks receive cheques drawn on the other banks from their customers which they have to realise 

from drawee banks. Similarly, cheques on a particular bank are drawn and passed into the hands 

of other banks which have to realise them from the drawee banks. Independent and separate 

realisation to each cheque would take a lot of time and, therefore, central bank provides clearing 

facilities, i.e., facilities for banks to come together every day and set off their chequing claims. 

9. Collection and Publication of Data: 

It has also been entrusted with the task of collection and compilation of statistical information 

relating to banking and other financial sectors of the economy. 

Methods of Credit Control used by Central Bank 

The following points highlight the two categories of methods of credit control by central 

bank. 

The two categories are: I. Quantitative or General Methods II. Qualitative or Selective 

Methods. 

 

Category # I. Quantitative or General Methods: 

1. Bank Rate Policy: 

The bank rate is the rate at which the Central Bank of a country is prepared to re-discount the 

first class securities. 

It means the bank is prepared to advance loans on approved securities to its member banks. 

As the Central Bank is only the lender of the last resort the bank rate is normally higher than the 

market rate. 

If the Central Bank wants to control credit, it will raise the bank rate. As a result, the market rate 

and other lending rates in the money-market will go up. Borrowing will be discouraged. The 

raising of bank rate will lead to contraction of credit. 



Similarly, a fall in bank rate mil lowers the lending rates in the money market which in turn will 

stimulate commercial and industrial activity, for which more credit will be required from the 

banks. Thus, there will be expansion of the volume of bank Credit. 

2. Open Market Operations: 

This method of credit control is used in two senses: 

(i) In the narrow sense, and 

(ii) In broad sense. 

In narrow sense—the Central Bank starts the purchase and sale of Government securities in the 

money market. But in the Broad Sense—the Central Bank purchases and sale not only 

Government securities but also of other proper and eligible securities like bills and securities of 

private concerns. When the banks and the private individuals purchase these securities they have 

to make payments for these securities to the Central Bank. 

This gives result in the fall in the cash reserves of the Commercial Banks, which in turn reduces 

the ability of create credit. Through this way of working the Central Bank is able to exercise a 

check on the expansion of credit. 

Further, if there is deflationary situation and the Commercial Banks are not creating as much 

credit as is desirable in the interest of the economy. Then in such situation the Central Bank will 

start purchasing securities in the open market from Commercial Banks and private individuals. 

With this activity the cash will now move from the Central Bank to the Commercial Banks. With 

this increased cash reserves the Commercial Banks will be in a position to create more credit 

with the result that the volume of bank credit will expand in the economy. 

3. Variable Cash Reserve Ratio: 

Under this system the Central Bank controls credit by changing the Cash Reserves Ratio. For 

example—If the Commercial Banks have excessive cash reserves on the basis of which they are 

creating too much of credit which is harmful for the larger interest of the economy. So it will 

raise the cash reserve ratio which the Commercial Banks are required to maintain with the 

Central Bank. 

This activity of the Central Bank will force the Commercial Banks to curtail the creation of 

credit in the economy. In this way by raising the cash reserve ratio of the Commercial Banks the 



Central Bank will be able to put an effective check on the inflationary expansion of credit in the 

economy. 

Similarly, when the Central Bank desires that the Commercial Banks should increase the volume 

of credit in order to bring about an economic revival in the country. The Central Bank will lower 

down the Cash Reserve ratio with a view to expand the cash reserves of the Commercial Banks. 

With this, the Commercial Banks will now be in a position to create more credit than what they 

were doing before. Thus, by varying the cash reserve ratio, the Central Bank can influence the 

creation of credit. 

Which is Superior? 

Either variable cash reserve ratio or open market operations: 

From the analysis and discussions made above of these two methods of credit, it can be said that 

the variable cash reserve ratio method is superior to open market operations on the following 

grounds: 

(1) Open market operations is time consuming procedure while cash reserves ratio produces 

immediate effect in the economy. 

 (2) Open market operations can work successfully only where securities market in a country are 

well organised and well developed. 

While Cash Reserve Ratio does not require such type of securities market for the successful 

implementation. 

(3) Open market operations will be successful where marginal adjustments in cash reserve are 

required. 

But the variable cash reserve ratio method is more effective when the commercial banks happen 

to have excessive cash reserves with them. 

These two methods are not rival, but they are complementary to each other. 

Category # II. Qualitative or Selective Method of Credit Control: 

The qualitative or the selective methods are directed towards the diversion of credit into 

particular uses or channels in the economy. Their objective is mainly to control and regulate the 

flow of credit into particular industries or businesses. 



The following are the important methods of credit control under selective method: 

1. Rationing of Credit. 

2. Direct Action. 

3. Moral Persuasion. 

4. Method of Publicity. 

5. Regulation of Consumer‘s Credit. 

6. Regulating the Marginal Requirements on Security Loans. 

1. Rationing of Credit: 

Under this method the credit is rationed by limiting the amount available to each applicant. The 

Central Bank puts restrictions on demands for accommodations made upon it during times of 

monetary stringency. 

In this the Central Bank discourages the granting of loans to stock exchanges by refusing to re-

discount the papers of the bank which have extended liberal loans to the speculators. This is an 

important method of credit control and this policy has been adopted by a number of countries 

like Russia and Germany. 

2. Direct Action: 

Under this method if the Commercial Banks do not follow the policy of the Central Bank, then 

the Central Bank has the only recourse to direct action. This method can be used to enforce both 

quantitatively and qualitatively credit controls by the Central Banks. This method is not used in 

isolation; it is used as a supplement to other methods of credit control. 

Direct action may take the form either of a refusal on the part of the Central Bank to re-discount 

for banks whose credit policy is regarded as being inconsistent with the maintenance of sound 

credit conditions. Even then the Commercial Banks do not fall in line, the Central Bank has the 

constitutional power to order for their closure. 

This method can be successful only when the Central Bank is powerful enough and has cordial 

relations with the Commercial Banks. Mostly such circumstances are rare when the Central Bank 

is forced to resist to such measures. 



3. Moral Persuasion: 

This method is frequently adopted by the Central Bank to exercise control over the Commercial 

Banks. Under this method Central Bank gives advice, then request and persuasion to the 

Commercial Banks to co-operate with the Central Bank is implementing its credit policies. 

If the Commercial Banks do not follow or do not abide by the advice or request of the Central 

Bank no gross action is taken against them. The Central Bank merely was its moral influence and 

pressure with the Commercial Banks to prevail upon them to accept and follow the policies. 

4. Method of Publicity: 

In modern times, Central Bank in order to make their policies successful, take the course of the 

medium of publicity. A policy can be effectively successful only when an effective public 

opinion is created in its favour. 

Its officials through news-papers, journals, conferences and seminar‘s present a correct picture of 

the economic conditions of the country before the public and give a prospective economic 

policies. In developed countries Commercial Banks automatically change their credit creation 

policy. But in developing countries Commercial Banks being lured by regional gains. Even the 

Reserve Bank of India follows this policy. 

5. Regulation of Consumer’s Credit: 

Under this method consumers are given credit in a little quantity and this period is fixed for 18 

months; consequently credit creation expanded within the limit. This method was originally 

adopted by the U.S.A. as a protective and defensive measure, there after it has been used and 

adopted by various other countries. 

6. Changes in the Marginal Requirements on Security Loans: 

This system is mostly followed in U.S.A. Under this system, the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve System has been given the power to prescribe margin requirements for the 

purpose of preventing an excessive use of credit for stock exchange speculation. 

This system is specially intended to help the Central Bank in controlling the volume of credit 

used for speculation in securities under the Securities Exchange Act, 1934. 

Methods of Credit Control used by Central Bank 

The following points highlight the two categories of methods of credit control by central 

bank. 



The two categories are: I. Quantitative or General Methods II. Qualitative or Selective 

Methods. 

 

Category # I. Quantitative or General Methods: 

1. Bank Rate Policy: 

The bank rate is the rate at which the Central Bank of a country is prepared to re-discount the 

first class securities. 

It means the bank is prepared to advance loans on approved securities to its member banks. 

As the Central Bank is only the lender of the last resort the bank rate is normally higher than the 

market rate. 

If the Central Bank wants to control credit, it will raise the bank rate. As a result, the market rate 

and other lending rates in the money-market will go up. Borrowing will be discouraged. The 

raising of bank rate will lead to contraction of credit. 

Similarly, a fall in bank rate mil lowers the lending rates in the money market which in turn will 

stimulate commercial and industrial activity, for which more credit will be required from the 

banks. Thus, there will be expansion of the volume of bank Credit. 

2. Open Market Operations: 

This method of credit control is used in two senses: 

(i) In the narrow sense, and 

 (ii) In broad sense. 

In narrow sense—the Central Bank starts the purchase and sale of Government securities in the 

money market. But in the Broad Sense—the Central Bank purchases and sale not only 

Government securities but also of other proper and eligible securities like bills and securities of 

private concerns. When the banks and the private individuals purchase these securities they have 

to make payments for these securities to the Central Bank. 

This gives result in the fall in the cash reserves of the Commercial Banks, which in turn reduces 

the ability of create credit. Through this way of working the Central Bank is able to exercise a 

check on the expansion of credit. 



Further, if there is deflationary situation and the Commercial Banks are not creating as much 

credit as is desirable in the interest of the economy. Then in such situation the Central Bank will 

start purchasing securities in the open market from Commercial Banks and private individuals. 

With this activity the cash will now move from the Central Bank to the Commercial Banks. With 

this increased cash reserves the Commercial Banks will be in a position to create more credit 

with the result that the volume of bank credit will expand in the economy. 

3. Variable Cash Reserve Ratio: 

Under this system the Central Bank controls credit by changing the Cash Reserves Ratio. For 

example—If the Commercial Banks have excessive cash reserves on the basis of which they are 

creating too much of credit which is harmful for the larger interest of the economy. So it will 

raise the cash reserve ratio which the Commercial Banks are required to maintain with the 

Central Bank. 

This activity of the Central Bank will force the Commercial Banks to curtail the creation of 

credit in the economy. In this way by raising the cash reserve ratio of the Commercial Banks the 

Central Bank will be able to put an effective check on the inflationary expansion of credit in the 

economy. 

Similarly, when the Central Bank desires that the Commercial Banks should increase the volume 

of credit in order to bring about an economic revival in the country. The Central Bank will lower 

down the Cash Reserve ratio with a view to expand the cash reserves of the Commercial Banks. 

With this, the Commercial Banks will now be in a position to create more credit than what they 

were doing before. Thus, by varying the cash reserve ratio, the Central Bank can influence the 

creation of credit. 

Which is Superior? 

Either variable cash reserve ratio or open market operations: 

From the analysis and discussions made above of these two methods of credit, it can be said that 

the variable cash reserve ratio method is superior to open market operations on the following 

grounds: 

(1) Open market operations is time consuming procedure while cash reserves ratio produces 

immediate effect in the economy. 



 (2) Open market operations can work successfully only where securities market in a country are 

well organised and well developed. 

While Cash Reserve Ratio does not require such type of securities market for the successful 

implementation. 

(3) Open market operations will be successful where marginal adjustments in cash reserve are 

required. 

But the variable cash reserve ratio method is more effective when the commercial banks happen 

to have excessive cash reserves with them. 

These two methods are not rival, but they are complementary to each other. 

Category # II. Qualitative or Selective Method of Credit Control: 

The qualitative or the selective methods are directed towards the diversion of credit into 

particular uses or channels in the economy. Their objective is mainly to control and regulate the 

flow of credit into particular industries or businesses. 

The following are the important methods of credit control under selective method: 

1. Rationing of Credit. 

2. Direct Action. 

3. Moral Persuasion. 

4. Method of Publicity. 

5. Regulation of Consumer‘s Credit. 

6. Regulating the Marginal Requirements on Security Loans. 

1. Rationing of Credit: 

Under this method the credit is rationed by limiting the amount available to each applicant. The 

Central Bank puts restrictions on demands for accommodations made upon it during times of 

monetary stringency. 



In this the Central Bank discourages the granting of loans to stock exchanges by refusing to re-

discount the papers of the bank which have extended liberal loans to the speculators. This is an 

important method of credit control and this policy has been adopted by a number of countries 

like Russia and Germany. 

2. Direct Action: 

Under this method if the Commercial Banks do not follow the policy of the Central Bank, then 

the Central Bank has the only recourse to direct action. This method can be used to enforce both 

quantitatively and qualitatively credit controls by the Central Banks. This method is not used in 

isolation; it is used as a supplement to other methods of credit control. 

Direct action may take the form either of a refusal on the part of the Central Bank to re-discount 

for banks whose credit policy is regarded as being inconsistent with the maintenance of sound 

credit conditions. Even then the Commercial Banks do not fall in line, the Central Bank has the 

constitutional power to order for their closure. 

This method can be successful only when the Central Bank is powerful enough and has cordial 

relations with the Commercial Banks. Mostly such circumstances are rare when the Central Bank 

is forced to resist to such measures. 

3. Moral Persuasion: 

This method is frequently adopted by the Central Bank to exercise control over the Commercial 

Banks. Under this method Central Bank gives advice, then request and persuasion to the 

Commercial Banks to co-operate with the Central Bank is implementing its credit policies. 

If the Commercial Banks do not follow or do not abide by the advice or request of the Central 

Bank no gross action is taken against them. The Central Bank merely was its moral influence and 

pressure with the Commercial Banks to prevail upon them to accept and follow the policies. 

4. Method of Publicity: 

In modern times, Central Bank in order to make their policies successful, take the course of the 

medium of publicity. A policy can be effectively successful only when an effective public 

opinion is created in its favour. 

Its officials through news-papers, journals, conferences and seminar‘s present a correct picture of 

the economic conditions of the country before the public and give a prospective economic 

policies. In developed countries Commercial Banks automatically change their credit creation 



policy. But in developing countries Commercial Banks being lured by regional gains. Even the 

Reserve Bank of India follows this policy. 

5. Regulation of Consumer’s Credit: 

Under this method consumers are given credit in a little quantity and this period is fixed for 18 

months; consequently credit creation expanded within the limit. This method was originally 

adopted by the U.S.A. as a protective and defensive measure, there after it has been used and 

adopted by various other countries. 

6. Changes in the Marginal Requirements on Security Loans: 

This system is mostly followed in U.S.A. Under this system, the Board of Governors of the 

Federal Reserve System has been given the power to prescribe margin requirements for the 

purpose of preventing an excessive use of credit for stock exchange speculation. 

This system is specially intended to help the Central Bank in controlling the volume of credit 

used for speculation in securities under the Securities Exchange Act, 1934. 

 

 

Monetary Policy: Meaning, Objectives,limitations. 

 

Meaning of Monetary Policy: 

Monetary policy is concerned with the changes in the supply of money and credit. It refers to the 

policy measures undertaken by the government or the central bank to influence the availability, 

cost and use of money and credit with the help of monetary techniques to achieve specific 

objectives. Monetary policy aims at influencing the economic activity in the economy mainly 

through two major variables, i.e., (a) money or credit supply, and (b) the rate of interest. 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

The techniques of monetary policy are the same as the techniques of credit control at the disposal 

of the central bank. Various techniques of monetary policy, thus, include bank rate, open market 

operations, variable cash reserve requirements, selective credit controls. R.P. Kent defines 

monetary policy as the management of the expansion and contraction of the volume of money in 

circulation for the explicit purpose of attaining a specific objective such as full employment. 



According to A. J. Shapiro, ―Monetary Policy is the exercise of the central bank‘s control over 

the money supply as an instrument for achieving the objectives of economic policy.‖ In the 

words of D.C. Rowan, ―The monetary policy is defined as discretionary action undertaken by the 

authorities designed to influence (a) the supply of money, (b) cost of money or rate of interest 

and (c) the availability of money.‖ 

Monetary policy is not an end in itself, but a means to an end. It involves the management of 

money and credit for the furtherance of the general economic policy of the government to 

achieve the predetermined objectives. There have been varying objectives of monetary policy in 

different countries in different times and in different economic conditions. 

Different objectives clash with each other and there is a problem of selecting a right objective for 

the monetary policy of a country. The proper objective of the monetary policy is to be selected 

by the monetary authority keeping in view the specific conditions and requirements of the 

economy. 

Objectives of Monetary Policy: 

The goals of monetary policy refer to its objectives such as reasonable price stability, high 

employment and faster rate of economic growth. The targets of monetary policy refer to such 

variables as the supply of bank credit, interest rate and the supply of money. 

These are to be changed by using the instruments of monetary policy for attaining the objectives 

(goals). The instruments of monetary policy are variation in the bank rate, the repo rate and other 

interest rates, open market operations (OMOs), selective credit controls and variations in reserve 

ratio (VRR). [The targets are to be changed by using the instruments to achieve the objectives.] 

Four most important objectives of monetary policy are the following: 

1. Stabilising the Business Cycle: 

Monetary policy has an important effect on both actual GDP and potential GDP. Industrially 

advanced countries rely on monetary policy to stabilise the economy by controlling business. But 

it becomes impotent in deep recessions. 

Keynes pointed out that monetary policy loses its effectiveness during economic downturn 

for two reasons: 

(i) The existence of liquidity trap situation (i.e., infinite elasticity of demand for money) and 

(ii) Low interest elasticity of (autonomous) investment. 

2. Reasonable Price Stability: 



Price stability is perhaps the most important goal which can be pursued most effectively by using 

monetary policy. In a developing country like India the acceleration of investment activity in the 

face of a fall in agricultural output creates excessive pressure on prices. The food inflation in 

India is a proof of this. In such a situation, monetary policy has much to contribute to short-run 

price stability. 

Due to various changes in the structure of the economy in a developing country like India some 

degree of inflation is inevitable. And mild inflation or a functional rise in prices is desirable to 

give necessary incentive to producers and investors. As P. A. Samuelson put it, mild inflation at 

the rate of 3% to 4% per annum lubricates the wheels of trade and industry and promotes faster 

economic growth. 

Price stability is also important for improving a country‘s balance of payments. In the opinion of 

C. Rangarajan, “The increasing openness of the economy, the need to service external debt 

and the necessity to improve the share of our exports in a highly competitive external 

environment require that the domestic price level is not allowed to rise unduly”. This is 

more so in view of the fact that India‘s major trading partners have achieved notable success in 

recent years in achieving price stability. 

3. Faster Economic Growth: 

Monetary policy can promote faster economic growth by making credit cheaper and more readily 

available. Industry and agriculture require two types of credit—short-term credit to meet 

working capital needs and long-term credit to meet fixed capital needs. 

The need for these two types of credit can be met through commercial banks and development 

banks. Easy availability of credit at low rates of interest stimulates investment or expansion of 

society‘s production capacity. This in its turn, enables the economy to grow faster than before. 

4. Exchange Rate Stability: 

In an ‗open economy‘—that is, one whose borders are open to goods, services, and financial 

flows— the exchange-rate system is also a central part of monetary policy. In order to prevent 

large depreciation or appreciation of the rupee in terms of the US dollar and other foreign 

currencies under the present system of floating exchange rate the central bank has to adopt 

suitable monetary measures. India by the Reserve 

Conflicts among Objectives: 

In the long run there is no conflict between the first two objectives, viz., price stability and 

economic growth. In fact, price stability is a means to achieve faster economic growth. In the 

context of the Indian economy C. Rangarajan writes, “It is price stability which provides the 



appropriate environment under which growth can occur and social justice can be 

ensured.” 

However, in the short run there is a trade-off between price stability and economic growth. 

Faster economic growth is achieved by increasing-the availability of credit at a lower rate of 

interest. This amounts to an increase in the money supply. 

But an increase in the money supply and the consequent rise in consumer demand tends to 

generate a high rate of inflation. This raises the question of what is the minimum acceptable rate 

of inflation which does not act as a growth-retarding factor. The question still remains 

unanswered. 

There is also a conflict between exchange rate stability and economic growth. If the rupee 

depreciates in terms of the dollar, then RBI has to tighten its monetary screws, i.e., it has to raise 

the interest rate and reduce excess liquidity of banks (from which loans are made). 

On the other hand in order to promote faster economic growth the RBI has to lower interest rate 

and make more credit available for encouraging private investment. Thus the RBI often faces a 

dilemma situation. 

Ultimate Versus Intermediate Targets: 

The ultimate target over which the central bank of a country wants to exercise control are three 

major macroeconomic variables such as the rate (level) of employment, the general price level 

(or the rate of inflation) and the rate of growth of the economy which is measured by the annual 

rate of increase of real GDP. 

Now the question is how effectively does the RBI act on such targets? The truth is that RBI is 

not in a position to act on them directly. The main reason for this is its imperfect monitoring of 

the operation of the economy. This is attributable to lack of adequate, necessary and timely 

information about the key variables. 

So what does the RBI do then? It has no other option but to control intermediate targets exert 

indirect influence on the ultimate targets and, of course, in a predictable manner. Important 

intermediate targets are the three money supply concepts (aggregates), viz., M1, M2 or M3 and, of 

course, the interest rate. 

While the RBI seeks to control the rate of inflation by controlling the money supply, it exerts 

influence on economic growth by altering the interest rate structures which alter the incentives to 

invest in physical capital as opposed to that in financial (liquid) assets. 



Mode of Operation: 

The RBI‘s mode of operation as far as intermediate targeting on monetary aggregate is 

concerned is simple. At the start of each quarter, the Bank fixes the rate of growth of the money 

supply which, it thinks, is quite consistent with its ultimate target, viz., reasonable price level 

stability and faster economic growth. 

The RBI takes decision on the basis of data on past performance as also forecast about the next 

quarter or over a full financial year. The RBI makes an appropriate choice of its policy action 

with a view to meeting this fixed target. At the start of the next quarter, the RBI makes a review 

of its money supply target and adjust it appropriately on the basis of actual experience of the 

past. 

In 1998, the RBI made a sudden switch from a money supply targeting to a list of certain broad 

policy indicators. In spite of this broad monetary aggregate (mainly M,) is now perhaps*the most 

important of its policy stance. 

There are two reasons for this: 

(i) Correct Prediction of Inflation: 

In India the rate of inflation is measured by the wholesale price index (WPI). And in the 

intermediate run (covering a period of 3 to 5 years), M3 is fairly accurate predictor of inflation. 

(ii) Transparency: 

Most people in India have a fairly good idea of money supply targeting. With money supply 

targeting, the policy stance of the RBI is quite transparent and performs a signaling function. It 

gives a clear signal to the public and policymakers. The control of inflation depends much on the 

RBI‘s credibility reputation is a big factor here. 

If the RBI does exactly what it announces people will believe in the RBI‘s commitment to 

achieve price stability by keeping the growth of the money supply within a target range? This is 

perhaps the best way to achieve anti-inflationary credibility by keeping people‘s inflationary 

expectations at a low level. Interest rate targeting is not that effective as an anti-inflationary 

measure. 

Limited Scope of Monetary Policy in Developing Countries: 

Monetary policy influences economic activity in two ways: 

1. Directly through Money Supply: 



Money supply is directly related to the level of economic activity. An increase in money supply 

increases economic activity by enabling people to purchase more goods and services, and vice 

versa. 

2. Indirectly through Rate of Interest: 

A change in money supply influences economic activity through its impact on rate of interest and 

investment. Increase in money supply reduces the rate of interest, which in turn, increases 

investment, and hence promotes economic activity, and vice versa. 

The monetary policy in an economy works through two main economic variables, i.e., money 

supply and the rate of interest. The efficient working of the monetary policy, however, requires 

the fulfillment of three basic conditions- (a) The country must have highly organised, 

economically independent and efficiently functioning money and capital markets which enable 

the monetary authority to make changes in money supply and the rate of interest as and when 

needed, (b) Interest rates can be regulated both by administrative controls and by market forces 

so that consistency and uniformity exists in interest rates of different sectors of the economy, (c) 

There exists a direct link between interest rates, investment and output so that a reduction in the 

interest rate (for example) leads to an increase in investment and an expansion in output without 

any restriction. 

The developed countries largely satisfy all the necessary prerequisites for the efficient 

functioning of the monetary policy, whereas the developing or underdeveloped economies 

normally lack these requirements. 

The monetary policy has the limited scope in the underdeveloped countries because of the 

following reasons: 

(i) There exists a large non-monetised sector in most of the underdeveloped countries which act 

as a great hurdle in the successful working of the monetary policy. 

(ii) Small-sized and unorganised money market and limited array of financial assets in 

underdeveloped countries also hinder the effectiveness of monetary policy. 

(iii) In most of the underdeveloped countries, total money supply mainly consists of currency in 

circulation and bank money forms a very small portion of it. This limits the operation of central 

bank‘s monetary policy which basically works through its impact on bank money. 

(iv) The growth of nonbank financial institutions also restricts the effective implementation of 

monetary policy because these institutions fall outside the direct control of the central bank. 

(v) In the underdeveloped countries (e.g., in Libya), many commercial banks possess high level 

of liquidity (i.e, funds in cash form). In these cases, the changes in monetary policy cannot 

significantly influence the credit policies of such banks. 



(vi) Foreign-based commercial banks can easily neutralise the restrictive effects of tight 

monetary policy because these banks can replenish their resources by selling foreign assets and 

can also receive help from international capital market. 

(vii) The scope of monetary policy is also limited by the structural and institutional realities of 

the underdeveloped countries, weak linkage between interest rate, investment and output, 

particularly due to structural supply rigidities. 

When investment is increased as a result of a fall in the rate of interest, increased investment may 

not expand output due to the structural supply constraints, such as inadequate management, lack 

of essential intermediate products, bureaucratic rigidities, licensing restrictions, lack of 

interdependence within the industrial sector. Thus, higher investment, instead of increasing 

output, may generate inflationary pressures by raising prices. 

Role of Monetary Policy in Developing Countries: 

The monetary policy in a developing economy will have to be quite different from that of a 

developed economy mainly due to different economic conditions and requirements of the two 

types of economies. A developed country may adopt full employment or price stabilisation or 

exchange stability as a goal of the monetary policy. 

But in a developing or underdeveloped country, economic growth is the primary and basic 

necessity. Thus, in a developing economy the monetary policy should aim at promoting 

economic growth. The monetary authority of a developing economy can play a vital role by 

adopting such a monetary policy which creates conditions necessary for rapid economic growth. 

Monetary policy can serve the following developmental requirements of developing 

economies: 

1. Developmental Role: 

In a developing economy, the monetary policy can play a significant role in accelerating 

economic development by influencing the supply and uses of credit, controlling inflation, and 

maintaining balance of payment. 

Once development gains momentum, effective monetary policy can help in meeting the 

requirements of expanding trade and population by providing elastic supply of credit. 

2. Creation and Expansion of Financial Institutions: 

The primary aim of the monetary policy in a developing economy must be to improve its 

currency and credit system. More banks and financial institutions should be set up, particularly in 

those areas which lack these facilities. 

The extension of commercial banks and setting up of other financial institutions like saving 

banks, cooperative saving societies, mutual societies, etc. will help in increasing credit facilities, 

mobilising voluntary savings of the people, and channelising them into productive uses. 



It is also the responsibility of the monetary authority to ensure that the funds of the institutions 

are diverted into priority sectors or industries as per requirements of be development plan of the 

country. 

3. Effective Central Banking: 

To meet the developmental needs the central bank of an underdeveloped country must function 

effectively to control and regulate the volume of credit through various monetary instruments, 

like bank rate, open market operations, cash-reserve ratio etc. Greater and more effective credit 

controls will influence the allocation of resources by diverting savings from speculative and 

unproductive activities to productive uses. 

4. Integration of Organised and Unorganised Money Market: 

Most underdeveloped countries are characterized by dual monetary system in which a small but 

highly organised money market on the one hand and large but unorganised money market on the 

other hand operate simultaneously. 

The unorganised money market remains outside the control of the central bank. By adopting 

effective measures, the monetary authority should integrate the unorganised and organised 

sectors of the money market. 

5. Developing Banking Habits: 

The monetary authority of a less developed country should take appropriate measures to increase 

the proportion of bank money in the total money supply of the country. This requires increase in 

the bank deposits by developing the banking habits of the people and popularising the use of 

credit instruments (e.g, cheques, drafts, etc.). 

6. Monetisation of Economy: 

An underdeveloped country is also marked by the existence of large non-monetised sector. In 

this sector, all transactions are made through barter system and changes in money supply and the 

rate of interest do not influence the economic activity at all. The monetary authority should take 

measures to monetise this non-monetised sector and bring it under its control. 

7. Integrated Interest Rate Structure: 

In an underdeveloped economy, there is absence of an integrated interest rate structure. There is 

wide disparity of interest rates prevailing in the different sectors of the economy and these rates 

do not respond to the changes in the bank rate, thus making the monetary policy ineffective. 

The monetary authority should take effective steps to integrate the interest rate structure of the 

economy. Moreover, a suitable interest rate structure should be developed which not only 

encourages savings and investment in the country but also discourages speculative and 

unproductive loans. 

8. Debt Management: 



Debt management is another function of monetary policy in a developing country. Debt 

management aims at- (a) deciding proper timing and issuing of government bonds, (b) stabilising 

their prices, and (c) minimising the cost of servicing public debt. 

The monetary authority should conduct the debt management in such a manner that conditions 

are created ―in which public borrowing can increase from year to year and on a big scale without 

giving any jolt to the system. And this must be on cheap rates to keep the burden of the debt 

low.‖ 

However, the success of debt management requires the existence of a well- developed money 

and capital market along with a variety of short- term and long-term securities. 

9. Maintaining Equilibrium in Balance of Payments: 

The monetary policy in a developing economy should also solve the problem of adverse balance 

of payments. Such a problem generally arises in the initial stages of economic development 

when the import of machinery, raw material, etc., increase considerably, but the export may not 

increase to the same extent. 

The monetary authority should adopt direct foreign exchange controls and other measures to 

correct the adverse balance of payments. 

10. Controlling Inflationary Pressures: 

Developing economies are highly sensitive to inflationary pressures. Large expenditures on 

developmental schemes increase aggregate demand. But, output of consumer‘s goods does not 

increase in the same proportion. This leads to inflationary rise in prices. 

Thus, the monetary policy in a developing economy should serve to control inflationary 

tendencies by increasing savings by the people, checking expansion of credit by the banking 

system, and discouraging deficit financing by the government. 

11. Long-Term Loans for Industrial Development: 

Monetary policy can promote industrial development in the underdeveloped countries by 

promoting facilities of medium-term and long-term loans to tire manufacturing units. The 

monetary authority should induce these banks to grant long-term loans to the industrial units by 

providing rediscounting facilities. Other development financial institutions also provide long-

term productive loans. 

12. Reforming Rural Credit System: 

Rural credit system is defective and rural credit facilities are deficient in the under-developed 

countries. Small cultivators are poor, have no finance of their own, and are largely dependent on 

loans from village money lenders and traders who generally exploit the helplessness, ignorance 

and necessity of these poor borrowers. 



The monetary authority can play an important role in providing both short-term and long term 

credit to the small arrangements, such as the establishment of cooperative credit societies, 

agricultural banks etc. 

Conclusion: 

It is true that monetary policy in a developing economy can play a positive role in facilitating the 

process of economic development by influencing the supply and use of credit through well- 

developed credit institutions, checking inflation, maintaining balance of payments equilibrium, 

providing loan facilities to industrial and agricultural sectors, and so on. 

But it must be clearly borne in mind that the role of monetary policy in economic development is 

secondary and indirect, and not primary and direct. The fundamental problem of underdeveloped 

countries is that of inadequate saving which cannot be solved merely by creating financial 

institutions. The growth of saving basically depends upon the increase in productive capacity and 

income of the country. 

Financial institutions only provide facilities to encourage savings and smoothen the process of 

economic development; they are not the primary movers of economic development. A.S. Meier 

and Baldwin put it, ―The currency and credit system must be responsive to the stimuli of 

development, but monetary and financial institutions in themselves cannot be expected to be the 

primary and active movers of development in a direct sense.‖ 

The Role of Monetary Policy in Promoting Faster Economic Growth: 

Economic growth refers to a sustainable or a continuous increase in national and per capita 

incomes. This occurs when there is an increase in an economy‘s capital stock through an 

increased investment. As a result there is expansion of the economy‘s production capacity. This 

enables the economy to produce more goods and services every year. 

In truth, faster economic growth can be attained by an economy largely if not entirely, by 

increasing the rate of saving and investment. 

How this can be achieved by using monetary policy may now be discussed: 

1. Increasing the Rate of Saving: 

If monetary policy is to promote economic growth, it has to raise the rate of saving. In a 

developing country like India, the central bank should raise the rate of interest to a reasonable 

level to induce people to save more. So larger and larger volume of resources will be available 

for investment (particularly in fixed assets). 

In times of inflation the nominal rate of interest has to be raised so that the real rate of interest 

remains constant. In fact in order to mobilise more and more saving through the banking system 

for investment purposes, it is absolutely essential to maintain reasonable price stability so that 

people have less incentive to buy gold, real estate or goods for hoarding and speculation. If due 



to excessive rise in price the real rate of interest becomes negative, people will have less 

incentive to save. 

However, the rate of interest affects only people‘s desire to save. But their capacity to save 

depends, apart from income, on the existence of banks and other financial institutions. So the 

governments of developing countries should build a strong financial infrastructure by setting up 

banks, post offices, insurance companies, stock exchanges, mutual funds, and pension funds 

mainly in rural areas where the majority of the people live. 

2. Monetary Policy and Investment: 

Even if the rate of interest is very low, private enterprises may not be willing to make new 

investment in time of depression due to lack of profitable business opportunities. 

This, of course, is Keynes‘s view. But in normal times an increase in the supply of money due to 

an increase in bank credit leads to an increased investment. In addition in a developing country 

public (government) investment plays an important role in economic development. So monetary 

policy should also make adequate funds available for public investment. 

(a) Monetary Policy and Public Investment: 

The monetary policy of a developing country like India has to be such as to ensure that a large 

portion of deposits mobilised by banks is invested in government and other approved securities 

so as to enable the government to finance its planned investment. Infrastructure building is so 

important for economic development. 

So public investment has to be made to set up power plants, build roads, highways and ports. 

Such investment promotes industrial development directly and indirectly (by establishing 

backward and forward linkages). As a result there is a tremendous increase in demand for 

industrial products. 

Each industry purchases inputs from other industries and sells its products to both households 

and other businesses. The operation of multiplier stimulates private investment further. Thus 

public investment on social overhead capital will crowd in, rather than crowd out, private 

investment. Moreover, construction of irrigation dams promotes agricultural growth by raising 

both production and productivity. 

In India, a new tool of monetary control has been introduced for taking out large resources from 

the banking sector for financing public investment, viz., statutory liquidity ratio (SLR). Now in 

addition to keeping cash reserves commercial banks are to keep a minimum portion of their total 

demand and time deposits in some specified liquid assets, mainly in government and other 

approved securities‘. 

(b) Monetary Policy and Private Investment: 

Since both large-scale and medium-size industries require funds for investment in fixed capital, 

working capital as also for holding inventories (of both finished goods and raw materials) 



monetary policy has also to ensure that the need for bank credit for investment and production in 

the private sector is fully satisfied. 

Adequate bank credit is necessary for two purposes: 

(i) To utilise the existing production capacities in the private sector and 

(ii) To create additional capacity. 

Banks must also provide adequate credit to meet the minimum working capital needs of 

agriculture and industry. 

(c) Allocation of Investment Funds: 

The mobilisation of savings is not enough. Savings are to be utilised for productive investment. 

So monetary policy should be discriminatory in nature. It should restrict the flow of credit in 

unproductive sectors and wasteful activities which are inimical to economic growth. At the same 

time it should direct the flow of credit in productive channels. 

So there is need for much stricter application of selecting credit control (SCC) mainly with a 

view to influencing the pattern of investment. SCC also helps the process of development 

indirectly by checking price rise and thus avoiding the distortion created by double digit 

inflation. However, it has to be supported by proper credit rationing. 

In addition, measures such as lengthening the periods of repayment of loans, lowering of margin 

requirements, provision of rediscounting facilities at rates below the market rates, interest and 

provision of special loans to entrepreneurs setting up labour-intensive industries in backward 

areas are to be adopted for promoting faster industrial growth. 

Monetary policy should provide the necessary incentives to channelise saving in the desired 

direction. This is supposed to widen the horizons of development in accordance with the pre-

determined goals of planning. 

Targets for Monetary Policy: 

Conditions of a Good Target: 

In order to become a good target for monetary policy a variable should satisfy the 

following conditions: 

1. Measurability: 

The target variable should be easily measurable with little or no time lag. To meet this condition, 

accurate and reliable data must be available. The data should also conform to the theoretical 

definitions of the target variables. 

2. Attainability: 

The monetary authority should be able to attain its targeted goals, otherwise, setting the targets 

will be an exercise in futility. The targets which are unattainable are not practical. A target will 

be attainable when- (a) it is rapidly affected by policy instruments; and (b) there are no or very 

little non-policy influences on it. 



3. Relatedness to Goal Variables: 

The target variable should be closely related to the higher level goal variables and this relation 

should be well understood and reliably estimable. For example, even if the monetary authority is 

able to attain the interest rates target, all is in vain if the interest rates do not affect the ultimate 

goals of employment. The price level, the rate of economic growth, and the balance of payments. 

Superiority of Target Variables: 

There are three main variables used as monetary targets. They are- money supply, bank credit 

and interest rates. Which of these variables is superior and chosen as target variable depends 

upon how far it satisfies the three criteria of measurability, attainability and relatedness to 

ultimate goals. 

In spite of certain conceptual and practical difficulties in the measurement of target variables, all 

the three variables satisfy equally well the criterion of measurability and can be estimated with 

reasonable accuracy. As regard the condition of attainability, both money supply and bank credit 

meet equally well this condition, whereas interest rates do not fulfill it satisfactorily. 

All the interest rates in the market do not change together and equi-proportionately. Interest rates 

are also not affected by the policy instruments as rapidly as other target variables are. Moreover, 

non-policy factors greatly influence the interest rates. 

As regards the fulfillment of the criterion of relatedness to goal variables, the economists differ 

sharply. The Keynesians recommend interest rate as appropriate target variable, while the 

monetarists prescribe money supply. Practical central bankers, on the other side, consider bank 

credit as a better target variable. 

Economists are not in agreement as to which one is the best target variable: 

(i) On the basis of the criteria of measurability and attainability, both money supply and bank 

credit are better target variables than interest rates. 

(ii) As between money supply and bank credit, money supply is definitely superior because there 

exists weak theoretical and empirical evidence in support of close causal link between credit and 

higher goals variables. 

(iii) Money supply is much more easily influenced by policy instruments than interest rates and 

the weight of policy factors is heavier than non- policy factors on money supply variable. 

(iv) Empirically also, the relation between money supply and the level of economic activity (and 

thus other goal variables) is stable and calculable. The same cannot be said about interest rates. 

Recently, Benjamin Friedman, a Harvard economist, has suggested that the best intermediate 

target would be a combination of a credit variable target and a monetary growth target. Such a 

system, according to him, would draw on a more diverse and hence more reliable information 

base for the signals that govern the systematic response of monetary policy to emerging 

developments. 



Under such a system, the central bank would select one monetary aggregate and total net credit, 

specify growth rate together for both and carry out open market operations aimed at achieving 

both targets. A deviation in either target from its respective target range would require a change 

in open market operations. 

Impossibility of Simultaneous Targeting of Money Supply and Interest Rate: 

It is to be carefully noted that the targets of money supply and interest rate pose a problem of 

mutually exclusivity. The monetary authority can select an interest rate or a money supply target, 

but not both. In Figure-5, for example, the monetary authority cannot choose both Oi interest 

rate, and OM1 money supply. 

If it chooses Oi interest rate, it must accept OM money supply and if it chooses OM1 money 

supply, it must allow the interest rate to fall to Oi1. Thus, it is clear that money supply and 

interest rate targets cannot be pursued simultaneously. 

 

Choosing an Appropriate Target: 

In actual practice, whether the monetary authority should choose interest rate target or money 

supply target depends upon the source of instability in the economy. If the source of instability is 

in the commodity market, i.e., variations in private and public spending or variations in the IS 

curve, then money supply target should be set and pursued. 

On the contrary, if the source of instability in the economy is in the money market, i.e., unstable 

demand or supply of money, or variations in the LM curve, then the interest rate target will be 

selected. 

These two cases are discussed below in detail: 

1. Instability of IS Curve: 

Instability in the IS curve can arise- (a) because of destabilising fiscal policy adopted by the 

government (i.e., changes in public spending), or (b) because of variations in consumption 

function or investment function (i.e., changes in the private spending). Given the money market 

conditions (i.e., given the LM0 curve in Figure-6), a fall in spending will cause the IS curve to 

shift to the left from IS0 to IS1. 

 

This will reduce the rate of interest from Oi0 to Oi1 and the income level from OY0 to OY1. 

Using the strategy of stabilizing the money supply, the monetary authority is induced to increase 

the money supply, thus shifting the LM curve to the right. 

This will cause income to rise above OY1 back towards the target level OY0, although the 

interest rate is further reduced. Thus, if the LM curve is stable, then an unstable IS curve causes 

the level of income to fluctuate between OY1 and OY0, when a money supply target is followed. 



This implies that money supply targeting will be stabilising or countercyclical; that is, increasing 

money supply during recession will increase income and reduce rate of interest, and reducing 

money supply during inflation will reduce income and raise rate of interest. 

On the other hand, using the strategy of setting the interest- rate target means keeping the desired 

rate of interest at a particular level, say Oi0. In this case, the LM curve becomes horizontal at 

i0 (i.e., LM1 curve in Figure-6). The money supply must be adjusted to maintain Oi0 level of 

interest rate. In this process, the national income will fluctuate between Y2 and Y0. Since Y2 Y0 > 

Y1 Y0, a money stock target is more stabilizing than an interest rate target. 

This further implies that changes in the money supply to maintain a constant interest rate will be 

pro-cyclical when the IS curve is unstable. During recession, when IS curve shifts from IS0 to 

IS1, the interest rate falls from i0 to i1 and income level falls from Y0 to Y1. The monetary 

authority would be prompted to decrease money supply to achieve the equilibrium level where 

LM curve intersects IS curve and the interest rate is raised to the desired Oi0 level. 

This will, however, further reduce the income level from OY1 to OY2. Thus, when IS curve is 

unstable, setting the interest rate target by changing money supply will be destabilising and 

inappropriate. The monetary authority would be prompted to decrease money supply during 

recession to restrict interest rate from falling and to increase money supply during inflation to 

keep interest rate down. 

2. Instability of LM Curve: 

Instability in the LM curve arises mainly due to unstable demand for money in the money market 

which causes shifts in the LM curve. In a situation of stable IS curve and unstable LM curve, the 

strategy of constant money supply will cause the national income to fluctuate between Y0 and 

Y1 in Figure 7. 

With the increase in demand for money, the LM curve will shift from LM0 to LM1. The effect of 

this shift is to reduce income from OY0 to OY1 and raise the rate of interest from Oi0 to Oi1. 

Moreover, pursuing constant money supply target will be pro-cyclical. Increase in the rate of 

interest induces an increase in money supply. In such condition, constant money stock-policy 

will require that the monetary authority should reduce money supply. 

 

This will cause the LM carve to shift further from LM1 to the left, rate of interest to rise further 

above Oi1, and the income level to fall further below OY1. Thus, in a situation of unstable LM 

curve and stable IS curve, setting a constant money supply target will be destabilising and 

inappropriate. 

It will require decrease in money supply, causing interest rate to rise and income level to fall, 

every time the demand for money rises during recession, and increase in money supply, causing 



interest rate to fall and income level to rise, every time the demand for money falls during 

inflation. 

In contrast, the policy of targeting interest rate at Oi0 means that the LM curve becomes 

horizontal at i0 (i. e., LM2 curve in Figure-7). This will leave the level of income unaltered at 

OY0 which corresponds to the point of intersection of IS0 and LM2. The interest rate target will 

be stabilizing and counter- cyclical. It will induce the monetary authority to increase the money 

supply when the demand for money increases during recession, and to decrease the money 

supply when the demand for money falls during inflation. 

Thus, the general conclusion is that the question as to which target is better is an empirical 

question. If IS is more stable than LM, setting an interest rate target is appropriate. If, on the 

other hand, LM is more stable than IS, setting a monetary aggregate target is appropriate. 

Monetary Targeting in India: 

Recently, the need for pursuing monetary target has been widely recognised and seriously 

discussed in India. In 1982, the Reserve Bank of India appointed a committee, with Prof. 

Sukhmoy Chakravarty as its chairman, with the objective of reviewing the working of monetary 

system in the country. 

In its report, submitted in 1985, the Committee, among other things, laid stress on the desirability 

of developing monetary targets at the aggregate level for securing an acceptable and orderly 

pattern of monetary growth. 

The Committee has emphasised the need to pursue price stability as the broad objective of the 

monetary policy consistent with the other socio-economic goals embodied in the Five Year 

Plans. For achieving this objective, money supply (M3) should be regulated in the framework of 

monetary targeting in terms of a range, with feedback and necessary support from an appropriate 

interest rate policy. 

The range of money supply target should be determined on the basis of three 

considerations: 

(a) Anticipated rise in the real output; 

(b) Observed income elasticity of demand for money; and 

(c) Acceptable rise in prices. 

For example, if anticipated real output growth rate is 5%, the income elasticity of demand for 

borrowed money is 2% and the acceptable rise in prices is 4%, the target for monetary expansion 

may be set at 14% (i.e., 5 x 2 + 4 = 14) for the year. 

This procedure is an improvised version of the Friedman rule for monetary targeting. It is based 

on the two implicit assumptions- (a) there exists close relationship between money and prices; 

and (b) rational expectations operate efficiently in the country. 



The Committee felt that the targets set for the year might need to be revised upwards or 

downwards during the year to accommodate the impact of developments in the real sector of the 

economy. Therefore, the Committee recommended for setting of overall monetary targets to be 

made in the light of emerging trends of output and prices. 

The Government of India has accepted the recommendations. It has also carried out an exercise, 

on an experimental basis operationally meaningful targets and monitor them. In developing this 

exercise, several technical problems were faced. These problems related to- (a) the choice of 

candidate variables, (b) volatility of these variables, and (c) their seasonal variations. 

For a meaningful target, the variable should satisfy the following criteria- (a) It must be able to 

control aggregate fiscal and monetary outcomes; (b) It must make it feasible to predict the full 

year‘s outcome on the basis of current information. 

On the basis of these criteria, three monetary variables have been selected for early warning 

signals with respect to growth of overall liquidity in the economy. They are- (a) Aggregate 

Monetary Resources (M3); (b) Net Reserve Bank Credit to Central Government (NRCCG); and 

(c) Net Bank Credit to Central Government (NBCG). 

Relative significance of these variables is as follows: 

(i) NRCCG is a key component of the stock of reserve money. Although volatile, the research 

has indicated that the changes in NRCCG may have been the single most important explanation 

of year- to-year changes in money supply in the economy. 

(ii) NBCG has the virtue of including the full recourse to bank borrowing by government. Being 

less volatile than NRCCG, it also provides a better indicator of within year trends. 

(iii) M3 is the appropriate indicator of the degree of overall liquidity of the economy because it 

exerts substantial influence on the rate of inflation in the economy. 

Even if the problems connected with the choice of the best money supply target is resolved, the 

effectiveness and efficiency of monetary targeting is based on the theories of monetarism and 

rational expectations which are yet to be proved. Increasing money supply at the target rate does 

not mean that inflation in the country is automatically controlled. It is also not realistic to assume 

the operation of rational expectations. 

RBI Monetary Policy 2020 

The monetary policy is a policy formulated by the central bank, i.e., RBI (Reserve Bank of India) 

and relates to the monetary matters of the country. The policy involves measures taken to 

regulate the supply of money, availability, and cost of credit in the economy. 

The policy also oversees distribution of credit among users as well as the borrowing and lending 

rates of interest. In a developing country like India, the monetary policy is significant in the 

promotion of economic growth.. 



The various instruments of monetary policy include variations in bank rates, other interest rates, 

selective credit controls, supply of currency, variations in reserve requirements and open market 

operations. 

Key Indicators 

Indicator Current rate 

CRR 3% 

SLR 18.25% 

Repo rate 4.40% 

Reverse repo rate 4.00% 

Marginal Standing facility rate 4.65% 

Bank Rate 4.65% 

Objectives of Monetary Policy 

While the main objective of the monetary policy is economic growth as well as price and 

exchange rate stability, there are other aspects that it can help with as well. 

` 

 Promotion of saving and investment: Since the monetary policy controls the rate of interest and 

inflation within the country, it can impact the savings and investment of the people. A higher 

rate of interest translates to a greater chance of investment and savings, thereby, maintaining a 

healthy cash flow within the economy. 

 Controlling the imports and exports: By helping industries secure a loan at a reduced rate of 

interest, monetary policy helps export-oriented units to substitute imports and increase exports. 

This, in turn, helps improve the condition of the balance of payments. 

 Managing business cycles: The two main stages of a business cycle are boom and depression. 

The monetary policy is the greatest tool using which the boom and depression of business 

cycles can be controlled by managing the credit to control the supply of money. The inflation 

in the market can be controlled by reducing the supply of money. On the other hand, when the 

money supply increases, the demand in the economy will also witness a rise. 

 Regulation of aggregate demand: Since the monetary policy can control the demand in an 

economy, it can be used by monetary authorities to maintain a balance between demand and 

supply of goods and services. When credit is expanded and the rate of interest is reduced, it 

allows more people to secure loans for the purchase of goods and services. This leads to the 



rise in demand. On the other hand, when the authorities wish to reduce demand, they can 

reduce credit and raise the interest rates. 

 Generation of employment: As the monetary policy can reduce the interest rate, small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs) can easily secure a loan for business expansion. This can lead to 

greater employment opportunities. 

 Helping with the development of infrastructure: The monetary policy allows concessional 

funding for the development of infrastructure within the country. 

 Allocating more credit for the priority segments: Under the monetary policy, additional funds 

are allocated at lower rates of interest for the development of the priority sectors such as small-

scale industries, agriculture, underdeveloped sections of the society, etc. 

 Managing and developing the banking sector: The entire banking industry is managed by the 

Reserve Bank of India (RBI). While RBI aims to make banking facilities available far and wide 

across the nation, it also instructs other banks using the monetary policy to establish rural 

branches wherever necessary for agricultural development. Additionally, the government has 

also set up regional rural banks and cooperative banks to help farmers receive the financial aid 

they require in no time. 

Flexible Inflation Targeting Framework (FITF) 

The Flexible Inflation Targeting Framework (FITF) was introduced in India post the amendment 

of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) Act, 1934 in 2016. In accordance with the RBI Act, the 

Government of India sets the inflation target every 5 years after consultation with the RBI. While 

the inflation target for the period between 5 August 2016 and 31 March 2021 has been 

determined to be 4% of the Consumer Price Index (CPI), the Central Government has announced 

that the upper tolerance limit for the same will be 6% and the lower tolerance limit can be 2% for 

the same. 

In this framework, there are chances of not achieving the inflation target fixed for a particular 

amount of time. This can happen when: 

 The average inflation is greater than the upper tolerance level of the inflation target as 

predetermined by the Central Government for 3 quarters in a row. 

 The average inflation is less than the lower tolerance level of the target inflation fixed by the 

Central Government beforehand for 3 consecutive quarters. 

 

Monetary Policy Tools 

To control inflation, the Reserve Bank of India needs to decrease the supply of money or 

increase cost of fund in order to keep the demand of goods and services in control. 

Quantitative tools – 

The tools applied by the policy that impact money supply in the entire economy, including 

sectors such as manufacturing, agriculture, automobile, housing, etc. 

1. Reserve Ratio: 
Banks are required to keep aside a set percentage of cash reserves or RBI approved assets. 

Reserve ratio is of two types: 



Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) – Banks are required to set aside this portion in cash with the RBI. 

The bank can neither lend it to anyone nor can it earn any interest rate or profit on CRR. 

Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) – Banks are required to set aside this portion in liquid assets 

such as gold or RBI approved securities such as government securities. Banks are allowed to 

earn interest on these securities, however it is very low. 

2. Open Market Operations (OMO): 
In order to control money supply, the RBI buys and sells government securities in the open 

market. These operations conducted by the Central Bank in the open market are referred to as 

Open Market Operations. 

When the RBI sells government securities, the liquidity is sucked from the market, and the 

exact opposite happens when RBI buys securities. The latter is done to control inflation. The 

objective of OMOs are to keep a check on temporary liquidity mismatches in the market, 

owing to foreign capital flow. 

Qualitative tools: 

Unlike quantitative tools which have a direct effect on the entire economy‘s money supply, 

qualitative tools are selective tools that have an effect in the money supply of a specific sector of 

the economy. 

1. Margin requirements – The RBI prescribes a certain margin against collateral, which in turn 

impacts the borrowing habit of customers. When the margin requirements are raised by the 

RBI, customers will be able to borrow less. 

2. Moral suasion – By way of persuasion, the RBI convinces banks to keep money in government 

securities, rather than certain sectors. 

3. Selective credit control – Controlling credit by not lending to selective industries or speculative 

businesses. 

Market Stabilisation Scheme (MSS) - 

Policy Rates: 

1. Bank rate – The interest rate at which RBI lends long term funds to banks is referred to as the 

bank rate. However, presently RBI does not entirely control money supply via the bank rate. It 

uses Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) – repo rate as one of the significant tools to establish 

control over money supply. 

Bank rate is used to prescribe penalty to the bank if it does not maintain the prescribed SLR or 

CRR. 

2. Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF) – RBI uses LAF as an instrument to adjust liquidity and 

money supply. The following types of LAF are: 

1. Repo rate: Repo rate is the rate at which banks borrow from RBI on a short-term basis 

against a repurchase agreement. Under this policy, banks are required to provide government 

securities as collateral and later buy them back after a pre-defined time. 

2. Reverse Repo rate: It is the reverse of repo rate, i.e., this is the rate RBI pays to banks in 

order to keep additional funds in RBI. It is linked to repo rate in the following way: 

Reverse Repo Rate = Repo Rate – 1 



3. Marginal Standing Facility (MSF) Rate: MSF Rate is the penal rate at which the Central 

Bank lends money to banks, over the rate available under the rep policy. Banks availing MSF 

Rate can use a maximum of 1% of SLR securities. 

MSF Rate = Repo Rate + 1 

Monetary Policy Transmission 

Borrowers fail to fully benefit from RBI‘s repo rate cut due to the following reasons: 

 Banks are not affected by RBI rate cuts as the Central Bank is not their primary money 

supplier. 

 Deposits already made are fixed at the rates when taken and cannot be reduced; the rate cuts 

will only reflect in the new deposit rates. 

 PPF, Post Office accounts and other small saving instruments are available at high 

administered interest rates and in case of reduction of bank deposit rates, customers have the 

choice to move to those funds. 

 Banks do not prefer to lower their rates as high lending rates keep their profit margins up. 

 India does not have a well-developed corporate bond market, therefore corporate customers 

have little choice but to reach out to banks for borrowing. 

Steps to improve monetary transmission: 

Both the government and RBI has taken and plans to take some steps in order to accelerate the 

transmission of monetary policy. 

 Government intends to bring down the interest rates on small saving accounts. If the small 

saving rates are linked to the bank rate, this could serve as a permanent solution. 

 In order to improve monetary transmission, RBI wants banks to change the calculation 

methodology of base rate to marginal cost of funds from average cost of funds. 

Despite banks raising the lending rates immediately after RBI‘s rate cuts, the Central Bank is 

unable to control inflation due to the following reasons: 

 Financial deficit in the higher government. 

 Issues at the supply side, such as crude oil prices, issues in agri marketing, etc. 

 Lack of financial inclusion as borrowers still depend on moneylenders, who are not under 

RBI‘s control. 

 Non-monetised economy in certain rural areas. 

Dear Money Policy or Contractionary Monetary Policy: 

Dear money policy is a policy when money become more expensive with the rise of interest rate. 

Due to this, the supply of money also decreases in the economy, therefore it is also referred to as 

the contractionary monetary policy. 

This policy leads to a drop in business expansions owing to a high cost of credit, as well as a fall 

in business expansion. This in turn affects employment as it brings down growth rates. 

Therefore, interest rate cuts such as SLR and CRR are preferred by the government and the 

corporates. 

Fiscal Policy: 

A policy set by the finance ministry that deals with matters related to government expenditure 

and revenues, is referred to as the fiscal policy. Revenue matter include matters such as raising of 

loans, tax policies, service charge, non-tax matters such as divestment, etc. While expenditure 



matters include salaries, pensions, subsidies, funds used for creating capital assets like bridges, 

roads, etc. 

Demand Pull Inflation: 

This is a state when people have excess money to buy goods in the market. RBI practises easier 

control on this as it can lead to a fall in money supply in the economy, which in turn would mean 

a drop in the prices. 

Supply Side Inflation: 

Inflation in the economy owing to constraints in the supply side of goods in the market. This 

cannot be controlled by RBI as it does not control prices of commodities. The government plays 

an important role in this case through fiscal policy. 

Conclusion: 

The Reserve Bank of India has reduced the repo rate from 5.15% to 4.40% and the reverse repo 

rate from 4.90% to 4.00% on 27 March 2020. The central bank has also reduced the Marginal 

Standing Facility (MSF) rate and the bank rate to 4.65% respectively. 

 

Monetary Policy Transmission 

Borrowers fail to fully benefit from RBI‘s repo rate cut due to the following reasons: 

 Banks are not affected by RBI rate cuts as the Central Bank is not their primary money 
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 Deposits already made are fixed at the rates when taken and cannot be reduced; the rate cuts 

will only reflect in the new deposit rates. 

 PPF, Post Office accounts and other small saving instruments are available at high 

administered interest rates and in case of reduction of bank deposit rates, customers have the 

choice to move to those funds. 

 Banks do not prefer to lower their rates as high lending rates keep their profit margins up. 

 India does not have a well-developed corporate bond market, therefore corporate customers 
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 Government intends to bring down the interest rates on small saving accounts. If the small 

saving rates are linked to the bank rate, this could serve as a permanent solution. 
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Dear Money Policy or Contractionary Monetary Policy: 

Dear money policy is a policy when money become more expensive with the rise of interest rate. 

Due to this, the supply of money also decreases in the economy, therefore it is also referred to as 

the contractionary monetary policy. 

This policy leads to a drop in business expansions owing to a high cost of credit, as well as a fall 

in business expansion. This in turn affects employment as it brings down growth rates. 

Therefore, interest rate cuts such as SLR and CRR are preferred by the government and the 

corporates. 

Fiscal Policy: 

A policy set by the finance ministry that deals with matters related to government expenditure 

and revenues, is referred to as the fiscal policy. Revenue matter include matters such as raising of 

loans, tax policies, service charge, non-tax matters such as divestment, etc. While expenditure 

matters include salaries, pensions, subsidies, funds used for creating capital assets like bridges, 

roads, etc. 

Demand Pull Inflation: 

This is a state when people have excess money to buy goods in the market. RBI practises easier 

control on this as it can lead to a fall in money supply in the economy, which in turn would mean 

a drop in the prices. 

Supply Side Inflation: 

Inflation in the economy owing to constraints in the supply side of goods in the market. This 

cannot be controlled by RBI as it does not control prices of commodities. The government plays 

an important role in this case through fiscal policy. 

Conclusion: 

The Reserve Bank of India has reduced the repo rate from 5.15% to 4.40% and the reverse repo 

rate from 4.90% to 4.00% on 27 March 2020. The central bank has also reduced the Marginal 

Standing Facility (MSF) rate and the bank rate to 4.65% respectively. 

Module 5:Money market and Capital market. 

A financial market is a market in which people trade financial securities and derivatives at 

low transaction costs. Some of the securities include stocks and bonds, and precious metals. 

The term "market" is sometimes used for what are more strictly exchanges, organizations that 

facilitate the trade in financial securities, e.g., a stock exchange or commodity exchange. This 

may be a physical location (such as the NYSE, LSE, JSE, BSE) or an electronic system (such 

as NASDAQ). Much trading of stocks takes place on an exchange; still, corporate 

actions (merger, spinoff) are outside an exchange, while any two companies or people, for 

whatever reason, may agree to sell stock from the one to the other without using an exchange. 

Trading of currencies and bonds is largely on a bilateral basis, although some bonds trade on a 

stock exchange, and people are building electronic systems for these as well, to stock exchanges. 
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Types of financial markets 

Within the financial sector, the term "financial markets" is often used to refer just to the markets 

that are used to raise finance.For long term finance, the Capital markets; for short term finance, 

the Money markets. Another common use of the term is as a catchall for all the markets in the 

financial sector, as per examples in the breakdown below. 

 Capital markets which consist of: 

o Stock markets, which provide financing through the issuance of shares or common stock, 

and enable the subsequent trading thereof. 

o Bond markets, which provide financing through the issuance of bonds, and enable the 

subsequent trading thereof. 

 Commodity markets, which facilitate the trading of commodities. 

 Money markets, which provide short term debt financing and investment. 

 Derivatives markets, which provide instruments for the management of financial risk.
[1]

 

 Futures markets, which provide standardized forward contracts for trading products at some 

future date; see also forward market. 

 Foreign exchange markets, which facilitate the trading of foreign exchange. 

 Cryptocurrency market which facilitate the trading of digital assets and financial 

technologies. 

 Spot market 

 Interbank lending market 

The capital markets may also be divided into primary markets and secondary markets. Newly 

formed (issued) securities are bought or sold in primary markets, such as during initial public 

offerings. Secondary markets allow investors to buy and sell existing securities. The transactions 

in primary markets exist between issuers and investors, while secondary market transactions 

exist among investors. 

Liquidity is a crucial aspect of securities that are traded in secondary markets. Liquidity refers to 

the ease with which a security can be sold without a loss of value. Securities with an active 

secondary market mean that there are many buyers and sellers at a given point in time. Investors 

benefit from liquid securities because they can sell their assets whenever they want; an illiquid 

security may force the seller to get rid of their asset at a large discount. 

Raising capital 

Financial markets attract funds from investors and channel them to corporations—they thus 

allow corporations to finance their operations and achieve growth. Money markets allow firms to 

borrow funds on a short term basis, while capital markets allow corporations to gain long-term 

funding to support expansion (known as maturity transformation). 

Without financial markets, borrowers would have difficulty finding lenders themselves. 

Intermediaries such as banks, Investment Banks, and Boutique Investment Banks can help in this 

process. Banks take deposits from those who have money to save. They can then lend money 

from this pool of deposited money to those who seek to borrow. Banks popularly lend money in 

the form of loans and mortgages. 
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More complex transactions than a simple bank deposit require markets where lenders and their 

agents can meet borrowers and their agents, and where existing borrowing or lending 

commitments can be sold on to other parties. A good example of a financial market is a stock 

exchange. A company can raise money by selling shares to investors and its existing shares can 

be bought or sold. 

The following table illustrates where financial markets fit in the relationship between lenders and 

borrowers: 

Relationship between lenders and borrowers 

Lenders Financial Intermediaries  Financial Markets Borrowers 

Individuals 

Companies 

Banks 

Banks 

Insurance Companies 

Pension Funds 

Mutual Funds 

Interbank 

Stock Exchange 

Money Market 

Bond Market 

Foreign Exchange 

Individuals 

Companies 

Central Government 

Municipalities 

Public Corporations 

Lenders 

The lender temporarily gives money to somebody else, on the condition of getting back the 

principal amount together with some interest or profit or charge. 

Individuals and doubles 

Many individuals are not aware that they are lenders, but almost everybody does lend money in 

many ways. A person lends money when he or she: 

 Puts money in a savings account at a bank 

 Contributes to a pension plan 

 Pays premiums to an insurance company 

 Invests in government bonds 

Companies 

Companies tend to be lenders of capital. When companies have surplus cash that is not needed 

for a short period of time, they may seek to make money from their cash surplus by lending it via 

short term markets called money markets. Alternatively, such companies may decide to return 

the cash surplus to their shareholders (e.g. via a share repurchase or dividend payment). 

Banks 

Banks can be lenders themselves as they are able to create new debt money in the form of 

deposits. 
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BorrowersIndividuals borrow money via bankers' loans for short term needs or longer 

term mortgages to help finance a house purchase. 

 Companies borrow money to aid short term or long term cash flows. They also borrow to 

fund modernization or future business expansion. It is common for companies to use mixed 

packages of different types of funding for different purposes – especially where large 

complex projects such as company management buyouts are concerned.
[2]

 

 Governments often find their spending requirements exceed their tax revenues. To make up 

this difference, they need to borrow. Governments also borrow on behalf of nationalized 

industries, municipalities, local authorities and other public sector bodies. In the UK, the 

total borrowing requirement is often referred to as the Public sector net cash 

requirement (PSNCR). 

Governments borrow by issuing bonds. In the UK, the government also borrows from 

individuals by offering bank accounts and Premium Bonds. Government debt seems to be 

permanent. Indeed, the debt seemingly expands rather than being paid off. One strategy used by 

governments to reduce the value of the debt is to influence inflation. 

Municipalities and local authorities may borrow in their own name as well as receiving funding 

from national governments. In the UK, this would cover an authority like Hampshire County 

Council. 

Public Corporations typically include nationalized industries. These may include the postal 

services, railway companies and utility companies. 

Many borrowers have difficulty raising money locally. They need to borrow internationally with 

the aid of Foreign exchange markets. 

Borrowers having similar needs can form into a group of borrowers. They can also take an 

organizational form like Mutual Funds. They can provide mortgage on weight basis. The main 

advantage is that this lowers the cost of their borrowings. 

Derivative products 

During the 1980s and 1990s, a major growth sector in financial markets was the trade in so 

called derivatives. 

In the financial markets, stock prices, share prices, bond prices, currency rates, interest rates and 

dividends go up and down, creating risk. Derivative products are financial products which are 

used to control risk or paradoxically exploit risk.
[3]

 It is also called financial economics. 

Derivative products or instruments help the issuers to gain an unusual profit from issuing the 

instruments. For using the help of these products a contract has to be made. Derivative contracts 

are mainly 4 types:
[4]

 

1. Future 

2. Forward 

3. Option 

4. Swap 
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Seemingly, the most obvious buyers and sellers of currency are importers and exporters of 

goods. While this may have been true in the distant past,
[when?]

 when international trade created 

the demand for currency markets, importers and exporters now represent only 1/32 of foreign 

exchange dealing, according to the Bank for International Settlements.
[5]

 

The picture of foreign currency transactions today shows: 

 Banks/Institutions 

 Speculators 

 Government spending (for example, military bases abroad) 

 Importers/Exporters 

 Tourists 

Analysis of financial markets 

Much effort has gone into the study of financial markets and how prices vary with 

time. Charles Dow, one of the founders of Dow Jones & Company and The Wall Street 

Journal, enunciated a set of ideas on the subject which are now called Dow theory. This is 

the basis of the so-called technical analysis method of attempting to predict future changes. 

One of the tenets of "technical analysis" is that market trends give an indication of the future, 

at least in the short term. The claims of the technical analysts are disputed by many 

academics, who claim that the evidence points rather to the random walk hypothesis, which 

states that the next change is not correlated to the last change. The role of human psychology 

in price variations also plays a significant factor. Large amounts of volatility often indicate 

the presence of strong emotional factors playing into the price. Fear can cause excessive 

drops in price and greed can create bubbles. In recent years the rise of algorithmic and high-

frequency program trading has seen the adoption of momentum, ultra-short term moving 

average and other similar strategies which are based on technical as opposed to fundamental 

or theoretical concepts of market Behaviour. 

The scale of changes in price over some unit of time is called the volatility. It was discovered 

by Benoit Mandelbrot that changes in prices do not follow a normal distribution, but are 

rather modeled better by Lévy stable distributions. The scale of change, or volatility, depends 

on the length of the time unit to a power a bit more than 1/2. Large changes up or down are 

more likely than what one would calculate using a normal distribution with an 

estimated standard deviation. 

Financial market slang 

 Poison pill, when a company issues more shares to prevent being bought out by another 

company, thereby increasing the number of outstanding shares to be bought by the 

hostile company making the bid to establish majority. 

 Bips, meaning "bps" or basis points. A basis point is a financial unit of measurement 

used to describe the magnitude of percent change in a variable. One basis point is the 

equivalent of one hundredth of a percent. For example, if a stock price were to rise 

100bit/s, it means it would increase 1%. 
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 Quant, a quantitative analyst with advanced training 

in mathematics and statistical methods. 

 Rocket scientist, a financial consultant at the zenith of mathematical and computer 

programming skill. They are able to invent derivatives of high complexity and construct 

sophisticated pricing models. They generally handle the most advanced computing 

techniques adopted by the financial markets since the early 1980s. Typically, they are 

physicists and engineers by training. 

 IPO, stands for initial public offering, which is the process a new private company goes 

through to "go public" or become a publicly traded company on some index. 

 White Knight, a friendly party in a takeover bid. Used to describe a party that buys the 

shares of one organization to help prevent against a hostile takeover of that organization 

by another party. 

 Round-tripping 

 Smurfing, a deliberate structuring of payments or transactions to conceal it 

from regulators or other parties, a type of money laundering that is often illegal. 

 Bid–ask spread, the difference between the highest bid and the lowest offer. 

 Pip, smallest price move that a given exchange rate makes based on market convention.
[6]

 

 Pegging, when a country wants to obtain price stability, it can use pegging to fix their 

exchange rate relative to another currency.
[7]

 

Functions of financial markets 

Intermediary functions: The intermediary functions of financial markets include the 

following: 

o Transfer of resources: Financial markets facilitate the transfer of real economic 

resources from lenders to ultimate borrowers. 

o Enhancing income: Financial markets allow lenders to earn interest or dividend on 

their surplus invisible funds, thus contributing to the enhancement of the individual 

and the national income. 

o Productive usage: Financial markets allow for the productive use of the funds 

borrowed. The enhancing the income and the gross national production. 

o Capital formation: Financial markets provide a channel through which new savings 

flow to aid capital formation of a country. 

o Price determination: Financial markets allow for the determination of price of the 

traded financial assets through the interaction of buyers and sellers. They provide a 

sign for the allocation of funds in the economy based on the demand and to the 

supply through the mechanism called price discovery process. 

o Sale mechanism: Financial markets provide a mechanism for selling of a financial 

asset by an investor so as to offer the benefit of marketability and liquidity of such 

assets. 

o Information: The activities of the participants in the financial market result in the 

generation and the consequent dissemination of information to the various segments 

of the market. So as to reduce the cost of transaction of financial assets. 

 Financial Functions 
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o Providing the borrower with funds so as to enable them to carry out their investment 

plans. 

o Providing the lenders with earning assets so as to enable them to earn wealth by 

deploying the assets in production debentures. 

o Providing liquidity in the market so as to facilitate trading of funds. 

o Providing liquidity to commercial bank 

o Facilitating credit creation 

o Promoting savings 

o Promoting investment 

o Facilitating balanced economic growth 

o Improving trading floors 

Components of financial market 

Based on market levels 

 Primary market: A primary market is a market for new issues or new financial claims. 

Therefore, it is also called new issue market. The primary market deals with those 

securities which are issued to the public for the first time. 

 Secondary market: A market for secondary sale of securities. In other words, securities 

which have already passed through the new issue market are traded in this market. 

Generally, such securities are quoted in the stock exchange and it provides a continuous 

and regular market for buying and selling of securities. 

Simply put, primary market is the market where the newly started company issued shares to 

the public for the first time through IPO (initial public offering). Secondary market is the 

market where the second hand securities are sold (security Commodity Markets). 

Based on security types 

 Money market: Money market is a market for dealing with the financial assets and 

securities which have a maturity period of up to one year. In other words, it's a market 

for purely short-term funds. 

 Capital market: A capital market is a market for financial assets which have a long or 

indefinite maturity. Generally, it deals with long-term securities which have a maturity 

period of above one year. The capital market may be further divided into (a) industrial 

securities market (b) Govt. securities market and (c) long-term loans market. 

o Equity markets: A market where ownership of securities are issued and subscribed 

is known as equity market. An example of a secondary equity market for shares is 

the New York (NYSE) stock exchange. 

o Debt market: The market where funds are borrowed and lent is known as debt 

market. Arrangements are made in such a way that the borrowers agree to pay the 

lender the original amount of the loan plus some specified amount of interest. 

 Derivative markets: A market where financial instruments are derived and traded based 

on an underlying asset such as commodities or stocks. 

 Financial service market: A market that comprises participants such as commercial 

banks that provide various financial services like ATM. Credit cards. Credit rating, stock 



broking etc. is known as financial service market. Individuals and firms use financial 

services markets, to purchase services that enhance the workings of debt and equity 

markets. 

 Depository markets: A depository market consists of depository institutions (such as 

banks) that accept deposits from individuals and firms and uses these funds to participate 

in the debt market, by giving loans or purchasing other debt instruments such as treasury 

bills. 

 Non-depository market: Non-depository market carry out various functions in financial 

markets ranging from financial intermediary to selling, insurance etc. The various 

constituencies in non-depositary markets are mutual funds, insurance companies, pension 

funds, brokerage firms etc. 

 

Money Market: Characteristics and Constituents 

1. Meaning of Money Market: 

Money market is the ―collective name given to the various firms and institutions that deal in the 

various grades of near money.‖ 

It is a market for short-term loans in the sense that it provides money for working capital or cir-

culatory capital. 

Most important short-term instruments with different degrees of maturity that are used in the 

money market often are: inter-bank call money, short-notice deposits, Treasury Bills of 91 days 

and 364 days, commercial bills, certificate of deposits and commercial paper. 

A well-developed money market is essential for the efficient functioning of a central bank. 

Money market is an institution through which surplus funds move to the deficit areas so that 

temporary liquidity crisis can be tackled. Money market enables inter-bank transactions of short-

term funds. A well-knit money market acts as a ‗barometer‘ for central banking operations. It 

enables the central bank to implement its monetary policy efficiently. 

In the absence of a well-coordinated banking system and other constituents of money market, the 

central bank may not be able to achieve its desired goals. Above all, government deficits are 

financed in a non-inflationary way through the money market institutions. Thus, the existence of 

a well-developed money market is essential for an economy. 

2. India’s Money Market: 

A country‘s financial market deals in financial assets and instruments of various types such as 

currency, bank deposits, bills, bonds, etc. Such financial market consists of both the money 

market and the capital market. 
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A money market is one where money is bought and sold. Technically, a money market is one 

where money is borrowed and lent. It deals in borrowing and lending of short- term funds. In the 

money market, the short- term funds of banking institutions and individuals are bid by borrowers 

and the Government. 

The main building blocks of money market are: 

(i) Central bank, 

(ii) Commercial banks, and 

(iii) Indigenous banks and village moneylenders. 

India‘s short-term credit market or money market has, invariably, a dichotomy. It consists of two 

sectors: (i) organised sector comprising the Reserve Bank of India and commercial banks, and 

(ii) unorganised sector having an indigenous stint. The organised market comprises the RBI, the 

State Bank of India, commercial banks, the Life Insurance Corporation of India, the General 

Insurance Corporation of India, and the Unit Trust of India. 

These are the organised components of money market since the functions and activities of these 

institutions are systematically coordinated by the RBI and the Government. Also, cooperative 

banks fall in this category. In India, we have three-tier cooperative credit structure: State 

cooperative banks, District or Central cooperative banks, and primary credit societies. Except the 

last one, the other two types of cooperative banks lie in the organised compartment of the money 

market. 

The organised sector of the Indian money market can be divided into sub-markets: 

(i) Call Money Market: 

The call money market—an important sub-market of India‘s money market is the market for 

very short- term funds such as overnight call money and notice money (14 days‘) known as 

‗money at call‘. The rate at which the funds are borrowed in this market are called ‗call money 

rate‘. Such rate is market-determined—influenced by demand for and supply of short-term funds. 

(ii) Treasury Bill Market: 

By treasury bill we mean short-term liability of the Union Government. The treasury bill market 

deals in treasury bills to meet the short-term financial needs of the Central Government. But by 

issuing treasury bills, the Central Government raises funds almost uninterruptedly. Treasury bills 

are of two types: ad hoc, and regular. Ad hoc treasury bills are sold to the state governments and 



foreign central banks and, therefore, these are not marketable. Regular treasury bills are sold to 

the banks and to the public and, therefore, are freely marketable. 

At present the following types of treasury bill are in use: 

(i) 14-day intermediate treasury bills, 

(ii) 91-day treasury bills, 

(iii) 182-day treasury bills, 

ADVERTISEMENTS: 

(iv) 364-day treasury bills. 

(iii) Repo Market: 

Repo—a money market instrument—helps in collateralised short-term borrowing and lending 

through purchase-sale operations in debt instruments. 

(iv) Commercial Bill Market: 

Trade bills or commercial bills are traded in this market. It is a bill drawn by one trader on 

another. Traders get money by discounting such bills in a commercial bank so as to avail 

financial accommodation. 

(v) Certificate of Deposits: 

It is a certificate issued by a bank of depositors of funds that remain deposited at the bank for a 

specified period. These are tradeable and negotiable in the short-term money markets. 

(vi) Commercial Paper: 

It is a short-term instrument of raising funds by corporate houses at cheaper cost. It was 

introduced in January 1990. Its maturity period ranges from 3 months to 6 months. 

(vii) Money Market Mutual Funds: 

This instrument was introduced in April 1992 to provide additional short-term revenue to the in-

dividual investors. 

The unorganised market is largely made up of indigenous bankers and non-bank financial 

intermediaries like chit funds, nidhis, etc. It is unorganised since these institutions are not 

systematically coordinated by the RBI. Like commercial banks, these financial institutions are 



not subject to reserve requirements. Nor do these institutions strictly depend on the RBI or banks 

for financial accommodation. Different components of money market have been shown in a 

treelike diagram (Fig. 8.1). 

 

3. Characteristics of India’s Money Market: 

The Indian money market is peculiar. It has several important features: 

1. Dichotomised: 

In the first place, the Indian money market has invariably a dichotomy—commercial banking 

developed on Western or European lines, and an unorganised sector doing business on traditional 

lines. However, these two sectors are loosely connected to each other. 

Every sector conducts its business independently having different style of functioning. Over the 

years, the importance of the unorganised sector of the Indian money market has been shrinking. 

Even then its share in providing rural finance is still not unimportant. 

2. Scattered: 

Secondly, India‘s money market is scattered. The two important money market centres in India 

are in Kolkata and Mumbai. These two markets are dubbed National Money Market. However, 

Delhi and Ahmedabad are coming to the ambit of the National Money Market. The National 

Money Markets are related to the local money markets. 

3. Unorganised Sector Virtually Free from the RBI’s Control: 

Thirdly, the unorganised sector of the money market is practically insulated from the central 

banking control mechanism. Monetary flexibility and monetary control of the RBI gets somehow 

choked because of the existence of the unorganised money market which is practically outside 

the purview of the RBI‘s control. 

This is because these institutions do not rely on financial accommodation from the RBI in times 

of liquidity crisis. Nor are they subject to reserve requirements. Obviously, in such a set up, 

RBI‘s credit control instruments cannot be applied on them even if they deserve punishment on 

the ground of national interest. 

4. Before 1969, Commercial Banks Lacked Discipline: 

Fourthly, we also notice the absence of a well-organised banking system in India. Commercial 

banks habitually maintain an excess cash reserve. Their lending policies are often harsh if we 



compare it with the lending policies of unorganised component of the market. Banks are hesitant 

in opening branches in unbanked or underbanked areas. 

However, this canard against commercial banks in the present situation is not justified. 

Particularly after nationalisation, banking system in India has gained enough strength. It is now 

one of the disciplined sectors of the money market. One has enough reason to be sceptic regard-

ing the RBI‘s control and monitoring over the organised commercial banking sector. Because of 

the absence of an effective control of the 

RBI, the country experienced the two infamous banking scams one was Harshad Mehta Scam of 

1992 and the other was the Ketan Parekh Scam in 2002. 

5. Absence of a Bill Market before 1971: 

Fifthly, to integrate the organised and unorganised sectors of the money market, establishment of 

a bill market is a necessary condition. It is said that a steady supply of trade bills freely 

negotiable in both sectors would ensure link or integration between them. But such was 

consciously absent in India before 1971 when ‗real‘ bill market scheme was introduced by the 

RBI. 

6. Problems Associated with Seasonal Fluctuations in Money Supply: 

Finally, Indian money market is characterised by the seasonal stringency of money supply during 

the busy season when demand for money shoots high. With high demand for liquid money and 

its consequent shortage, interest rates rise in the busy season from November to June. But in the 

slack season, an opposite situation arises when interest rates go down. 

These seasonal fluctuations in the rates of interest create uncertainty in the money market. 

However, the RBI being the watchdog of the country‘s monetary situation controls such fluctua-

tions in the market rate of interest successfully. 

7. RBI and Unorganised Component of the Money Market: 

Being the leader of the money market, the central bank must have a final say on a country‘s 

financial system. To make its monetary policy an effective instrument, the character of the 

money market is important. Usually, money market of LDCs is underdeveloped. India is, of 

course, not the exception. Unorganised components of India‘s money market like the banking 

system do not depend on the RBI for any sort of financial accommodation since these institutions 

deal with their own funds and do not accept deposits from the public. 



Obviously, these sectors of the money market are not within the ambit of the RBI‘s direction and 

control. On the other hand, the organised components of the money market can never remain 

isolated from the RBI‘s control and guidance. But the RBI has no control over the quality and 

composition of credit allocated by the unorganised components of the money market. 

As a result, the RBI‘s monetary policy or the weapons of credit control—tend to become less 

effective. For instance, the RBI occasionally employs its credit control instruments to check 

inflation (or deflation). Truly speaking, commercial banks are in the shackles of regulatory 

processes of the RBI. 

On the other hand, indigenous bankers are free from these control instruments. As a result, the 

objective of controlling inflation or deflation gets frustrated. Above all, these institutions are 

important providers of black money in the economy. But their behaviour virtually remains 

unchecked. 

However, with the passage of time, the organised sector of the money market has been 

developed by the RBI. It has developed a bill market in India. Consequently, we notice the 

contraction of businesses of unorganised sector of the money market. Still then, this sector 

occupies an important place. Hence the necessity of integration. 

The eventual integration of the organised and unorganised sectors will make the money market 

sensitive and responsive to the monetary policy. Once integration is made, the RBI‘s control, 

regulation, directive and guidance will touch every facet of the money market. Let us hope for 

the advent of a developed money market in India under the able guidance of 

4. Constituents of the Indian Money Market: 

It has been said that the Indian money market is dichotomised. There exists both organised and 

unorganised components of money market. As far as the money market is concerned, the 

Reserve Bank of India lies at the top. In addition, we have Indian joint stock banks— scheduled 

and non-scheduled banks. Commercial banks not included in the Second Schedule of the RBI 

Act, 1934, are called non- scheduled banks. 

Some cooperative banks are scheduled commercial banks but not all cooperative banks enjoy the 

‗scheduled‘ status. At present (January 2009) the number of non- scheduled banks is 30. The two 

most important scheduled commercial banks are commercial banks (both public and private) and 

cooperative banks. 

Essay on the Meaning of Capital Market: 



By the term Capital market we mean a market for long term funds, whereas the money market 

constitutes the market for short term funds. Capital market includes all existing facilities and 

institutional arrangements developed for borrowing and lending medium and long term funds 

available in the market. 

This is not a market for capital goods, rather it is a market for raising and advancing money 

capital for investment purposes. According to V.A. Avadhani, ―Capital market is a wide term 

used to comprise all operations in the New issues and stock market. New issues made by the 

companies constitute the primary market, while trading in the existing securities relates to the 

secondary market. While we can only buy in the primary market, we can buy and sell securities 

in the secondary market.‖ 

In a capital market, the demand for long term funds mostly arises from private sector 

manufacturing industries, agricultural sector and also from the Government, which are again 

largely utilised for the economic development of the country. Even the consumer goods 

industries usually need a considerable support from the capital market. 

Similarly, both the State and Central Governments which are engaged in developing infra- 

structural facilities viz., transport, power, irrigation, communications etc. along with the 

development of basic industries also need a considerable support from the capital market. 

In a capital market, the supply of funds usually comes from individual savers, corporate savings 

various banks, insurance companies specialised financial agencies and also the Government. 

Following are some of the institutions supplying funds to the Indian Capital market: 
ADVERTISEMENTS: 

(i) Commercial banks in India, which are interested in government securities and on debentures 

of companies are considered as important investors; 

(ii) Insurance companies like LIC and GIC have also attained growing importance in the Indian 

Capital market and are mostly investing in government securities; 

(iii) Various special institutions viz., the IDBI, IFCI, ICICI, UTI etc. are giving long term capital 

to the private sector of the country; and 

(iv) Provident funds of employees which constitute a major volume of savings but their 

investments are very much restricted in government securities. 

Unregulated Credit Markets in India! 

A myriad of private credit agencies operate in the country, unlike banks their forms of 

organization and methods of working are not standardised. Instead, there is great diversity in 

their organizations, methods, functional areas of operation, sources of funds, effective rates of 



interest charged on their loans, etc. Their common characteristic is that they are not regulated by 

any authority. 

The credit markets in which they operate are ‗unorganized‘ or segmented and not integrated with 

each other. They are not linked with the organized sector of the credit market either, represented 

by banks and term-lending institutions. 

The rates of interest charged by them differ over a wide range. Reliable and complete 

information is not available about their operations, because there is no official or unofficial 

central agency to which unregulated financiers report their operations. This represents a big gap 

in our knowledge about the finance industry in India and hampers credit policy formulation. 

The study and knowledge of unregulated credit markets is important because they meet a large 

part of the working capital needs of several segments of the Indian economy such as. wholesale 

trade(e.g. in cloth, food grains, jute, etc.), several manufacturing industries (e.g., Power looms 

and handlooms, pharmaceuticals, biri-making, etc.), export trade, retail trade, film production, 

construction, restaurants, etc. Speaking roughly, up to 30 per cent of total credit used in the urban 

economy is said to be provided by these markets. In rural areas, moneylenders are still the largest 

single source of credit for agriculture and village artisans. 

Unregulated credit agencies play a role which is both competitive with and complementary to 

that of banks. They compete with banks by attracting loanable funds from surplus units, a 

sizeable part of which would have otherwise flowed to banks. Gujarati and Marwari indigenous 

bankers also compete with banks in their lending operations and remittance facilities. 

But, in most cases, the loan operations of unregulated credit agencies are complementary to those 

of banks, because they provide credit generally for such uses and to such users as cannot be 

accommodated by banks. Therein also lays the rub. The allocation of unregulated credit does not 

conform to social priorities. In parts at least, it often runs counter to the credit control objectives 

and measures of the monetary authority. 

This reduces the overall effectiveness of credit planning and selective credit controls of the RBI. 

How much damage is done to the objective of socially-ordered allocation of credit will depend 

obviously on the size of unregulated credit relative to that of regulated credit and the degree of 

distortion in the allocation of the former. A broad judgment can be made only after we know 

what the unregulated credit markets are, how they function, etc. 
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Financial sector refers to the part of the economy which consists of firms and institutions that 

have the responsibility to provide financial services to the customers of the commercial and retail 

segment. The financial sector can include commercial banks, non banking financial companies, 

investment funds, money market, insurance and pension companies, and real estate etc. The 

financial sector is considered as the base of the economy which is essential for the mobilization 

and distribution of financial resources. 

The financial sector reforms refer to steps taken to reform the banking system, capital market, 

government debt market, foreign exchange market etc. An efficient financial sector is necessary 

for the mobilization of households savings and to ensure their proper utilisation in productive 

sectors. Before 1991, the Indian financial sector was suffering from several lacunae and 

deficiencies which had reduced their quality and efficiency of operations. Therefore, financial 

sector reforms had become essential at that time. 

Reasons for financial sector reforms in India 

 After independence, India inherited various deprivations and problems due to colonial 

legacy. The country was lagging behind in social as well as economic affairs. To attain 

the goal of rapid economic development, India adopted the system of planned economy 

based on the Mahalanobis model. This model had started showing its limitations in the 

mid-80s and early nineties. 

 The government adopted the strategy of fiscal activism for economic growth and large 

doses of public expenditure were financed by heavy borrowings at concessional rates. 

This was responsible for comparatively weak and underdeveloped financial markets in 

India. 
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 Due to the policy of Fiscal activism, the fiscal deficit increased year after year. The 

policy of automatic monetization of Fiscal deficit had inflationary tendencies and other 

negative impacts on the economy. 

 The nationalisation of Banks had given complete control over these banks to the 

government, which resulted in the limited role of market forces in the financial sector. 

 The growth rate was hovering around 3.5 % per annum before 1980, and it reached 

around 5% in the mid-1980s. This growth rate was proving insufficient to solve the 

economic and financial problems of the country. 

 Lack of transparency and professionalism in the banking sector and issues of red-tapism 

had been responsible for the increase of non performing assets. 

 There were issues of inadequate level of proper Regulation in the financial sector. The 

technologies used in the financial system and their institutional structures were outdated. 

 By 1991, India was facing several economic problems. The war in the Middle East and 

the fall of USSR had put pressure on the Foreign Exchange Reserves of India. India was 

facing the balance of payment crisis and reforms were now inevitable. 

The strategy adopted by India for Financial Sector Reforms 

 To initiate financial reforms, India adopted the path of gradual reforms instead of Shock 

Therapy. This was necessary to ensure continuity and stability of the financial sector in 

India. 

 India incorporated International best practices at the same time adjusted it as per the local 

requirements. 

 The first generation reforms aimed to create an efficient and profitable financial sector by 

ensuring flexibility to operate with functional autonomy. 

 The second generation reforms were incorporated to strengthen the financial system 

through structural improvements. 

 India adopted the policy of consensus driven approach for liberalisation as this was 

necessary for a democracy. 

Financial sector reforms in India 

Narasimham Committee report, 1991 
The Narasimham committee was established in August 1991 to give comprehensive 

recommendations on the financial sector of India including the capital market and banking 

sector. The major recommendations made by the committee are 

 To reduce the cash reserve ratio CRR and the statutory liquidity ratio SLR- The 

committee recommended reducing CRR to 10% and SLR to 25% over the period of time. 

 Recommendations on priority sector lending- the committee recommended to include 

marginal farmers, small businesses cottage industries etc in the definition of priority 



sector. The committee recommended for fixing at least 10% of the credit for priority 

sector lending. 

 Deregulation of interest rates- the committee recommended deregulating the interest 

rates charged by the banks. This was necessary to provide independence to the banks for 

setting the interest rates themselves for the customers. 

 The committee recommended to set up tribunals for recovering loans of non-performing 

assets etc. It gave recommendations on asset quality classifications. 

 The committee recommended for entry of new private banks in the banking system. 

Banking sector reforms 

 Changes in CRR and SLR: One of the most important reforms includes the reduction in 

cash reserve ratio (CRR) and statutory liquidity ratio (SLR). The SLR has been reduced 

from 39% to the current value of 19.5%. The cash reserve ratio has been reduced from 15 

% to 4%. This reduction in the SLR and CRR has given banks more financial resources 

for lending to the agriculture, industry and other sectors of the economy. 

 Changes in administered interest rates: Earlier, the system of administered interest rate 

structure was prevalent in which RBI decided the interest rate charged by the banks. The 

main purpose was to provide credit to the government and certain priority sectors at 

concessional rates of interest. The system has been done away and RBI no longer decides 

interest rates on deposits paid by the banks. However, RBI regulates interest on smaller 

loans up to Rs 2 lakhs on which the interest rate should not be more than the prime 

lending rates. 

 Capital Adequacy Ratio: The capital adequacy ratio is the ratio of paid-up capital and 

the reserves to the deposits of banks. The capital adequacy ratio of Indian banks had not 

been as per the international standards. The capital adequacy of 8% on the risk-weighted 

asset ratio system was introduced in India. The Indian banks had to achieve this target by 

March 31, 1994, while the foreign Bank had to achieve this norm by 31st March 1993. 

Now, Basel 3 norms are introduced in India. 

 Allowing private sector banks: after the financial reforms, private banks we are given 

life and HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, IDBI Bank, Corporation Bank etc. were established in 

India. This has brought much needed competition in the Indian money market which was 

essential for the improvement of its efficiency. Foreign banks have also been allowed to 

open branches in India and banks like Bank of America, Citibank, American Express 

opened many new branches in India. Foreign banks were allowed to operate in India 

using the following three channels: 

  

o As foreign bank branches, 

o As a subsidiary of a foreign bank which is wholly owned by the foreign Bank, 

o A subsidiary of a foreign bank within maximum foreign investment of 74% 



 Reforms related to non performing assets (NPA): non performing assets are those 

loans on which the loan installments have not been paid up for 90 days. RBI introduced 

the recognition income recognition norm. According to this norm, if the income on the 

assets of the bank is not received in two quarters after the last date, the income is not 

recognised. Recovery of bad debt was ensured through Lok adalats, civil courts, 

Tribunals etc. The Securitisation And Reconstruction of Financial Assets and 

Enforcement of Security Interest (SARFAESI) Act was brought to handle the problem of 

bad debts. 

 Elimination of direct or selective credit controls: earlier, under the system of selective 

or direct credit control, RBI controlled the credit supply using the system of changes in 

the margin for providing a loan to traders against the stocks of sensitive commodities and 

to the stockbrokers against the shares. This system of direct credit control was abolished 

and now the banks have greater freedom in providing credit to their customers. 

 Promotion of microfinance for financial inclusion: for the promotion of financial 

inclusion, microfinance scheme was introduced by the government, and RBI the gave 

guidelines for it. The most important model for microfinance has been the Self Help 

Group Bank linkage programme. It is being implemented by the regional rural banks, 

cooperative banks, and Scheduled commercial banks. 

Reforms in the government debt market 

 The policy of automatic monetization of the fiscal deficit of government was phased out 

in 1997 through an agreement between the government and RBI. Now the government 

borrows money from the market through the auction of government securities. 

 The government borrows the money at market determined interest rates which have made 

the government cautious about its fiscal deficits. 

 The government introduced treasury bills for 91 days for ensuring liquidity and meeting 

short-term financial needs and for benchmarking. 

 Foreign institutional investors were now allowed to invest their funds in the 

government securities. 

 The government introduced the system of delivery versus payment settlement for 

ensuring transparency in the system. 

 The system of repo was introduced for dealing with short term liquidity adjustments. 

Role of regulators 

 Importance of the role of the regulator was recognised and RBI became more 

independent to take decisions. More operational autonomy was granted to RBI 

to fulfill its duties. 

 The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) became an important institution in 

managing the securities market of India. 



 The insurance regulatory and Development Authority was an important institution for 

initiating reforms in the Insurance sector. Its responsibilities include the Regulation and 

supervision of the Insurance sector in India. 

Reforms in the foreign exchange market 
Since 1950s, India had a highly controlled foreign exchange market and foreign exchange was 

made available to the Reserve Bank of India in a very complex manner. The steps taken for the 

reform of the foreign exchange market were: 

 In 1993, India moved towards market based exchange rates, and the current account 

convertibility was now allowed. The commercial banks were allowed to undertake 

operations in foreign exchange. 

 The Rupee foreign currency swap market has been developed. New players are now 

allowed to enter this market and undertake currency swap transactions subject to certain 

limitations. 

 The authorised dealers of foreign exchange were now given the permission for activities 

such as initiating trading positions, borrowing and investing in foreign markets etc. 

subject to certain limitations and regulations. 

 The foreign exchange Regulation Act, 1973 was replaced by the foreign exchange 

management Act, 1999 for providing greater freedom to the exchange markets. 

 The foreign institutional investors and non-resident Indians were allowed to trade in the 

exchange-traded derivatives contracts subject to certain regulations and limitations. 

Other important financial sector reforms 

 Some important steps were taken for the non-banking financial companies for the 

improvement of their productivity, efficiency, and competitiveness. Many of the non-

banking financial companies have been brought under the regulation of Reserve Bank of 

India. Many of the other intermediaries were brought under the supervision of the Board 

of Financial Supervision. 

 In 1992, the Monopoly of UTI was ended and mutual funds were opened for the private 

sector. The mutual fund industry is now controlled by the SEBI Mutual Funds 

regulations, 1996 and its amendments. 

 In 1992, the Indian capital market was opened for the foreign institutional investors in all 

the securities. 

 Electronic trading was introduced in the National Stock Exchange (NSE) established in 

1994, and later on in the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) in 1995. 

Assessment of financial sector reforms 

 After the financial sector reforms, the resilience and stability of Indian economy have 

increased. The growth rate up the economy has increased from around 3.5 % to more 

than 6% per annum. 



 The country has been able to deal with the Asian economic crisis of 1977-98 and the 

recent Global subprime crisis which affected the banking system of the world but did not 

have much impact on the economy of India. 

 The banking sector and Insurance sector have grown considerably. The entry of private 

sector banks and foreign banks brought much-needed competition in the banking sector 

which has improved its efficiency and capability. 

 The Insurance sector has also transformed over the period of time. All these have 

benefited the customer with diversified options. 

 The stock exchanges of the country have seen growth and stability, and it has adopted the 

international best practices. 

 RBI has effectively regulated and managed the growth and operations of the non-banking 

financial companies of India. 

 The budget management, fiscal deficit, and public debt condition have improved after the 

financial sector reforms. The country is moving with more such future reforms in 

different sectors of the economy. 

 However, all the issues of Indian economy have not been resolved. The social sector 

indicators such as the provision of health facilities, quality of education, empowerment of 

women etc have not been at par with the economic growth. 

 Further, the new issues like the recent rise in non-performing assets of banks, slow 

growth of investments in the economy, the issues of jobless growth, high poverty rate, a 

much lower growth rate in the agriculture sector etc need to be resolved with more 

concrete efforts. 

Way forward 
The overall impact of the financial sector reforms has been positive. However consistent reforms 

are needed to maintain the economic growth and make it inclusive of all the sections of society. 

The recent measures taken by government includes the bankruptcy and insolvency code for 

resolution of non performing assets, the indradhanush strategy for strengthening the banking 

sector, the goods and services tax for making India a unified market, single window clearance to 

remove red tapism and bring transparency, startup India scheme and standup India scheme to 

boost economic growth in the country etc. India has reached among the top 100 in the ease of 

doing business of World Bank. But continued efforts are required to sustain and improve the 

economic growth rate. 

Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) and Capital Market Reforms 

Introduction: 

The Securities Contract (Regulation) Act, 1956 empowers the Central Government to regulate 

stock exchanges in India. 

The Government of India realised the need for an apex institution to regulate Stock Exchanges 

and to promote an orderly growth of securities market. 



The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) was accordingly set up on April 12, 1988 

through an extraordinary notification of the Government of India in the Gazette of India. In April 

1992, SEBI was made a statutory body by an Act of Parliament. On January 25,1995, Securities 

and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992 was amended by an ordinance to provide SEBI 

additional powers so that it could work even more efficiently. 

Objectives of SEBI: 

In the securities market, the three parties which operate with vested interests are: 

(a) Issues of securities. 

(b) Subscribers to securities, that is, investors; and 

 (c) Market intermediaries. 

SEBI aims at the development and regulation of securities market in the interests of investing 

public and healthy development of capital market. 

The main objectives of SEBI may be spelled out as follows: 

(a) To safeguard the interest of investors in securities through disclosure of such information by 

companies issuing securities, that enable the investing public to form a correct perception of risk 

and returns; and 

(b) To regulate the work of brokers and sub-brokers in stock exchanges and to regulate the work 

of bankers to an issue, underwriters, merchant bankers and mutual funds to check all kinds of 

shady activities relating to securities market. 

Capital Market Reforms by SEBI: 

SEBI has effected the following reforms in the capital market in the last some years: 

1. SEBI has issued guidelines to Stock Exchanges to make their governing bodies more broad- 

based. According to these guidelines, the governing body of a stock exchange should have five 

elected members, not more than four members nominated by the government or SEBI and three 

or fewer members nominated as public representatives. 

2. SEBI introduced the system of registration of intermediaries, such as brokers and sub-brokers. 

The registration is on the basis of certain eligibility criteria such as capital adequacy. 



3. SEBI has framed rules for making the relationship between client and broker more transparent 

and also for segregating client and broker accounts. 

4. The system of periodical inspection of stock exchanges has been introduced by SEBI. SEBI 

inspected 8 stock exchanges till January 1993. 

5. SEBI has advised stock exchanges to amend the listing agreement to ensure that a listed 

company furnishes annual statements to them showing variations between financial projections 

and project utilisation of funds made in the offer documents and actuals. This will enable 

shareholders to make comparisons between performance and promises. 

6. SEBI vets the offer document to ensure that all disclosures have been made by the company in 

the offer document at the time company applies for listing of its securities (i.e., shares and 

debentures) to the stock exchanges. 

7. The offer document of schemes to be launched by Mutual Funds are required to be vetted by 

SEBI. SEBI has also specified a procedure for calculating and declaring Net Asset Value (NAV) 

of each Mutual Funds scheme. This would help investors to judge the performance of mutual 

funds. Mutual funds have also been allowed to underwrite issues, as a part of their investment 

activity. Regular monitoring of Mutual Funds is undertaken by SEBI to ensure compliance with 

these regulations. 

8. SEBI has brought merchant banking also under its regularity framework. The merchant 

bankers are required to follow the code of conduct issued by SEBI in respect of pricing and 

premium fixation of issues. 

9. The abolition of the office of Controller of Capital Issues has led to the removal of control 

over price and premium of shares to be issued. However, companies can approach capital 

market, only after clearance by SEBI. 

10. SEBI has introduced a code of advertisement for public issues for ensuring fair and truthful 

disclosures. Companies are required to disclose all material facts and specific risk factors 

associated with their projects while making public issues. 

11. SEBI has issued guidelines for the allotment of new issues. According to the guidelines, 

preferential allotment is to be made to the extent of 20 per cent for the Mutual Funds, 20 per cent 



for the domestic financial institutions, 24 per cent for foreign institutional investors and 10 per 

cent for the issuer company‘s employees. 

The balance 25 per cent is to be issued to the general public. However, 50 per cent of the 

minimum public offering of 25 per cent of the total issue shall be earmarked for the small 

investors applying for up to 1000 shares. The unsubscribed portion in either category is fully 

interchangeable. 

12. The practice of making preferential allotment of shares at prices unrelated to the prevailing 

market price has been stopped and fresh guidelines for this purpose have been issued by SEBI. 

13. SEBI has relaxed the guidelines for the issue of bonus shares. 

14. SEBI has introduced regulations governing substantial acquisition of shares and takeovers. 

15. As a part of the process of establishing transparent rules for trading in stock exchanges, the 

badla system was banned by SEBI in December 1993. 

16. SEBI has allowed Foreign Institutional Investors to have an access to Indian capital market 

after getting registered with it. SEBI registered 286 foreign institutional investors by the January-

end 1995. 

17. SEBI has notified regulations for primary and secondary market intermediaries, bringing 

them within its regularity framework. 

18. SEBI has taken several initiatives to promote dematerialized trading in securities through the 

promotion of the network of depositories. This will eliminate the risks of bad delivery and fake 

or forged shares. The depositories provide a system to record ownership details of securities in a 

book entry form without physical handling of securities. Thus, dematerialized trading is 

paperless trading in securities. 

19. SEBI put ban on short sale of securities on June 15, 1998 with a view to containing volatility 

in share price. It prescribed additional volatility margins (AVM) with effect from July 6, 1998. 

The daily price band was reduced from 10 per cent to 8 per cent. Weekly 25 per cent band was 

removed to introduce graded margin system. 

20. Derivatives Trading. SEBI has accepted the major recommendations of L.C. Gupta 

Committee on Derivatives Trading. Under this system, derivatives contracts would be treated as 



‗Securities‘. The derivatives trading, as trading in Stock indices, would provide investors a 

hedging instrument to manage risks and help in improving the liquidity of secondary markets in 

India. 

21 SEBI has exempted infrastructure firms from certain norms, while floating a public issue. 

They would be exempted from making a minimum public offer of 25 per cent of equity, 

minimum subscription of 90 per cent and five shareholders per Rs. 1 lakh of offer. 

22. SEBI has formulated the regulations governing buy-back of shares by Indian companies. 

Buy-back has been permitted for the purpose of capital restructuring but not for treasury 

operations. 

23. SEBI has given freedom to companies to determine the par value of shares issued by them 

thereby removing the requirement to issue shares at fixed price value of Rs. 10 and Rs 100. 

24. In order to encourage Initial Public Offers (IPOs), the existing SEBI norm for IPO has been 

relaxed by stipulating ―ability to pay‖ in place of ―actual payment of dividend‖. 

Comments: 

SEBI has attempted to introduce improved trading practices and greater transparency in both the 

primary and secondary segments of securities market in India. These are imperative in the 

context of Liberalisation, Privatization and Globalisation (LPG) of Indian economy. 

The aforesaid reforms in Indian Capital Market would help to build up a strong financial 

mechanism, to assist the financing of growing private sector in the liberalized environment of 

business. Since public sector units are also approaching the capital market instead of State 

Exchequer to get funds for expansion, so these units would also get support from the strong 

capital market. 

Thanks to the regulations by SEBI, the Indian Equity Market has become highly transparent and 

liquid attracting investors from all over the world. The National Stock Exchange (NSE) is now 

the third largest in the world in terms of transactions in, a year. However, there has been little 

progress outside the equity market and the corporate bond market in particular has remained 

underdeveloped. 

The investor base in corporate bonds has remained restricted because regulatory guidelines 

severely restrict the ability of banks and other financial institutions to invest in corporate bonds. 



Without development of all segments of the capital market, it will be difficult for India to 

become a global financial centre. Further, our equity market suffers from a great shortcoming. 

The frequent changes in stock prices make it quite volatile and therefore risky for small or retail 

investors. 

Therefore, retail investors still continue to invest their savings in traditional mediums like post-

office savings, Bank deposits, NSCs and bonds besides traditional commodities like gold and 

silver. If one were to account for yield or return of investment from these instruments after 

providing for tax and inflation, they are not good enough to provide adequate returns to the small 

investors. 

A recent survey reveals conclusively that retail investors have been running away from not only 

the equity market, but also from mutual funds. According to the survey, only 3.5 million Indians 

– from a total working population of 321 million people under 18-59 years age group-invest in 

stocks. 

Overall, only 7.2 million people invest in stocks, either directly or through mutual funds, which 

works out to just 2 per cent of the total working population In this context, the RBI data also 

reveals that only 5 per cent of the total savings finds its way into the securities market including 

equities, Gilts, MF as against 34 per cent in the USA. In our view, to encourage small investors 

to invest in corporate equity the problem of large volatility has to be tackled. 
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4,921.6

8 

-21.99 

4825.9

8 

-20.44 

4717.2

4 

-18.61 

5,104.9

1 

-24.79 

4,410.7

7 

-12.95 

3,471.9

3 

10.59 

3,415.6

8 

12.41 

3,839.5

0 

BSE 500 

15,337.

23 

-23.03 

14970.

24 

-21.14 

14555.

96 

-18.9 

15,779.

59 

-25.19 

13,668.

30 

-13.63 

10,666.

93 

10.67 

10,527.

29 

12.14 

11,805.

03 

BSE Auto 

19,461.

76 

-35.07 

17132.

01 

-26.24 

16696.

08 

-24.31 

18,293.

52 

-30.92 

14,962.

65 

-15.54 

11,251.

96 

12.31 

10,269.

50 

23.05 

12,637.

10 

BSE 

BANKEX  

33,868.

46 

-32.37 

34372.

10 

-33.36 

32537.

43 

-29.61 

36,591.

28 

-37.4 

30,384.

17 

-24.62 

21,321.

71 

7.42 

19,753.

84 

15.95 

22,904.

32 

BSE Cons 

Durables 

23,224.

07 

-10.21 

23230.

99 

-10.23 

25630.

94 

-18.64 

24,899.

73 

-16.25 

25,134.

97 

-17.03 

18,720.

25 

11.4 

18,770.

03 

11.1 

20,854.

04 

BSE CAP 

GOODS 

18,388.

26 

-38.99 

19244.

59 

-41.7 

18052.

61 

-37.85 

17,153.

25 

-34.59 

14,522.

58 

-22.75 

10,476.

29 

7.09 

10,584.

34 

6 

11,219.

30 

BSE FMCG  

11,650.

35 

11238.

09 

11449.

25 

11,418.

59 

10,467.

14 

9,124.3

9 

9,982.0

0 

10,878.

65 
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Index 

1 Year 9 Mth 6 Mth 3 Mth 1 Mth 2 Week 1 Week 
Curren

t Value 
% Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg 

-6.62 -3.2 -4.98 -4.73 3.93 19.23 8.98 

BSE 

HEALTHCA

RE 

14,371.

55 

1.26 

12781.

06 

13.87 

12089.

46 

20.38 

13,533.

00 

7.54 

13,505.

03 

7.76 

11,430.

03 

27.33 

12,394.

97 

17.41 

14,553.

34 

BSE IT 

15,750.

42 

-19.02 

15086.

44 

-15.46 

15240.

41 

-16.31 

15,676.

30 

-18.64 

14,554.

05 

-12.37 

12,296.

03 

3.72 

11,780.

88 

8.26 

12,753.

98 

BSE Metal 

11,717.

19 

-47.4 

10386.

67 

-40.66 

8628.6

6 

-28.57 

10,424.

88 

-40.87 

7,417.8

0 

-16.91 

5,568.9

7 

10.68 

5,466.3

9 

12.76 

6,163.7

8 

BSE Oil & 

Gas  

14,707.

37 

-24.61 

14248.

29 

-22.18 

14667.

38 

-24.4 

14,590.

32 

-24 

11,603.

23 

-4.44 

9,290.9

5 

19.34 

10,007.

20 

10.8 

11,087.

93 

BSE PSU 

7,510.9

1 

-38.77 

7523.0

0 

-38.87 

6531.6

7 

-29.59 

6,876.1

7 

-33.11 

5,375.3

3 

-14.44 

4,159.3

5 

10.57 

4,284.0

0 

7.36 

4,599.1

3 

BSE TECk 

7,812.9

8 

-17.15 

7442.5

5 

-13.02 

7443.9

1 

-13.04 

7,789.3

8 

-16.89 

7,264.4

3 

-10.89 

6,156.1

2 

5.15 

5,914.4

4 

9.45 

6,473.4

2 

BSE 

REALTY 

2,118.3

2 

-32.71 

2155.8

7 

-33.88 

1919.2

0 

-25.73 

2,330.5

0 

-38.83 

1,972.9

6 

-27.75 

1,356.1

0 

5.12 

1,321.3

2 

7.88 

1,425.4

8 

BSE SME 

IPO  

1,728.0

5 

1697.3

5 

1681.5

2 

1,712.2

6 

1,526.1

3 

1,389.0

4 

1,353.4

2 

4,700.6

6 
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Index 

1 Year 9 Mth 6 Mth 3 Mth 1 Mth 2 Week 1 Week 
Curren

t Value 
% Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg % Chg 

172.02 176.94 179.55 174.53 208.01 238.41 247.32 

S&P BSE 

CARBONEX 

1,933.4

2 

-23.55 

1894.5

5 

-21.99 

1841.2

6 

-19.73 

1,983.8

0 

-25.5 

1,691.4

3 

-12.62 

1,333.6

0 

10.83 

1,309.5

2 

12.87 

1,478.0

2 

S&P BSE 

GREENEX  

2,821.7

2 

-20.49 

2730.6

2 

-17.83 

2637.9

2 

-14.95 

2,827.6

5 

-20.65 

2,511.0

9 

-10.65 

1,960.1

2 

14.47 

1,961.1

9 

14.4 

2,243.6

8 

S&P BSE 

Shariah 50 

- 

-20.49 

- 

-17.83 

- 

-14.95 

- 

-20.65 

- 

-10.65 

- 

14.47 

- 

14.4 
11.49 

BSE IPO  

4,404.4

7 

6.72 

4731.1

2 

-0.64 

5459.5

5 

-13.9 

6,195.2

2 

-24.12 

6,117.8

0 

-23.16 

4,242.6

7 

10.79 

4,426.4

0 

6.2 

4,700.6

6 

BSE 

POWER  

2,036.1

1 

-29.62 

2030.5

8 

-29.43 

1915.6

0 

-25.19 

1,944.7

8 

-26.31 

1,643.9

4 

-12.83 

1,321.6

8 

8.43 

1,331.1

6 

7.65 

1,433.0

6 

Stock Market Index : Meaning, Importance, NSE & BSE 

Stock Market Indices give an insight into the overall trends of the capital markets and sentiment 

of the investors towards a particular stock or set of stocks in an industry. 

1. What Are Stock Indices? 

A stock market index is a statistical measure which shows changes taking place in the stock 

market. To create an index, a few similar kinds of stocks are chosen from amongst the securities 

already listed on the exchange and grouped together. 

The criteria of stock selection could be the type of industry, market capitalisation or the size of 

the company. The value of the stock market index is computed using values of the 

underlying stocks. Any change taking place in the underlying stock prices impact the overall 

value of the index. If the prices of most of the underlying securities rise, then the index will rise 

and vice-versa. 
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In this way, a stock index reflects overall market sentiment and direction of price movements of 

products in the financial, commodities or any other markets. 

Some of the notable indices in India are as follows: 

 

a. Benchmark indices like NSE Nifty and BSE Sensex 

b. Broad-based indices like  Nifty 50 and BSE 100 

c. Indices based on market capitalization like the BSE Smallcap and BSE Midcap 

d. Sectoral indices like Nifty FMCG Index and CNX IT 

 

2. Why are stock indices required? 

The stock market index acts like a barometer which shows the overall conditions of the market. 

They facilitate the investors in identifying the general pattern of the market. Investors take the 

stock market as a reference to decide about which stocks to go for investing. 

The following lists the importance of stock market index: 

 

a. Aids in Stock-Picking 

In a share market, you would thousands of companies listed on the exchange. Broadly, picking 

the appropriate stock for investment may seem like a nightmare. Without a benchmark, you may 

not be able to differentiate between the stocks. Simultaneously sorting the stocks becomes a 

challenge. In this situation, a stock market acts like an instant differentiator. It classifies the 

companies and their shares based on key characteristics like the size of company, sector, industry 

type and so on. 

 

b. Acts as a Representative 

Investing in equities involves risk and you need to take an informed decision. Studying about 

stocks individually may seem very impractical. Indices help to fill the knowledge gaps that exist 

among the investors. They represent the trend of the whole market or a certain sector of the 

market. In India, the NSE Nifty the BSE Sensex act as the benchmark indices. They are believed 

to indicate the performance of the entire stock market. In the same manner, an index which is 

made up of pharma stocks is assumed to portray the average price of stocks of companies 

operating in the pharmaceutical industry. 

 

c. The Parameter for Peer Comparison 

Before including a stock in your portfolio, you have to assess whether it‘s worth the money. By 

comparing with the underlying index, you can easily judge the performance of a stock. If the 

https://cleartax.in/s/stock-investments
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stock gives higher returns than the index, it‘s said to have outperformed the index. If it gives 

lower returns than the index, it‘s said to have underperformed the index. 

You would definitely want to invest in a multibagger so as to justify the risk assumed. Else you 

can be better off investing in low-cost professionally managed index funds. You may also 

compare the index with a set of stocks like the Information technology sector. As an investor, 

you can know market trends easily. 

 

d. Reflects Investor Sentiment 

When you are participating in equity markets, amongst other things, knowing investor sentiment 

becomes an important aspect. It is because the sentiment affects the demand for a stock which in 

turn impacts the overall price. In order to invest in the right stock, you should know the reason 

behind the rise/fall in its prices. At this juncture, indices help to gauge the mood of investors. 

You may even recognize investor sentiment for a particular sector and across market 

capitalizations. 

 

e. Helps in Passive Investment 

Passive investment refers to investing in a portfolio of securities which replicates the stocks of an 

index. Investors who want to cut down on the cost of research and stock selection prefer to invest 

in index portfolio. Consequently, the returns of the portfolio will resemble that of the index. If an 

investor‘s portfolio resembles the Sensex, then his portfolio is going to deliver returns of around 

8% when the Sensex earns 8% returns. 

 

3. How are stock market indices developed? 

An index is made up of similar stocks based on market capitalization, industry or company size. 

Upon selection of stocks, the index value is computed. Each stock will have a different price and 

price change in one stock would not be proportionately equal to the price change in another. So, 

the value of the index value cannot be arrived at as a simple sum of the prices of all the stocks. 

Here is when the importance of assigning weights to stocks comes into play. Each stock in the 

index is assigned a particular weightage based on its market capitalization or price. The weight 

represents the extent of the impact that the stock‘s price change has on the value of the index. 

The two most commonly used stock market indices are as follows: 

 

a. Market-cap weightage 

Market capitalization refers to the total market value of the stock of a company. It is calculated 

by multiplying the total number of outstanding stocks floated by the company with the share 

price of a stock. It, therefore, considers both the price as well as the size of the stock. In an index 

https://cleartax.in/s/index-funds-etfs


which uses market-cap weightage, the stocks are assigned weightage based on their market 

capitalization as compared to the total market capitalization of the index. 

Suppose a stock has a market capitalization of Rs. 50,000 whereas the underlying index has a 

total market-cap of Rs. 1,00,000. Thus, the weightage given to the stock will be 50%. 

It is important to note that market capitalization of a stock changes every day with the fluctuation 

in its price. Due to this reason, weightage of the stock would change daily. But usually such a 

change is marginal in nature. Moreover, the companies with higher market-caps get more 

importance in this method. 

In India, free-float market capitalization is used by most of the indices. Here, the total number of 

shares listed by a company is not used to compute market capitalization. Instead, use only the 

amount of shares available for trading publicly. Consequently, it gives a smaller number than the 

market capitalization. 

 

b. Price weightage 

In this method, the value of an index value is computed based on the stock price of a company 

rather than the market capitalization. Thus, the stocks which have higher prices receive greater 

weightages in the index as compared to the stocks which have lower prices. This method has 

been used in The Dow Jones Industrial Average in the US and the Nikkei 225 in Japan. 

Bull and bear theory:  

Almost every day in the investing world, you will hear the terms "bulls" and "bears" used to 

describe market conditions. Because the direction of the market is a major force affecting your 

portfolio, it's important that you know exactly what the terms signify and how each affects you. 

 A bull market is a market that is on the rise and where the economy is sound; while a 

bear market exists in an economy that is receding, where most stocks are declining in 

value. 

 Although some investors can be "bearish," the majority of investors are typically 

"bullish." The stock market, as a whole, has tended to post positive returns over long time 

horizons. 

 A bear market can be more dangerous to invest in, as many equities lose value and prices 

become volatile. 

 Since it is hard to time a market bottom, investors may withdraw their money from a bear 

market and sit on cash until the trend reverses, further sending prices lower. 

What Are Bear and Bull Markets? 

The terms bull and bear market are used to describe how stock markets are doing in general—

that is, whether they are appreciating or depreciating in value. At the same time, because the 

market is determined by investors' attitudes, these terms also denote how investors feel about the 

market and the ensuing trends. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bull.asp
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Simply put, a bull market refers to a market that is on the rise. It is typified by a sustained 

increase in price, for example in equity markets in the prices of companies' shares. In such times, 

investors often have faith that the uptrend will continue over the long term. Typically, in this 

scenario, the country's economy is strong and employment levels are high. 

By contrast, a bear market is one that is in decline, typically having fallen 20% or more from 

recent highs. Share prices are continuously dropping, resulting in a downward trend that 

investors believe will continue, which, in turn, perpetuates the downward spiral. During a bear 

market, the economy will typically slow down and unemployment will rise as companies begin 

laying off workers.  

Characteristics of Bull and Bear Markets 

Although a bull or bear market condition is marked by the direction of stock prices, there are 

some accompanying characteristics that investors should be aware of. The following list 

describes some of these factors. 

Supply and Demand for Securities 

In a bull market, we see strong demand and weak supply for securities. In other words, many 

investors are wishing to buy securities while few are willing to sell. As a result, share prices will 

rise as investors compete to obtain available equity. 

In a bear market, the opposite is true as more people are looking to sell than buy. The demand is 

significantly lower than supply and, as a result, share prices drop.  

Investor Psychology 

Because the market's behavior is impacted and determined by how individuals perceive that 

behavior, investor psychology and sentiment affect whether the market will rise or fall. Stock 

market performance and investor psychology are mutually dependent. In a bull market, 

investors willingly participate in the hope of obtaining a profit. 

During a bear market, market sentiment is negative as investors are beginning to move their 

money out of equities and into fixed-income securities, as they wait for a positive move in the 

stock market. In sum, the decline in stock market prices shakes investor confidence, which 

causes investors to keep their money out of the market—which, in turn, causes a general price 

decline as outflow increases. 

Change in Economic Activity 

Because the businesses whose stocks are trading on the exchanges are participants in the greater 

economy, the stock market and the economy are strongly linked. 

A bear market is associated with a weak economy as most businesses are unable to record huge 

profits because consumers are not spending nearly enough. This decline in profits, of course, 

directly affects the way the market values stocks. 

In a bull market, the reverse occurs, as people have more money to spend and are willing to 

spend it, which, in turn, drives and strengthens the economy. 
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Gauging Market Changes 

The key determinant of whether the market is bull or bear is not just the market's knee-jerk 

reaction to a particular event, but how it's performing over the long term. Small movements only 

represent a short-term trend or a market correction. It's a longer time period that will determine 

whether you see a bull or bear market. 

Not all long movements in the market, however, can be characterized as bull or bear. Sometimes 

a market may go through a period of stagnation as it tries to find direction. In this case, a series 

of upward and downward movements would actually cancel-out gains and losses resulting in a 

flat market trend. 

  

Perfectly timing the market is almost impossible. 

What to Do in Each Market  

In a bull market, the ideal thing for an investor to do is to take advantage of rising prices by 

buying stocks early in the trend if possible, and then selling them when they have reached their 

peak. 

During the bull market, any losses should be minor and temporary; an investor can typically 

actively and confidently invest in more equity with a higher probability of making a return. 

In a bear market, however, the chance of losses is greater because prices are continually losing 

value and the end is often not in sight. Even if you do decide to invest with the hope of an 

upturn, you are likely to take a loss before any turnaround occurs. Thus, most of the profitability 

will be found in short selling or safer investments such as fixed-income securities. 

An investor may also turn to defensive stocks, whose performances are only minimally affected 

by changing trends in the market and are therefore stable in both economic gloom and 

boom cycles. These are industries such as utilities, which are often owned by the government 

and are necessities that people buy regardless of the economic condition. 

In addition, you may benefit from taking a short position in a bear market, profiting from falling 

prices. There are several ways to achieve this including short selling, buying inverse ETFs, or 

buying put options. 

The Bottom Line 

Both bear and bull markets will have a large influence on your investments, so it's a good idea 

to take some time to determine what the market is doing when making an investment decision. 

Remember that over the long term, the stock market has always posted a positive return. 

Compete Risk Free with $100,000 in Virtual Cash 

Put your trading skills to the test with our FREE Stock Simulator. Compete with thousands of 

Investopedia traders and trade your way to the top! Submit trades in a virtual environment before 
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you start risking your own money. Practice trading strategies so that when you're ready to enter 

the real market, you've had the practice you need. Try our Stock Simulator today 

Stock Market & Sector Performance 
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he following are the roles of financial system in the economic development of a country. 

Savings-investment relationship 

To attain economic development, a country needs more investment and production. This can 

happen only when there is a facility for savings. As, such savings are channelized to productive 

resources in the form of investment. Here, the role of financial institutions is important, since 

they induce the public to save by offering attractive interest rates. These savings are channelized 

by lending to various business concerns which are involved in production and distribution. 

Financial systems help in growth of capital market 

Any business requires two types of capital namely, fixed capital and working capital. Fixed 

capital is used for investment in fixed assets, like plant and machinery. While working capital is 

used for the day-to-day running of business. It is also used for purchase of raw materials and 

converting them into finished products. 

 Fixed capital is raised through capital market by the issue of debentures and shares. 

Public and other financial institutions invest in them in order to get a good return with 

minimized risks. 

 For working capital, we have money market, where short-term loans could be raised by 

the businessmen through the issue of various credit instruments such as bills, promissory 

notes, etc. 

Foreign exchange market enables exporters and importers to receive and raise funds for settling 

transactions. It also enables banks to borrow from and lend to different types of customers in 

various foreign currencies. The market also provides opportunities for the banks to invest their 
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short term idle funds to earn profits. Even governments are benefited as they can meet their 

foreign exchange requirements through this market. 

Government Securities market 

Financial system enables the state and central governments to raise both short-term and long-

term funds through the issue of bills and bonds which carry attractive rates of interest along with 

tax concessions. The budgetary gap is filled only with the help of government securities market. 

Thus, the capital market, money market along with foreign exchange market and government 

securities market enable businessmen, industrialists as well as governments to meet their credit 

requirements. In this way, the development of the economy is ensured by the financial system. 

Financial system helps in Infrastructure and Growth 

Economic development of any country depends on the infrastructure facility available in the 

country. In the absence of key industries like coal, power and oil, development of other 

industries will be hampered. It is here that the financial services play a crucial role by providing 

funds for the growth of infrastructure industries. Private sector will find it difficult to raise the 

huge capital needed for setting up infrastructure industries. For a long time, infrastructure 

industries were started only by the government in India. But now, with the policy of economic 

liberalization, more private sector industries have come forward to start infrastructure industry. 

The Development Banks and the Merchant banks help in raising capital for these industries. 

Financial system helps in development of Trade 

The financial system helps in the promotion of both domestic and foreign trade. The financial 

institutions finance traders and the financial market helps in discounting financial instruments 

such as bills. Foreign trade is promoted due to per-shipment and post-shipment finance by 

commercial banks. They also issue Letter of Credit in favor of the importer. Thus, the precious 

foreign exchange is earned by the country because of the presence of financial system. The best 

part of the financial system is that the seller or the buyer do not meet each other and the 

documents are negotiated through the bank. In this manner, the financial system not only helps 

the traders but also various financial institutions. Some of the capital goods are sold through hire 

purchase and installment system, both in the domestic and foreign trade. As a result of all these, 

the growth of the country is speeded up. 

Employment Growth is boosted by financial system 

The presence of financial system will generate more employment opportunities in the country. 

The money market which is a part of financial system, provides working capital to the 

businessmen and manufacturers due to which production increases, resulting in generating more 

employment opportunities. With competition picking up in various sectors, the service sector 

such as sales, marketing, advertisement, etc., also pick up, leading to more employment 

opportunities. Various financial services such as leasing, factoring, merchant banking, etc., will 

also generate more employment. The growth of trade in the country also induces employment 

opportunities. Financing by Venture capital provides additional opportunities for techno-based 

industries and employment. 

Venture Capital 

There are various reasons for lack of growth of venture capital companies in India. The 

economic development of a country will be rapid when more ventures are promoted which 

require modern technology and venture capital. Venture capital cannot be provided by individual 

companies as it involves more risks. It is only through financial system, more financial 

institutions will contribute a part of their investable funds for the promotion of new ventures. 

Thus, financial system enables the creation of venture capital. 
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Financial system ensures Balanced growth 

Economic development requires a balanced growth which means growth in all the sectors 

simultaneously. Primary sector, secondary sector and tertiary sector require adequate funds for 

their growth. The financial system in the country will be geared up by the authorities in such a 

way that the available funds will be distributed to all the sectors in such a manner, that there will 

be a balanced growth in industries, agriculture and service sectors. 

Financial system helps in fiscal discipline and control of economy 

It is through the financial system, that the government can create a congenial business 

atmosphere so that neither too much of inflation nor depression is experienced. The industries 

should be given suitable protection through the financial system so that their credit requirements 

will be met even during the difficult period. The government on its part, can raise adequate 

resources to meet its financial commitments so that economic development is not hampered. The 

government can also regulate the financial system through suitable legislation so that unwanted 

or speculative transactions could be avoided. The growth of black money could also be 

minimized. 

Financial system’s role in Balanced regional development 

Through the financial system, backward areas could be developed by providing various 

concessions or sops. This ensures a balanced development throughout the country and this will 

mitigate political or any other kind of disturbances in the country. It will also check migration of 

rural population towards towns and cities. 

Role of financial system in attracting foreign capital 

Financial system promotes capital market. A dynamic capital market is capable of attracting 

funds both from domestic and abroad. With more capital, investment will expand and this will 

speed up the economic development of a country. 

Financial system’s role in Economic Integration 

Financial systems of different countries are capable of promoting economic integration. This 

means that in all those countries, there will be common economic policies, such as common 

investment, trade, commerce, commercial law, employment legislation, old age pension, 

transport co-ordination, etc. We have a standing example of European Common Market which 

has gone to the extent of creating a common currency, representing several countries in Western 

Europe. 

Role of financial system in Political stability 

The political conditions in all the countries with a developed financial system will be stable. 

Unstable political environment will not only affect their financial system but also their economic 

development. 

Financial system helps in Uniform interest rates 

The financial system is capable of bringing an uniform interest rate throughout the country by 

which there will be balanced movement of funds between centres which will ensure availability 

of capital for all kinds of industries. 
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Financial system role in Electronic development: 

Due to the development of technology and the introduction of computers in the financial system, 

the transactions have increased manifold bringing in changes for the all round development of 

the country. The promotion of World Trade Organization (WTO) has further improved 

international trade and the financial system in all its member countries. 

 


